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Chapter 1

Program Overview

A.

Prior to 1975, most severely handicapped students were educated

apart from children who were not handicapped. In many cases,

severely handicapped children and youch were placpd in institutions

and either did not received any educational services, or received

minimal aRryices for a small portion of what would otherwise be a

school day for their nonhandicapped peers. If severely handicapped

students did attend school, they most likely were transported to a

segregated, handicapped-only school for an entire district or.a

cooperative of school districts. This meant traveling long dis-

tances by bus or family car to reach a school which was far from

home and which was attc(wed only by other handicapped students,

who most often lived in an entirely different area of the commu-

nity.

This situation has changed dramatically during the past few

years. Due to both changes in-,public awareness and attitudes as

well as state and federal mandates, severely handicapped children

and youth are now guaranteed a free and appropriate public educa-

tion. Furthermore, their right to associate with nonhandicapped

individuals has been recogniz&I by statutory requirements that, to

the maximum extent possible, handicapped students should be edu-

cated in proximity to'their nonhandicapped peers. For the first

time in history, severely handicapped and nonhandicapped persons

can be expected to interact with one another in school and other
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community settings from childhood throughout their lifespan.

The premise of the program presented in this integration man-

ual is that all handicapped childrenWithout exception--have the

right to receive an eduiation in a neighborhood public school which

is close to home and which serves primarily nonhandicapped, chrono-

logical age peers according to the law of natural proportion

(Brown, Branston, Hamre-Nietupski, Johnson, Wilcox, & Gruenewald,

1979; Brown, Ford, Nisbet, Sweet, Donellan, & Wenewald, 1982;

Sontag, Certo, & Button, 1979; Voeltz, 1980, 1983). This integra-

tion is clearly indicated by both legislative mandate and increased

public aupport and acceptance of handicapped pe ;sons into the com-

munity (Taylor, 1982). But because many districts throughout the

country have until now provided services to severely handicapped

students in segregated settings, separate from nonhandicapped peers,

the movement to classrooms located on general education campuses

close to the children's homes represents a dramatic social and

administrative-programmatic change. Throughout this transition

period, the experiences of educational agencies that have success-

fully integrated severely handicapped students into the public

school system can provide positive direction for others.

The administrative integration.of severely handicapped learners

into more than forty neighborhood public schools throughout the

nationS seventh largest school district provided;lsWithihe con-

text to design, implement and evaluate the programmatic component

presented in this manual--the Special Friends Program. In Hawaii,
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the State Department of Education determined that severely handi-

capped children would attend classes in neighborhood public ele-

mentary and secoadary schools rather than in institutional and

segregated settings. Beginning in 1977, classes for severely mul-

tiply aandicapped, severely to profoundly retarded, deaf-blind, and

autistic children andgyouth were established, and by 1982 approxi-

mately 85% of these children attended school in proximity to non-

handicapped peers. The location of these classes in schools which

previously had not served children with severe handicapping condi-

tions required significant professional and personal adjustments by

state and district administrative and program staff, teachers,

principals and other school personnel, parents, and the children

themselves. The Special Friends Program was piloted during the

1977-1978 school year at one public elementary school, and extended

to more than a dozen additional schools throughout Hawaii beginning

in fall 1978.

The intent of Special Friends is to provide a transitionary,

training program to prepare the children--both severely handicapped

0
and nonhandicapped--for social interactions with one another.

Thus, the focus of the activities and program components pretOnted

throughout the manual is upon the children, rather than parents,

administrators, teachers, or other school personnel." There can be

no doubt that these adul...; could benefit from various training

activities and experiences to prepare them for this integration

experience. However, the opportunity presented by a generation of
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children attending school together for the first time and through-
/

out the school years seemed a high priority fol. our efforts... Thus,

we entered into these activities for the children themselves hoping
Awe

to facilitate their adjustment to and enjoyment of one another's

presence iii the school community.

Additionally, we felt that since we ourselves had grown up in,

segregated environments--"protected" from the presence of severely

handicapped peers (as well as various other racial and cultural
4

differences)--the program had to be based upon what we learned from

the children involved in the interactions, not upon what we thought

we already knew. We avoided currently available models for inter-

actions between handicapped and nonhandicapped children--such as

peer tutoring and volunteer programs and programs which provided

nonhandicapped children with a great deal of information about han-

dicapping conditions. It seemed to us that the purpose of associa-

tion with nonhandicapped persons ought to be the social opportul2ties

available from those interactions. The Special Friends Program

provides a context for these social interactions to occur naturally

between the children in natural contexts such as recess and leisure

activities.

Though our original intent was to focus upon the children,

some preparation of school personnel is also needed. The adults in

the school community can facilitate children's interactions, or

they can prevent them from occurring or insure that such experiences

are temporary rather than having lasting impact upon the children

V



involved. Ms, this revised versionof the"Special Friends manual.'

now contains material which is oriented to providing teachers and
is

other school personnel with guidelines. for effecting successful

integration ovrtunities throughout the school day. Ultimately,
4

the true test of integration will be not the'Presence of a-program

such as Special Friends, but evidence that indiiiidual severely

handicapped children can access the full range of integration

experiences, within the context of their eddcational needs, which

are available to children who are not handicapped.

Why Integration?

There are two major reasons why physical, programmatic and

attitudinal integration are essential for the optimum development of

severely handicapped lear20:

1. Natural contexts are necessar for the development of functional

and eneralized skills and behaviors which will allow maximum

individual adjustment and independence in both current and fu-'

ture environments.

A major reason to placing severely handicapped children into

integrated school and other community environments, is, of course,

to provide them with the actual, natural learning context to develop

the skills needed to function as independently as possible as

adults in the community (Brown, Hamre-Nietupski, & Nietupski, 1976).

Such skills, are best taught and practiced in the real world, not

in artificial and segregated settings and simulations or natural

situations (Falvey, Brown, Lyon, Baumgart, & Schroeder, 1980). By

11
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establishing classrooms for severely handicapped students in the

general education community, teachers, parents and.the handicapped

students themselves are exposed to the natural cues, correction

procedures,. and contingencies likely to be available on a continu-

ing bag's, as opposed to various manipulations and simulations pro-

vided in highly artificial instructional situations. Highly struc-

tured, one-to-one discrete trial instruction in'isolated classroom-

settings may have indeed resulted in the acquisition of behaviors

in that classroom, but there is no guarantee that such skills will*

transfer to functional use outside the instructional environment.

Particularly if severely handicapped students display severe learwr

ing problems, it seems crucial that educators follow the principle

of "zero inference" in instructional programming, i.e., that we not

infer that learning will generalize to criterion skills in crite-

rion environment but instead teach such skills directly (Brown,

Hamre-Nietupski, & Nietupski, 1976). Teaching functional responses

in integrated, community environments is today's "educational best

practices" rather than a minority professional opinion or even an

untested educational' innovation,'

2. Integrated environments and interactions with nonhandicapped

ersons are necessar for the develo ment of social com etence

bx_severely handicapped persons.

An equally compelling reason to return services for severely

handicapped learner's to neighborhood public schools and other inte-

grated community environments is a concern for social competence.

12
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Segregated environments serving only severely handicapped individ-

ualsgenerally provide only -wo possible .ocial interaction oppor-

tunles: (a) the severely handicapped person can interact with

another severely handicapped person; and (b) the severely handi-

capped person does indeed interact with a large number of "help-

ers", including teachers, therapists, ward personnel, work super-

visors, psychologists, custodial staff, cafeteria workers, physi-

cians, dentists, volunteers, etc. Cl.early, the only "peer" type

interaction which is even possible is with other children whose

developmental and behavioral characteristics may be similar, but

not necessarily conducive to a variety of social interactions.

Patterns of social interaction between severely handicapped peers

can and should be facilitated and encouraged (see Landesman Dwyer &

Berkson, 1979, for a review of this topic, and Certo & Kohl, 1983,

for a curriculum effort in this direction), but it also seems inap-

propriate that these be the only truly social opportunities avail-

able to a severely handicapped learner. In all other interactions

with iregivers and professionals, the severely handicapped person

is the incipient. S/he is helped to do something by a more compe-

tent performer, who sets the rules and generally requires rather

rigid adherence to established expectations. This limited range of

social experiences cannot promote social competence nor does it

allow for the development of rewarding social relationships. We

have simply not acknowledged the restrictive nature of the care-

giver-client and teacher-child interaction, which currently domi-
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nates all planned and spontaneous social interactions experienced

by severely handicapped children in special education settings iso-

lated from their nonhandicapped peers.

Ask yourself; What would my own life be like if my experi-

ences were restricted to interactions with authority figures and

surreptitious peer interactions, where both the peer and I had

limited mobility, sensory a.id/or motor impairments, few resource9,

and almost no ok,portunity to share activities and conversation?

What are the varieties of social experiences, interactions and

relationships which have been continuously available to me, from

birth to now? Can severely handicapped persons justifiably be

denied similar social interaction experiences for any reason what-

soever?

Benefits to Children

Thus far, we have focused exclusively upon the potential bene-

fits,of integration for severely handicapped persons. We maintain

that this social reform will benefit nonhandicapped persons as

well. Regular education children, of course, may have never before

seen severely handicapped youngsters, some of whom use various

prosthetic devices, wheelchairs, etc., and may look and behave dif-

ferently from most of their peers. How nonhandicapped children

feel about and behave toward handicapped peers has been subject to

both descriptive investigation and much anecdotal speculation.

Research findings on the social status of mildly handicapped f.zu-

drnts has generally indicated that these children may be socially

isolated by nonhandicapped peers (Asher & Taylor, 1981; MacMillan,

1.4
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) Jones & Aloia, 1974), though there has always been evidence that

various intervention efforts can change this situation and promote

social acceptance (Gottlieb, 1978; Donaldson, 1980). In a thought-

proyoLing review of research on attitudes toward disabilities,

Donaldson (1980) noted that most work in this area represents

neither a serious effort to positively change such negative atti-

tudes (if they exist) nor an explanation as to how negative atti-

tudes might actually be created and maintained by current social

practices. There is now considerable evidence that systematic

interventions designed to promote positive social interactions

between severely handicapped and nonhandicapped children result in

significant more positive behaviors and attitudes by both groups

of children (Rynders, Johnson, Johnson, & Schmidt, 1980; Voeltz,

1980a, 1980b, 1982; Voeltz & Brennan, 1982). These positive

changes appear to occur simply as a function of exposure over time,

such that placement of self-contained classes on a general educa-

tion campus will result in increasingly more positive attitudes

toward children with handicaps by regular education children in

comparison to the attitudes expressed by children who have no such

exposure (Voeltz, 1980a, 1982). However, structured and systematic

interaction experiences between the children is most clearly asso-

ciated with significant improvements on various social behavior

measures (Rynders et al., 1980; Voeltz, 1982; Voeltz & Brennan,

1982).

1.5
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Heterogeneous Friendships

Aside from evidence that nonhandicapped children will develop

positive attitudes and behavior toward tht x severely handicapped

peers, what other benefits might occur for regular education chil-

dren as a consequence of a social policy of integration? Rubin

(1980) has emphasized that current patterns of frienaship which are

most likely to be supported by adults are unnecessarily restrictive

and may inhibit children's social development. For example, cross-

age friendships between a younger and an older child were once

quite typical in children's lives, but now are socially disap-

proved--probably because of the influence of an age-graded educa-

tional system which encourages children to interact only with peers

in the same grade (i.e., at the same age). Yet there are poten-

tially many benefits to children from such heterogeneous friend-

ships: older children may develop an increased self-concept,

sense of responsibility and personal satisfaction from a "big

brother/big sister" kind of feeling inherent in an interaction with

a younger child. 'ihe younger child may in turn learn more easily

and feel more comfortable in the presence of an older child--who

is only slightly more "skilled" in comparison to the younger

child--rather than an adult. In fact, it is quite possible that

many social and other skills are actually learned by children from

other children; certainly, everything which is learned by nonhandi-

capped children was not taught by their regular education teachers

or even their parents. To some extent, an interaction between
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same-aged severely handicapped and nonhandicapped children resem-

bles the kind of cross-age interaction which Rubin discusses, and

presumably similar benefits might occur.

Ironically, those of us who plan integrated programs as pro-

fessional educators must recognize that we most likely grew up in

"segregated" childhoods. Our own interactions with peers are most

likely to be highly homogeneous ones, restricted to a small set of

"best friends" who are very much like ourselves. Our social inter-

actions seem to reflect a kind of "in group/out group" orientation

in which we accept those who meet certain criteria and assume those

who do not are happiest associating w4.th others who more closely

"match" their own characteristics. Surely it is possible to value

and experience mutally rewarding, heterogeneous friendships--with

people who are sc4ehuw quite different than our usual friends.

Hete...ogeneous intc,ract..;.ons among individuals and cultures most

probably represents a higher stage in social development than

segregation, rejection and isolation from one another. Provided

that such social interactions among severely handicapped children

and children who are not handicapped are mutually beneficial--that

is, they are not charitable-type, unidirectional relationships in

which one child is seen as the giver and the other child as the

taker--they should be associated with increased skills in social

interaction not only for the handicapped child bur. also for his

"nonhandicapped" peer. Which of us would reject outright an oppor-

tunity to improve our own social skills? We think that nonhandi-

7
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capped children who learn to interact with severely handicapped

peers are developing not only new social and communication skills

but also a complex ability to adjust and adapt their behavior for

widely variant social demands. At least the children seem to think

so (cf. Voeltz, 1980b).

Utimately, an accepting community which also has acquired the

skills needed to communicate and interact with severely handicapped

persons not only removes the last barrier to integration but also

increased opportunities available to severely handicapped persons

dramatically. Severely handicapped persons will undoubtedly not

have sufficient time to learn everything which they would need to

be able to do in order to function independently in integrated

community environments. If, however, tiat society consists of non-

handicapped persons who have gone to school with children with

severe handicaps, respect their right to beat home, school and work

without restrictions, and have learned to derive personal satis-

faction and enjoyment from their interactions with severely handi-

capped persons, then almost no opportunity or activity would be

'"Inaccessible.

Special Friends: Philosophy and Purpose

The Special Friends Program has two major goals: (1) to

develop positive, mutually rewarding personal relationships between

severely handicapped and nonhandicapped children which will gen-

eralize to non - school environments and maintain over time; and (2)

to support the development of social competence by both severely

18
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handicapped and nonhandicapped children, such that they acquire the

social performance skills to successfully function in integrated

community environments. In order to accomplish these two goals, our

focus is upon personalized interactions between the children as the

context for the development of social interaction skills. Most

intervention programs which have been available have consisted pri-

marily of two types: (1) providing nonhandicapped children with a

great deal of information about handicapping conditions; and (2)

utilizing nonhandicapped children as tutors or helpers in programs

for severely handicapped children. The Special Friends Program

which will be presented here does neither df these, and in fact

considers both the "information" and the "helper" approaches to be

potentially counterproductive to the development of positive inte-

gLotion attitudes and opportunities.

We feel ,nac nonhandicapped children in particular are more

likely to become accepting and tolerant of their severely handi-

capped peers if they: (1) come to appreciate severely handicapped

children as peers, i.e., as other persons more like themselves than

different, and who thus deserve the same opportunities, considera-

tions and .1ffections as do "normal" individuals; and (2) feel com-

fortable around their severely handicapped peers because they 'lave

acquired the social and communicatio ? skills necessary to engage in

a meaningful and enjoyable interchange with one another. We do not

feel that children will become increasingly accepting of one another

as a function of learning definitions of handicapping -...onditions,

9
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diagnostic criteria (mental retardation vs. mental illness, etc.)

or other such facts. On the contrary, a specific queston about

cerebral palsy might well be meaningful only with reference to a'

given severely handicapped peer after a nonhandicapped child has

learned how to play and communicate with Johnny who happens to have

cerebral palsy. Most special educators choose their profession not

out of fascination for medical and diagnostic information about

disabilities, but rather because they enjoy teaching severely ,

handicapped children. Why, then, would we suppose that nonhandi-

capped children need to learn definitions rather than specific

interaction skills, and why do we even assume that the most inter-

esting thing about Johnny - -to a nonhandicapped child or anyone

else - -is his medical diagnosis or his disability? Thus, the pro-

gram described here begins by providing the children with a minimum

of general information, while instead providing children with spe-

cific information they need to interact with another child. Stra-

tegies to present necessary information (and even suggested answers

to, in our experience, the most frequently asked questions) are

provided as an integral part of a program which empahsizes the

personal and friendship nature of the interaction between two chil-

dren.

Preparing for Interactions

We do believe, however, that nonhandicapped childrenaswell as

severely handicapped children need assistance in learning how to

interact with one another. The issue is not simply reassuring a
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nonhandicapped child so that fears and uncertainties might be alle-

viated by philosophical lectures (or discussions) about acQ.eptance,

expressions of feeling, etc. Our approach to teaching nonhandi-

capped children how to interact with severely handicapped peers allows

for the expression of their concerns through such discussions, but

the major emphasis is upon skill - development. We assume that since

the severely handicapped child's behavioral repertoire is probably

quite unlike tat of a nonhandicapped chifd with whom children

usually play, they quite honestly do not know how to play, commu-

nicate and interact with a severely handicapped peer. What non-

handicapped children will need in order to interact with Johnny- -

who is severely handicapped--is far closer to social skill instruc-

tion than it is to information. They will need to learn the speci-

fic communication, social and play strategies which will be func-

tional in interactions with Johnny, just as Johnny is learning to

expand those strategies he may already have. Initially, then, the

nonhandicapped child is provided with specific information rela-

tive to a selected severely handicapped peer so that interaction

can begin.

These interactions between a nonhandicapped child and a

severely handicapped child are furthermore designed to be primarily

social in nature. The nonhandicapped child is not viewed as a

"helper" or "tutor" for the severely handicapped child, and subtle

pressures to cast the relationship in these terms must be contin-

uously avoided. We find it difficult to imagine that nonhandi-
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capped children could be developing respect for the rights of their

severely handicapped peers if they are taught to view themselves as

dispensers of time and resources to help those other children. In

fact, social rejection may be supported by the continued philosophy

represented by organized and personal charity "on behalf of those

less fortunate than ourselves." Such an approach to the social

position of severely handicapped persons justiffas their exclusion

from view and the community, with the exception of periodic (often

only on holidays, etc.) highly publicized events which have no

longitudinal or functional significance for the day-to-day exist-

ence of severely handicapped persons. Thus, all children who par-

ticipate in the program described in this manual--both handicapped

and nonhandicapped--are referred to as "Special Friends" and there

are continuous reminders throughout the following pages that we

encourage 222r interactions, not sympathy and helping. Since the

temptation will be great (based upon our own years of experience),

we provide some strategies to remind the trainer to avoid common

pitfalls. For example, the program emphasizes social, play and

leisure interchanges, and activities are designed which allow natu-

ral interactions in which both children can perform alternating

responses in activities which are mutually reinforcing. If, on the

other hand, the special, education teacher takes advantage of the

presence of a nonhandicapped fourth grader to "run a program,"

"take Johnny to the therapy room," help set the snack table, and

even feed a severely handicapped student, the helper-helpee line is

22
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irrevocably drawn. We also feel that to utilize nonhandicapped

peers in this way is potentially exploitative (after all, they too

are in school to learn) and can even be dangerous to one or both

children (e.g., a nonhandicapped child should never lift, carry,

feed or toilet a severely handicapped child ). Similarly, end of

the year awards given only to the nonhandicapped Special Friends

41
undoes any pretense that the interaction was a friendship and not a

service.

The interaction exchanges are intended to facilitate social

skill development. by both children. For the nonhaindicapped parti-

cipant, the learning will undoubtedly appear to be primarily vicar-
ti

ious in the sense that only initial instructions from a teacher may

be required; once in the interaction situation, the natural cues,

corrections and consequences occurring within the dyad often pro-

vide a nonhandicapped child with the information s/he needs to make

the necessary adjustments to support the activity. For the

severely handicapped participant, these dyadic interactions wit:h

a nonhandicapped peer do provide an ideal context for the develop-

ment of social, communication and leisure skills. In fact, we

shall outline procedures for planning these interaction events

such that they facilitate the acquisition of individualized

objectives written into the IEPs of severely handicapped pupils.

However, this does not imply that the nonhandicapped child becomes

a tutor who delivers structured cues and consequences in an in-

strutional format. On the contrary, the interactions should ideally

resemble what might be termed "generalizations sessions" if
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not natural situational variations of the real world. Specific

guidelines to incorporate the interaction context into the IEP

will be outlined which allow these experiences to be viewed as

learning situations but which nevertheless preserve their integrity

as social and mutually enjoyable interchanges. The rewards for

participating in the interaction must be obtained within the social

exchange between the severely handicapped and nonhandicapped child.

Anything which serves to interfere with or decrease these rewards,

or which provides potentially competing and distracting rewards

(e.g., social reinforcement from the teacher) jeopardizes the like-

lihood that the relationship will endure beyond the immediate situ-

ation and extend into the daily lives of both children both now and

in the future.

Program Development and Field Testing

Integrated public school services in the state of Hawaii pro-

vided the context for the development and field testing of Special

Friends. In the mid-1970s, the State Department of Education

determined that severely handicapped children would attend school

on general education campuses serving primarily regular education

children. Beginning in 1977, the seven school districts estab-

lished classes (generally self-contained) for severely multiply '

handicapped, severely to profoundly retarded, and autistic children

and youth at more than forty elementary and secondary school iden-

tified throughout the state. Generally, these schools were

selected because of geographical location which was most central to

24
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the homes of most severely handicapped children in that area who

would attend the program, as well as for other reasons such as the

availability of space and school administrative support. However,

the decision co establish the classrooms was an administrative one

at the state and district levels, and overt resistance was not an

issue. Mildly to moderately handicapped children had, of course,

attended a continuum of educational arrangements--from self-con-

tained classrooms to resource room and mainstream support ser-

vices--on regular campuses in the educational system for many

years. And it was made quite clear that the services being estab-

lished for severely handicapped children were not "mainstreamed"

(i.e., the children would actually be placed in regular classes

for academic instruction) but would be separate classrooms. These

classrooms would be considered a part of each school, however, and

the general education administration holds 4esponsibility for them

just as for regular education youngsters.

The first such classroom for severely multiply handicapped

children--children who are severely to profoundly retarded and

additionally exhibit multiple handicapping conditions such as sen-

sory and/or motoric impairments--was established in January 1977

at Kainalu Elementary School in Kailua, Hawaii. Almost immedi-

ately, teachers reported that many nonhandicapped children were

seemingly curious about the classroom, the equipment and the stu-

dents. These first children gathered about during their recess

periods, and eventually began spending time in the special educa-

25
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tion class--asking to play with the children, push the wheelchairs,

etc. The continuing daily visits and the concern of thc, special

education teachers (there were two classes by fall 1977), who were

not quite sure what to do with the, situation, prompted a parent of

a nonhandicapped student and the principal of Kainalu to jointly

plan Hawaii's first'Special Friends Programs, which began during the

1977-1978 school year.

During the sprIng sememster 1978, this parent conducted the

initial pilot of the activities reported here as a VISTA worker.

When the VISTA funds lapsed at the end of the academic,year, Lhe

Department of Special Education at the University of Hawaii was able

to secure a CETA Title VI. ,Special Projects grant to staff and eval-

uate an expanded Special Friends program at Kainalu Elementary and

Kailua Intermediate Schools and to support a totally teacher-run

replication program at Honowai Elimentary School in Wai,pahu,

Hawaii. In additioto orientation activities directed to all the

regular education students at each school, the program consisted of

scheduled opportunities for interaction between a self-selected

group of regular education children from grades 4 through 7 and

their severely handicapped age-peers. Each nonhandicapped child

spent weekly recess periods with a chosen Special Friend, and an

additional recess period once a week with the program trainer at

each school. The nature of the one to one interactions between

children was structured by each special education teacher, and

included a wide variety of activities. The group discussions
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included initial pilots of activities since expanded and becoming

the core of the Special Friends sessions described in this manual.

The results of this full year of development and field testing

indicated increasingly positive attitudes toward their handicapped

peers as function of`the amount of contact experienced by nonhandi-

capped youngsters (Voeltz, 1980a, 1982).

During the 1979-1980 academic year, Special Friends continued

at the elementary level through local school efforts with no out-

side Sync's/and primarlk moral and evaluation support only from the

University'of Hat4aii. In 1980, federal fundin4 was obtained to

support the contined development of the integration model; referred

to ..ally as the Hawaii Integration Project, school and community

bases; activities were conducted beginning in the 1980-1981 academic

year dircush the present in nearly a dozen public school settings.

Table i listed each school setting, which has been involved as either

a primary or replication site throughout the field-testing of vari-

ous components. For each school, we have indicated the types of

handicapped and nonhandicapped children involved, how many children

participated in the activities, and indicated the degree of school

)involvement. As can e seen !rom the table, the model has been

field-tested with hundreds of severely handicapped and nonhandi-

capped chilAren and has functioned both with full project support

as well as only the provision of evaluation and consultative ser-

vices by project staff. Nonhandicapped children from grades kin-

dergarten through nine have participated in various program com-



TABLE 1.

Special Friends Field Test Sctoo] Sites

Description
of Schoola

Siteb

Diagnosesc

Participant Children
Handicapped Nonhandicapped

dAges n Grades nd

Year(s)

Involved

PSE (Kainalu) Primary SMH, TMR 3-19 30 K-6 67 1977-1982

(DeSilva) Primary SMH, Deaf- 3-11 9 K-6 58 1980-1982
Blind

PSE (Waimea) Primary SMH, Deaf 2-9 1 K-6 48 1980-1982

PSE (Honowai) Replication SM11,,SMR,

PMR, TMR
4-20 18 4-5 100 1978-1982

PSS (Kailua) Primary TMR 13-16 7 7 13 1978-1979

PSS (Kaimuki) Primary SMR, PMR,
Autistic

16-20 16 7-9 ST 1980-1982

PSS (Jarrett) Primary SMH 13-18 5 7-9 25 1981-1982

PSE (Waikiki) Replication Autistic 6-9 5 4- 11 1980-1981

PSE (Pearl City) Replication TMR 7-11 14 5-6 85 1981-1983

PSE (Pearl Harbor Replication TMR 6-14 32 4 57 1981-1982
Kai)

PSE (Barbers Replication SMH, TMR, 3-12 28 5-6, 115 1981-1982
Point) Autistic 3-4

PSE (Jefferson) Primary SMH 6-9 9 1-3 31 1980-1981

PSE (Aliiolani) Replication SMH 6-13 10 4 20 1981-2982

PSE (Wilcox, Replication SMH 4-16 9 4 ..'-;,,,070 1981-19E3

KAuai)

a
PSE = Public School Elementary; PSS = Public School Secondary (intermediate). All are general

education campuses.
b
Primary = Project staff participated directly in program; Replication = Project staff provided only

consultation and evaluation support.
c
SMI1 = Severely Multiply Handicapped; SMR = Severely Mentally Retarded; PMR = Profoundly Mentally

Retarded; TMR = Moderately (Trainable) Mentally Retarded.

dThese number are estimates for the numbers of participants per year.
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ponents, and severely handicapped children from ages 3 through 18

diagnosed as severely to profoundly retarded, deaf-blind, severely

multiply handicapped, moderately retarded and autistic have been

thus "integrated" into general education campuses.

Organization of the Manual

The manual is designed to provide teachers, administrators,

counselo...s,parents or any other interested persons with the infor-

mation and guideline; necessary to successfully implement the

Special Friends Program. It is assumed, of course, that the infor-

mation and guidelines will be expanded and adjusted by the individ-

ual school trainer to fit not only the unique abilities and needs

of the children involved, but also any environmental features which

might be unique to a given school or r .nmunity.

The chapters are organized according to the major steps and

decisions the trainer must make in implementing this program.

Chapter 1 provides the backg Luulid and philosophy of integrated ser-

vices and the Special Friends Progt:m im particular. Chapter 2

provides a step-by-step summary of procedures to initiate the pro-

gram in your school. Chapter 8 contains the core program sessions

for the regular education sessions conducted with small groups of

those nonhandicapped children who participate in Special Friends.

In addition to the core sessions which are considered to be essen-

tial to the program, we have provided a number of additional ses-

sion descriptions which have also been field tested and can be

added to the general program. These various sessions are dif-

3
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ferentiated for lower elementary, upper elementary and secondary

age use. Chapter 4 provides an overview of a social performance

goal structure which provides a framework to plan appropriate,

social skill objectives for severely handicapped pupils based upon

the demands of persons, places, relationships, and other cues pre-

sent in eight situation types. This assessment and curr.Lculum

model emphasizes selecting maximally powerful response variations

across a sample of the eight situation types, and guidelines ate

provided to assist teachers in coordinating and evaluating the

individualized objectives within the context of interactions with

nonhandicapped peers. Chapter 5 contains a selection of interac-

tion activities, indicating guidelines for seleCtion of activities

based upon age level, the needs of both regular education and

special education students, environmental factors, etc., as well as

suggestions of dyadic and small group activities which have proved

particularly successful in project efforts. Chapter 6 summarizes

a number of program evaluation issues, and discusses the kinds of

evaluation which the classroom teacher can realistically do by him/

herself to determine the effects of tha program and whether changes

might be needed. References are provided, and various appendices

include resource listings, sample consent forms, samples of typical

questions children ask as well as answers which can be given, and

summaries of available reports on various integration activities.

414

A Final Note on Implementing Special Friends

Our experience has taught us that one learns how to integrate
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services by doing so, i.e., that it is not necessary to maintain

segregated programs while one "prepares" the school, staff, com-

munity and children for integration. Specific needs can only be

identified and addressed once integration, has begun. The Special

' Friends Program described in this manual does provide a strategy to

insure that the transition period--these first few years of inte-

grated school programs--is a comfortable one for the children

involved. The program was developed and is intended to bye used as

a temporary intervention which is most needed and appropriate for

the very first few years Of such integrated public school services.

It is a model of "extra help" to allow the children (and their con-

stituents) to develop the attitudes and skills needed to engage in

positive and mutually rewarding interactions with one another.

These peer interactions have been designed to be as normalized as

possible and can be ex,ected to generalize to other non-school

environments and to maintain over time in a variety of educational

and community settings and situations. Implementation of this pro-

gram is appropriate only if the following basic, minimal conditions

can be met:

1. Both severely handicapped and nonhandicapped chronological-aged

peers attend the same neighborhood public school (i.e., this is

not a program of "reverse mainstreaming" whereby nonhandicapped

IIvolunteers II make periodic field trips from their general edu-

cation campus to a segregated, special education school as a

compromise to integration);
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2. The children'who will interact with one anuther are within a

similar age rare (i.e., the program is not designed for non -

handicapper' secondary students to interact with handicapped

elementary age children, or vice versa);

3. The school setting is physically, programmatically and attitu-

dinally capable of supporting integrated activities (i.e., the

classroom serving severely handicapped children must be located

in reasonable proximity to classrooms serving nonhandicapped

peers, recess and lunch times and places should be shared, and

the educational staff--both regular and special education--must

be willing to allow natural interactions and integrated activi-

ties to occur).

Given these minimal "conditions", all the information needed to

establish and conduct a Special Friends Program, adapted for vari-

ous age levels, is provided in the following chapters. We wish to

repeat again, however, that we consider Special Friends to be a

transitionary program. Once the program has been in place over a

period of two to four years, we feel that the children, their

parents and constituents, and the educational staff have been pre-

pared for a future level of integration and interaction which will

be more natural and normalized. Quite bluntly, the rue measure of

integration of severely handicapped children into mainstream com-

munity services and situations would be the demise of a need for

such special programs or even the concept and term of a "special

friend."



Chapter 2

Starting a Program

Any interested person--teacher, administrator, student, parent, edu-
,

cational assistant, friend, etc. - - -can start &Special Friends Program in a

school. Whether more people are needed for the initial development depends

upon: (1) the relationship between the initiator (the person who starts

the program) and the school, and (2) the number: of students the initiator

hopes will participate in the program. If the initiator is not a teacher,

then s/he will need to consult with at least one regular education and

one special education teacher who will actively support social interactions

between their students. And the larger the program envisioned by ',Ile

initiator is, the more people will be needed to do the work involved--to

plan, approve of, and implement the program.

The initiator of the Special Friends Program may want to meet with

the following people in order to: {1) inform them of his/he, desire to

start a program, (2) ask for suggestions and feedback about the goals,

activities, structure, etc. of the program, and (3) gain permission and

support of such a program, and/or gather participants, materials, equip-

ment, etc. for the program. This list is only a suggestion and should

be modified to fit the specific needs of the initiator and the school

involved.

1. The School Principal. At this meeting, the initiator can express

his/her desire to start a Special Friends Program, explain its purposes

and benefits, discuss the tentative scope of the program, and list the

probable resources the program will need. It may be a good idea to have a

small file prepared of serveral articles describing the program and some

evaluation data which the principal may want to read or want to have

available in the office for anyone who may be interested (see References for

34
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list of articles which you might want to xerox and provide to anyone who

wants rzore information). If the initiator thinks someone else should be

designated as Program Coordinator, the initiator should also discuss this

with the principal.

2. The Program Coordinator (if different from the initiator). At this

meeting, the initiator can discuss the same topics that were covered with

the principal, but s/he should go into more detail about the coordinator's

role--the probable commitment, work and time, daily administration, etc.,

which is involved.

3. District/State Personnel. The initiator and/or program coordinator

may need to inform and gain official permission from the district office

for plans to establish the program, especially if a large, school-wide pro-

gram is envisioned. The principal can tell you whether or not this step is

needed or preferred.

4. School Personnel. At this meeting, the initiator and/or program

coordinator can inform the faculty and staff about the program and its

relevance to their school to create a general awareness of and support for

the program. It is ideal to do this at a regularly scheduled school faculty

meeting, rather than calling another separate meeting; this insures that all

school personnel will be at the meeting, and also indicates that the program

has official status in the school setting. If the Special Friends slide show

or a substitute (see Chapter 3) is available, it should be shown to the

group. It is best tc. keep this description of the program rather short (5-10

minutes plus the slide show), and allow some time for questions from those

at the meeting. If a large meeting is difficult to arrange and the program's

scope will be small (e.g., involving only two classrooms at the school), then

perhaps some other means to contact teachers and other school personnel can

be substituted before the program begins. If this occurs, you should try

to schedule a presentation about the program for the entire school staff at
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a faculty/staff meeting later in the school year.

5. Regular and Special Education Teachers and Support Staff (Teacher

Aides, etc.) who have already expressed interest in participating in a

Special Friends Progaml At this meeting, the initiator and/or program

coordinator can ask for direct input on the critical planning questions (see

next section) or form a core group of planners to deal with the questions.

If the group is large, the coordinator might also want to identify one

special education teacher and one regular education teacher to act as liai-

sons (voicing concerns, relaying messages, etc.) among and between the

interest groups involved.

Once a program coordinator for the Special Friends Program has been

designated, that person needs to make some decisions about what will be the

scope and structure of the program, The needs of the students, teachers,

and the particular school should be considered in making the decisions,

and the program can vary greatly in structure to reflect the individualized

needs of each school situation. As the program changes and evolves, the

answers to the following questions may and probably will change:

1. Who are the appropriate student participants?

Functioning Levels. The program is designed to promote

social interactions between nonhandicapped and severely handicapped

students. Thus, the special education students should be selected

from those who may be diagnosed as severely multiply handicapped,

deaf-blind, trainable to profoundly mentallyilretarded, and autistic.

The regular education students should be selected from the regular

education classes and may also include mildly handicapped students.

These mildly handicapped students (who participate in the activi-

ties as "mainstream" regular education students) may include those

diagnosed as learning disabled, educationally handicapped, mildly

(educable) mentally retarded, and emotionally handicapped. The

36



program should promote interactions between students who other-

wise do not have much opportunity to meet one another. Therefore,

only severely handicapped students in self-contained classes

should be involved as special education Special Friends, and those

who are in a regular classroom for at least part of the day or who

typically play with other nonhandicapped children in community

settings (as do both regular education and mildly handicapped stu-

dents) should be included as regular education Special Friends

rather than special education Special Friends.

Chronological Ages. The ages of the regular education and

the special education students who will play with each other

should similar to one another, that is, in the same range that is

found in a usual peer friendship group--for example, 9 to 12 year

olds (upper elementary age), 16 to 18 year olds (high school age),

etc. If an older regular education student interacts with a much

younger special education student, the relationship will resemble

a teacher-student (helping) type interaction rather than a friend-

friend one.

If the program coordinator wants to include lower elementary

children in the program (i.e., younger than fourth grade), the

regular education students will probably need closer supervision

because such young children generally are not responsible or inde-

pendent enough to meet with the special education students on their

own during recess. Thus, if the special education class involves

lower elementary or preschool age children, the nature of the

program activities will have to change somewhat to be consistent

with the ability of regular education children at that age to

assume certain commitments and also to accurately reflect the kinds

37
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of play interactions typical of children in this age range (see

Chapter 3 for more detail).

2. How many students will participate in the program and what will be

the ratio of regular education students to special education students?

Total Number. The total number of regular education students

will depend on: (1) the total number of special education students

and teachers who want to participate, and (2) the ratio of regular

education students to special education students.

Ratio. Some possible ratios are:

(1) One regular education student to one special education

student.
4

(2) Two regular education students to one special education

student. This ratio might avoid the possibility of the regular

education student losing interest or becoming discouraged, especially

if the special education student is minimally responsive and gives

little social reinforcement to the regular education peer, or is

somewhat disruptive, runs away, etc. The two regular education

'students can talk to each other during the interaction, being

careful, however, to include the special educaion student also.

(3) One regular education class or.group from one class to

one special education class, with varying numbers in the groups of

regular education and special education students. If, however,

there are too many regular education students for each special

education student, it will be difficult to form close friendships.

Of course, large numbers of students "paired" with one special v

education student does not resemble a natural social interaction,

so these situations should be avoided.

This class-class arrangement will probably be most appropri-

3 8
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ate if there is only one special education class in the school,

because it would avoid the situation where many regular education

students may want to participate and only a few can be chosen for

the activities. This arrangement might also facilitate communica-

tion and,interactions between the regular education teacher and

the special education teacher from,each class. Group activities

would then be easier to arrange, interactions could occur at time

other than recess--e.g., during music, art, physical education, or

any other appropriate activity--and the visits of the regular educa-

students to the special education classroom could be more easily

monitored and spaced.

Reserve List. Since some students may drop out after the

program is started, a reserve 14t of appropriate replacements

should be kept. Gaps in the interactions can then be kept to a

minimum by substituting these replacements as soon as possible.

3. How will the matchings/assignments between the regular education

students and the special education students be made?

Some possibilities are:

(1) Teacher Assignment. The special education teacher and/

or the regular education teacher will group regular education stu-

dents and special education students. This arrangement allows

the teacher to perhaps make suitable matches, e.g., two skilled

regular education students with one difficult special education

student, a quiet student with another quiet student, etc. Since

at the very beginning of a program thn two groups of students do
ti

not know one another, thismay be the most efficient procedure for

the first semester of activities. This will avoid a situation where

none of the regular education students selects particular special

education students or even entire classrooms, primarily be .ouse
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they are not familiar with those children and already have some

411
interactions with others. We recommend some type of teacher

assignment procedure when the program begins to give the children

IP

the opportunity to get to know one another. This should not be a

permanent arrangement, however, since friendships should be allowed

to develop and these will be matters of personal choice for both

of the children involved in each relationship.

(2) Free Choice. A regular education student may simply

choose which severely handicapped student or group of students s/he

wants to play with. If anyone is left out, if no regular education

student chooses to go to one particular classroom, or if the oppo-

site occurs (a large group of regular education students flocks to

one special education student or class), then the program 'coordina-

tor will have to arrange a more even distribution. This procedure

will work more smoothly after the program has been in existence for

some time and the children therefore have enough information to make

meaningful choices.

(3) Combination cf Free Choice and Teacher Assignment. Once

students find other students they feel comfortable with, they tend

to stay with the same group. The program coordinator may, how-

ever, want to encour ge students to interact with different stu-

dents and vary the make-up of the groups. These shifts can cause

more scheduling problems and assignment confusions for both the

teachers and the children, so they must be planned carefully and

clearly explained to everyone involved.

4. Now much time will the program take?

Total Length. In order to allow friendships to form and grow,

the program should include about 8-10 weeks of scheduled inter-

1.
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actions between students. About four additional weeks (two

prior to the interactions and two following them) should be

allowed for orientation, assignments, assessments, etc. A se-

mester's time is a convenient unit, and the program coordinator

may want to change the regular education students every semester

if there are many regular education students interested in par-

ticipating in the program. This would give more children an

opportunity to interact with the severely handicapped students.

By running tht program on a semester-by-semester basis

(rather than for an entire year), the regular education students

also have a natural opportunity to continue with the program

and/or more informal social interactions only if they really choose

to do so. Children who prefer not to be in the formal activities

will no doubt eventually stop coming, but a natural "break" gives

them a chance to exercise this choice without having to feel

uncomfortable about it and witho4t feeling as though they are

breaking a commitment. The interaction experiences should be

positive ones, regardless of whether they continue indefinitely

or occur for shorter time periods for each child.

Length and Frequency of Interactions. In order to insure that

students have enough time to play with each other (after they get

settled, set up the play mater'als, etc.), the length of the /

interaction should be at 7,ast 1.5 minutes. Half an hour, allowing

enough time for preparation and clean-up, questions and answers,

etc., would be ideal Specific activities (see Chapter 5) may

require more or less time. in addition to the interactions between

regular education students c.nd speel education students, there

are meetings for the regular' education Special Friends as a

group to discuss their interaction experiences with severely
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a.

handicapped peers (see Chapter 3 for details)... At least 20

411
minutes should be allowed for the discussion and activities plan-

ned for these meetings.

The interactions and meetings can occur during recess at the

elementary schools and during lunch break at the secondary schools,

These times are especially suited to the informal peer relationships

that the program encourages. In'schools where the recess or lunch

period is very short or the special education classrooms are.far

from similar-age regular education classrooms, it may be necessary

to have the regular education students either leave their class-

rooms early or eat 'during the first shift or return to their class:-

rooms a bit later in order to play or net for 15-20 minutes.

These special arrangements would have to be determined and approved

by the regular and special education teachers involved. (The ideal

solution, of course, is to change the location of the special

education class so that these children are appropriately part of

their age-range section of the school.)

It may also be possible to incorporate the program into the

it tructional time. At the elementary level, a free period may be

liossible, and regular education students could then be excused to

participate in activities in the special education classroom or

the gpecial education children might come into the regular educa-

tion room. If an entire regular education class is interacting

with an entire special education class, it may be easier for the

two teachLrs to find mutually available times and reciprocal

activities. Again, these arrangements would have to be approved

by the teachers and administrators involved and relate to the

instructional goals of all the students, both :special and regular

education. For secondary students, it may be possible to have the
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Special Friends Program included in the school course offerings

as an elective, school service requirement, or as a substitute

for study hall.

In order to insure that students interact and meet frequently

enough to obtain benefit from the program, there shquld be three

to four planned interactions between regular education and

special education students during recess at the elementary level

and two to three planned interactions during lunch break at the

secondary level. If the students want to play with each other

more times during the week, they should be encouraged and allowed

to do so. The meetings for only the regular education students

should occur regularly once a week during the core 8-10 weeks

of program activities each semester.

5. Where should these interactions and meetings take place?

The structured interactions between regular education

students and special education students during recess or lunch

break should originate in the special ecucation classroom

where the play materials and equipment would most likely be

stored. The regular education students are likely to have

the mobility needed to reach the special education classroom

with sufficient time remaining for interactions to occur,

and they may actually require some instruction in initiating

this activity in a manner similar to "calling for" a friend

in another environment (i.e., as they might call for a friend

in the neighborhood). The students might then stay in the room

or go outside to play. If there aremore students than the

classroom can safely accomodate, as when two large classes inter-

act, the students could be divided into smaller groups and sent
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to appropriate places on campus which have been designated for

them (e.g., the P.E. room, the library, etc.). It is important

that the place or places for the interactions between the children

are natural ones in the environment where children typically inter-

act with one another during those time periods, and where the

Special Friends call continue to interact with one another even

duririttue weeks when an organized program might not be occurring.

A quiet place, such as the library or a classroom, is most

appropriate for the regt1ar education meetings. Because of the

extraneous noise and size of the room, the cafeteria should

probably be avoided. What is important is that the place or places

for the meetings be relatively stable so that students can tape

things on the wall, teachers can store materials or equipment

safely, scheduling confusions can be avoided, and a sense of

belonging to a group can be encouraged. Also, if a large number

of regular education students are involved in the program, it is

best to arrange for more than one smaller group (perhaps according

to age range, for example) to meet at separate times, rather than

tryini; to conduct a meeting with everyone at one time. (Different

persons might then be interested in conducting the meetings with

these different groups).

Once the basic structure of the Special Friends Program has been plan-

ned, some time should be given to discussing related matters such as parental

permission, evaluation, and publicity. Plans in these'areas c:al be very

simple--none at all--or they can become quite elaborate, depending upon the

amount of time and resources available and upon the school's interest and

policies concerning these matters. Some questions which should be addressed

are:
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1. How much parental permission for Special Friends is needed?

Since the school principal has the final authority over all

activities occurring on campus, the program coordinator should dis-

cuss the school's policy and forms which pertain to the Special

Friends Program with the principal. If this program is voluntary

and/or the interactions and meetings occur during recess or lunch

break, then the teachers might need to send a letter home asking

whether or not the students can become Special Friends. If the

program involves integrated learning acitvities--consistent with

the children's educational needs--which are held during instructional

time, then the teachers may not need to ask for p.a'mission from the

parents or guardians. It is suggested, however, that a letter

describing the program, its goals and activities, be sent home to

inform the parents about this unique aspect of their children's

education. This notice could consist of an announcement that the

program activities will be presented at an upcoming PTA meeting,

perhaps including the slide show and an opportunity to ask ques-

tions (see samples of letters asking for permission and informing

parents about the program in Appendix n).

2. How much evaluation of the program is possible?

Whenever teachers undertake an innovative program such as

Special Friends, which they hope will result in beneficial outcomes,

some kind of evaluation should be included to measure the program's

effects. The formative and summative evaluations may be as brief

or as lengthy, as informal or as formal as the regular and special

education staff think possible and necessary. Not only are there

questions about how to evaluate the program, what instruments and

procedures to use, there are also questions about whom to assess.
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The options are: (1) assessing only the regular education and special

education students who participate directly in the program, or (2)

assessing the students who participate in the program and other

students who Are similar to them (same age and grade, for example)

but do not participate in the program. However, parent permission

should be obtained for these assessments, inamanner consistent

with legal requirements and each school district's policies (see

Appendix D for samples of letters requesting this permission, and

Chapter 'El for moredetailson possible evaluation activities).

3. How much publicity does the program need?

It is important for the school's faculty and staff, the stu-

dents and their parents to be aware of the Special Friends Program's

existence so that it can be established, maintained, and perhaps

grow as a program which is part of the school. The following are

some suggestions for ongoing publicity:

(1) Reserve space in the school's newsletter, bulletin, news-

paper, etc., for articles about the program's activities, special

events, guest speakers and the like written b, regular education

Special Friends, artwork drawn by special education Special Friends,

etc.

(2) Find a bulletin board, or part of one, that can be used

for the program. A calendar of upcoming events can then be posted

both to remind tne Special Friends about these activities and to

keep other students aware of the activities. Pictures drawn or

photographs taken of the activities can also be posted.

(3) Sponsor special events, guest speakers, field trips, etc.,

perhaps with other school organizations, and invite non-Special

Friends to attend. (Remember, you want to develop friendships
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between the children and you also want to reach as many children

as possible!)

(4) Show the Special Friends slide show oz a substitute

movie _(see _Appendix E for several suggestions for_appropriate____

books) and talk about the problem to school and community

groups.

(5) Develop. a scrapbook of pictures of Special Friends acti-

vities. It can be shared with different classes to promote interest

and to reinforce the Special Friends who appear in the photographs.

(6) Purchase T-shirts or buttons and distribute them to all

Special Friends. Wards such as "I'm a (name of school) Special

Friend" or a drawing created by the students can be printed on them.

With the help of an art teacher, the T-shirts can even be silk-

screened by the students themselves as one of the activities.

(7) If the school has an end-of-the-year assembly which

includes an award ceremony, achievements honor roll, etc., you may

choose to give recognition or certificates to the Special Friends.

It is crucial toremember,however, to include the special education

students as well as the regular education students and to minimize

such external rewards for participation in comparison to the intrin-

sic gratifications of being a Special Friend. In fact, an emphasis

upon external rewards such a "certificates of achievement" for a

program such as Special Friends may jeopardize your intention to

promote natural 1)er interaction patterns between the children.

Always carefully weigh each such decision in the context of the

overall purpose of the program and philosophy of mutual acceptance

and enjoyment.
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Chapter 3

Program Sessions for Regular EducaLlon Students

Regular education students usually have had little personal contact

with severely handicapped persons before joining the Special Friends Program.

In any social interaction, a lack of familiarity tends to create feelings

of awkwardness, shyness, etc., and these feelings, which are probably more

intense when meeting severely handicapped people, may cause students to

drop out of the program before they have participated in many integratei

activities. The program sessions described in this chapter are a way to

lessen the uncomfortableness of the "get-acquainted" stage of the program.

They are opportunities for the regular education participants to share

their questions and fePtings about the ongoing interactions with their

special education Special Friends. These sessions are also opportunities

for the program coordinator and/or teacher to present ideas and show

strategies which may aid regular education students to interact more

effectively with their Special Friends and to become informed resources

about disabilities for their classes and communities. Since the regular

education participants will probably be coming to the program from

various homerooms and classes, these sessions are opportunities to quickly

take care of the housekeeping details of the program--the announcements,

reminders, changes, etc.

The following program sessions are lesson plans which evolved during

the field tests from the concerns of the regular education students and
4

the philosophy and structure of the program. These lesson'plans are

presented only as suggestions and should naturally be modified to fit

the interests and grade levels of the students and the time limitations
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of the school's schedule. Even with modifications, however, they naturally

divide into three parts:

1) Three orientation sessions which precede any interactions with

their special education Special Friends (see Chapter 5 for a description

of these interaction sessions). These sessions include a pre-test to

measure the students' attitudes toward handicapped persons, information about

the program via a slide show and written materials, and an assignment plan,

2) Eight program sessions which occur simultaneously with the

integration sessions. (If you feel that one or more of these sessions should

precede the .integration sessions because they wOuld help the regular

education students be more effective in the integration session, then

you may want to change the schedule a little. However, since the questions

and problems are more likely to arise out of and be more meaningful within

the context of the integration sessions, the integration sessions should

not be held off for too long.) These sessions focus on some of the questions

asked by the students on the philosophy of the Special Friends Program- -

what is a disability, how do we communicate, what is a prosthesis, how can

we play together, how does a disabled person live, how do nonhandicapped

persons view handicapped people, what is a friend, and why integration?

3) A follow-up session which occurs after the integration sessions.

This session includes a post-test and on optional questionnaire to measure

how thu students have been affected by their participation in the program.

After regular education students have participated in the Special

Friends program for a semester, they will probably feel more comfortable
r

with the special education students and there will probably be less of a

need for these program sessions. In that case, you may want to shorten

these regular education sessions and expand the integration sessions.
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Orientation Session 411

Teacher's Name: Date:

Topic: How Do I'Feel About Handicapped Persons?

Instructional Goals/Objectives: To begin to experience a positive change in
attitude towards severely handicapped students

The Acceptance Scale was developed by Dr. Luanna Voeltz and'used by the Hawaii
Integration Project to evaluate the effectiveness of the Special Friends Program
in changing regular education students' attitudes toward severely handicapped
students. The student was asked whether s/he.agreed, disagreed, or was undecided
about statements such as, "I have talked with some mentally retarded students at
school," "We usually have school lunch at 9 a.m.," "I like the idea of having
a variety of friends." While this survey, or any other like instrument, is not
essential to,the program's implementation, it is a useful instrument to help
document change. (For more information on The Acceptance Scale, contact: Dr.
Luanna Voeltz, Special Education Programs, Department of Educational Psychology,
U. of Minnesota, 259 Burton Hall, 178 Pillsbury Dr., SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455.)

If the Acceptance Scale is used, it muqit be given twice--once before any portion
of the program begins and again after the program has ended. The survey may be
administered to the entire school, or to certain grade levels which will be asked
to join Special Friends. If there is a non-Special Friends population taking the
survey, then comparisons between the attitudes of the participants and the
attitudes of the non-participants can be made. Otherwise, it is sufficient to
compare the attitudes of the participants before and after the program.

PartiCipants (including number and levels of students):

Three levels Of The Acceptance Scale are available: lower elementary (1-2),
upper elementary (3-6, and secondary (7-12). The written survey is too
difficult for some kindergarten students and therefore should be used
beginning with first graders. However, the lower elementary version "can
be given to kindergarten children as an interview if someone can read the
sentences to each child and mark down his/her responses on the answer sheet.

At the secondary level, two versions of The Acceptance Scale are available.
The teacher must read the questions to the students in Version A, while the
students complete Version B independently.

Length of Session: 30 minutes (including "travel time" and testing itself)

Physical Setting: Classroom, library, or other small-medium room with desks
and chairs

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session (including any adaptations):

-The A11,ceptance Scale (or a substitute which measures the attitudes of non-
handicapped persons toward handicapped persons) and answer sheet--one per
student

-Pencils

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session:

1. Reproduce enough copies of the survey and answer sheet for eiiery student.

2. Arrange a date with the Principal so that all students who will 13, taking
the survey can do so during the slum day. Keep in mind ay special events
(field trips, assemblies, etc.) that might interfere with these arrangements.
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3. At the secondary level, it is suggested that the survey be given during
the homeroom period to avoid testing the same student twice.

4. If only some students from a class are to be tested, activities for and
supervision of the other students must be arranged, especially at the
elementary level. Two teachers may want to work together, one
administering the survey while the other teaches the remaining students.
Or, the children taking the survey can be "pulled out" and sent to the
library for testing, two to three classes at a time (no more than 25-30
students), according to a prearranged schedule.

5. If possible, especially at the elementary level, get another person to
help administer the survey--to provide objective, non-judgmental answers
to students' questions, to prevent errors'such as marking on the wrong
line, etc.

6. Give all proctors the surveys and instructions at least a day before the
testing so that they will know what to do and say.

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Administering the Survey

1. Pass out a copy of the survey and a
pencil to every student.

2. Read the instructions aloud while
students follow silently and answer
whatever questions the students may
have about the survey.

3. Allow students enough time to
complete their surveys then collect
them all.

B. Scoring the Surveys

Score the surveys according to the
directions given in the Scoring Key and
record each student's score.

C. Comparing Scores

After the students have completed the
Special Friends Program and taken the
survey a second time, check whether the
pre and post scores differ. If the scores

in the post-test are higher than the
scores in the pre-tests, then the positive

change may be the result of the program.
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Teacher's Name:
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Orientation Session #2

Topic: What is .the Special Friends Program About?

Date:

Instructional Goals/Objectives: 1. To learn about the Special Friends Program.
2. To join and/or support the Special Friends

Program in the school.

The Special Friends Slide Shot explains the purpose and4 scope of the program.

The slides show the various activities that have occurred in a.recently completed
program--a non - handicapped' student and a severely handicapped student playing

together in a classroom, a group of students going on a field trip, regular
education students discussing how they feel about their handicapped peers, etc.
The accompanying cassette tape introduces the topics of friendship, possible
feelings towards handicapped persons, and the program's basic structure.

Participants (including number and levels of students):

Three levels of the slide show's script are available: lower elementary (K-3),

upper elementary (3-6), and secondary (7-12). It should be shown as the first

410

activity to the classes which will be invited to participate in the program.
It can also be shown to faculty, staff and parents to inform them about the

Special Friends Program and to elicit their support, or to other regular
education studehts to introduce them to the severely handicapped students

on campus. 4-\

Length of Session: 20 mlnutes (actual slide show takes about 10 minutes)

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session (including any adaptations):

-Special Friends Slide Show and cassette tape or substitute.
-Slide projector, preferably with remote and automatic focus, and cassette

tape player, preferably with built-in synch.
-Activity sheet, "Rules to Remember"--one per student.
-Parental permission slip--one per student.

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session:

on'

1. Obtain a copy of the Special Friends Slide Show and cassette tape (see

following notes on "How to Make a Slide Show").

2. Add or subtract whatever you think is necessary to the activity sheet,

"Rules to Remember", and the parental permission slip and reproduce

enough copies for every student.
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Descripton of Activities

Assessment of AcLivities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Showing_SlideShow

Have students view the Special Friends
Slide Show and listen to the cassette tape,

B. Discussing Requirements of the Program

1. Pass out an activity sheet, "Rules to
Remember," and a permission slip to
every student.

2. Read each rule aloud, explaining briefly
why it is important to follow the rule
and answering any questions.

3. Ask students to have their parents or
guardians read and sign the permission
slips if the students are interested in
joining the program.

4. Announce when and where the next meeting
will be. The interested students should
bring the signed permission slips to
that meeting and the assignments will
then be made.

Students were delighted when they
saw themselves and/or their friends
in a slide; got students enthusiastic
about joining program.
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How To Make a Slide Show

Keep in mind the slide show's objective--to show the purpose, and scope
of the Special Friends Program at your school.

2. Check whether you have clearance, permission from their parents and/or
guardians, to photograph the students in the program and include their
pictures in a slide show. If nut, try to obtain this permission rather
than exclude the student(s) involved.

3. Take pictures of a variety of activities and interactions--large groups,
small groups, and individuals doing things indoor and outdoors. If possible,

include all the eligible students at least once in the slide show. You may
want to include a few sets of sequential pictures that show the progress of an

activity or interaction. Since the script for the slide show is not very

specific, you may take pictures of whatever you think will interest the
students and still match the script. There should be about 74 pictures of

the students to last the 7 minute length of the cassette tape (including

music as well as the narrative).

4. In addition to these slides, you may want to include: (1) a title slide

("Special Friends Program," "Special Friends at (name of school) ," etc.),

(2) some credit slides (name of photographer and/or producer of slide show,

participants in the program, people who have helped the program, etc.),

(3) a blank slide following the credits and preceeding the body of the slide

show, and (4) a closing slide ("The End," "Pau," etc.). Thd words for these

slides can be written on pieces of paper or the blackboard and then be

photographed.

If the name of the school does not appear in these slides, the school's name

should appear somewhere in ale slide show to identify which Special Friends

grggram it is; perhaps it can be aipicture of a large sign of the school's name.

5. For evVy photograph that is well lit
others at are not very attractive.
or three ;11qs of -the same scene, and

the slide shot..

and well composed, there maybe two
Therefore, you should try to take two
.then pick the best one to include in

Some guidelines for a good composition are:_

a. Have only one major subject or center of interest; do nqt clutter 4

a picture or try to showtoo many activities.

b. Keep the background simple; remove any distracting objects or put

up a screen to hide them.

c. Vary the position of the camera, the angles and distances, so that

the scenes are not static; include some close-ups and some distant

shots, some at eye-level, and some at above or below eye-level, etc.

View and shoot a scene from two or three positions and then pick the

picture which communicates your message most effectively.
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6. The script that accompanies the slides can be read by GC he as the
slides are being 'hown, or it can be reOrded by someone on a cassette
tape, or it can be recorded for you by the Special Educatia Department
at the University of Hawaii. The tape used by the Special Education
Department has music from the album Free to Be You and Me. To receive
a copy, sd a blank tape to the Special Education Department with
your request; you must include in your request the statement "we shall
use the recording only for program activitles at the school and the
immediate community, and assure the Hawaii Integration Project that nn
copies will be made nor will it be used for commercial purposes."

7. The cost of the materials (film, slides, and cassette tape) is about
$50.00. However, if you do not wish to make your own slide show,

' several options are available:

(1) Write or call the Special Education Departee at the University
of Hawaii and borkow one of the slide shows that have already
been made. While it would probably show another school and
unfamiliar students, it will show a Special Friends Program
in action.

(2) Borrow a film from your school di:- '.ct or public library that
shows handicapped and nonhandicapped students engaged in
integrative activities.

(3) Show pictures and/or read a book about severely handicapped
students and relate it to the stunts at that specific school.
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Rules to Remember

Special Friends Program
Activity Sheet

Thank you for wanting to be a Special Friend. We hope you will have fun

and enjoy yourself, but as a Special Friend, you will have the following

responsibilities:

1. To visit your special education Special Friend and to attend Special

Friends meetings during the scheduled times and days. If you cannot

attend, let the teacher in charge know in advance. If you have other

committments, such as JP0 duty, club meetings, etc., try to rearrange

your schedule now so that you will have enough time to participate in

the Special Friends program.

2. Not to carry or lift a special education student. Ask a teacher or

aide to move your Special Friend if s/he needs any help.

3. To push a wheelchair slowly and carefully. While pushing a wheelchair,

walk--do not run. Be sure that your Special Friend's hands and fingers

do not get caught in the w.ieel's spokes; place his/her hands in his/her

lap. Remember that the person sitting in the wheelchair may not be

able to break a fall with his/her sands or avoid objects that come

too close.

4.. Not to feed a special education student,

5. To obey any other rules given by the teacher in charge,

If you have any questions about the Special Friends Program, or the students

in the program, please ask the teacher in charge.

a



tv 50 Special Friends Program
Permission Slip

Dear Parents:

Your child has expressed interest in becoming a Special Friend.
The Special Friends Program focuses upon social interw:tions between
severely handicapped students and nonhandicapped students at

(name of school) School so that severely handicapped students
can better adjust to a variety of school and community settings and
so that nonhandicapped students can better understand their handicapped
peers. The program will be conducted under the direction of regular
education and special ee..scation teachers to insure positive interactions
among the students and to help them feel comfortable with one another.

If your child becomes a Special Friend, s/he will play with a
severely handicapped student twice a week and attend a program session
for regular education students once a week during recess time.

If you agree to your child's participation in the Special Friends
Program, please sign and detach the form below and have your child return
it to class by (date) . If you have any questions about
the program, please call me at (phone number)

Sincerely yours,

Teacher's name

I, parent of ,

have read thE :otter explaining the (name of school) Special Friends
Program, and I agree to have my child. participate in the program,

Parent/Guardian's Signature

Date
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

Regular Education Orientation Session #3

Topic: When To Be A Special Friend?

Date:

Teacher's

Name:

Instructional Goals/Objectives: To schedule time for the Special Friends Program

Participants (including number and levels of students);

Secondary (7-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes, but in two segments

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

-Chalk and blackboard
-Special Friends Preference Sheet (optional)--one per student
-Index cards--two per student
-Pencils

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

1. Read the discussion in Chapter 2 on the ratio of regular education
students to special education students and on matchings/assignments
for them and decide how best to make the assignments.

2. Create a Special Friends Preference Sheet form if students will be
allowed to make choices about which rooms, times, and/or days they
will meet (see sample) and make eaough copies for every student.

3. Have enough index cards for every student.

4. Draw sample of index card and the information needed on that card
(see sample).
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Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. CollectlaglatalmPerilsion Slips,

Remind students that they must return the
permission slips in order to become a
Special Friend.

B. Filling Out Preference Sheet (optional)

1. Pass out one preference sheet to every
student.

2. Read the questions and possible choices
aloud, allowing students enough time to
ask questions and write down their
preferences.

3. Collect the preference sheets.

4. After the students have been dismissed,
circle or write in the teache:, times
and days each student will be scheduled
for according to the method of
distribution previously decided upon.

C. Filling Out Index Cards

1. Return each student's preference sheet
with his/her schedule clearly marked
on that sheet.

2. Explain that this will be their
schedules for the length of the program.
However, if any st ident is unhappy with
his/her schedule after trying it for
two weeks, then the student should
come and talk with the regular education

teacher about other arrangements.

3. Remind them that there is a commitment
in being a Special Friend--to meet at
the scheduled times and let the regular
education teacher know if you can't
make a meeting.

4. Pass out two index cards to each
student and ask them to make two copies
of their schedule as shown on the

blackboard.

5. Collect one card for your files and ask
the students to keep the other as a
reminder.

At first students met with special
education students only during
scheduled times, but later as they
became more comfortable, many regular
education students would come to the
special education class during other
times to play with their friends.
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Student's Name
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Special Friends Preference Sheet

Homeroom Teacher

1. Were you a Special Friend before? (circle one)

Room Number

Yes No

If you were a Special Friend before, which Special Education teacher

and room did you visit?

Special Education Teacher Room Number

2. Which Special Education teacher and room would you like to visit this year?

first choice second choice

If you do not have a preference (or if it is not possible to give you your

first or second choice), you will be assigned to where you will be most needed.

Special Education Teacher Room Number

3. When would you like to visit your Special Friend and attend Special Friend

meetings? (circle one)

Morning Recess Afternoon Recess Lunch Break

On which days? (circle three)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

4. Do you have any other activities (such as JP0 duty, club mee'ings, etc.)

to do during those days and times? (circle one)

If you do, .ase list those activities.

Yes No
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Homeroom Teacher

Special Education Teacher

Integration Sessions
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Special Friend Index Card

eirelloMMI

(days and times).

Room Number

Room Number

Regular Education Teacher

Regular Education Session (days and times)

Other Activities

Room Number
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

Regular Education SessiorC#1

Topic: What is a Disability?

Date;

Teacher's
Name:

Instructional Goals/Objectives: 1. To experience a disabling condition

2. To discuss how it feels to be disabled

Participants (including"number and levels of students);

Upper elementary (4-6) or secondary (7-12) students

Length of session: 20 minutes

Physical setting: Classroom where materials available

Materials/Equipment Needed for Sessioq
(including any adaptations):

A wide range of simulations are possible, depending upon what kind of materials
are available and in what numbers. If possible, use actual equipment used by

many severely handicapped students--wheelchairs, braces, etc. But if such
equipment is not readily available, disabilities can be simulated with quite

common materials.

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session:

1. Create a variety of simulated disabilities and tasks--each pair of students

does have to experience a unique disability, but all pairs should not

exp ce the same disability. Some examples are:

a. Blindness--a student is blindfolded by his/her partner with a bandage,
scarf, etc. and must then pour some water from a pitcher intoa paper
cup, drink the water, then walk to the wastebasket at the other end of

the room and drop the cup into the wastebasket.

b. Confused sense of direction--a student must write a few three-letter
words given by his/her partner, e.g., "hot," "dog," with his non-dominant
hand, then with his/her dominant hand, the student must write these words
on try paper so that they are correctly reflected in a mirror place on the

Paper at a right angle in front of the student, thus "hot" would look like

c. Clumsiness--a student puts on a pair of thick socks on his/her hands

and then must string some beads.

d Balance problems--a student is spun around several times by his/her
partner and then must walk a li.a marked with masking tape.

e. Limited use of limbs--a student's ankles and knees are tied together
with a strap, string, etc. by his/her partner, and then must walk across
the room with crutches, sit down on a chair, get up and walk back across

the room.

f. Talking problems--a student's mouth is taped with masking tape by his/her

partner and then must talk with his partner, asking and answering questions

and carrying on a sustained conversation.
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2. Write specific directions for simulating a disability and the tasks that
the student must perform on a piece of paper. Avoid writing down the
disability, e.g., "clumsiness," or any clues as to how the person should
feel; simply state the directions, e.g., "tie ankles and knees together
with the pieces of cloth," or "walk to the opposite end of the room."
Also, write down a short reminder of what the non-disabled partner's
role should be--s/he should mainly be an observer, noting how well
his/her partner is able to perform the tasks, what difficulties'arise
from, the disability,' etc., Naturally, the partner should not allow the
disabled person to injure him/herself, but the partner shoUld allow the
disabled person to bump into walls, feel frustrapd at not being able to
complete a task, etc.

3. Attach the directions to the materials needed and make enough sets of the
various simulations so that all students can experience one disability.

4. Write identifying numbers or words on the simulations and write the
corresponding numbers or words on pieces of paper to put intd a container
from which"pairs-of students will pick their disabilities.

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Simulating Disabilities

1. Ask students whether they have ever
experienced a temporary disability- -
sprained an ankle and could not walk
well, pulled a wisdom tooth and could
not talk well, etc. Ask students to
try to remember what it is like to
itch and not be able to scratch under
a cast, to be able to drink only liquids
for food, etc.

2. Tell students that they are going to
experience only a small fraction of
some disabilities severely handicapped
people have to live with 24 hours a
day, every day.

3. Divide students into pairs and have
each pair pick a number or word which
indicate which disability they will
experience. Tell the pairs that they
are to take turns o' about 5 minutes
each and about the role of the non-
disabled partner.

4. Give each pair their simulation cr
direct them to where the simulations
have been placed in the room.
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Assessment. of Activities

5. Ask the pairs to read the directions,
and follow them. Help the pairs who
are having dlfficulties understanding
the directions or simulating the
disability.

B. Discussing the Disabilities

1. After all students have experienced
one disability, have a discussion
about thir feelings while exper-
iencing"Ydisability and obgerving
someone eperiencing a disability.

Examples:

a. Which of your abilities were
limited when you were made
disabled?

b. How did the disability make
you feel?

c. Do you think a person who is
disabled ever c'ets frustrated,

bitter? Why?

d. How do you feel when you see a
disabled person managing to do
things?

64
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"couldn't walk too well,
confined to wheelchair, couldn't
do for myself"

"I was upset, weird, thankful not
disabled, frustrated"

"yes, hard to do things"

"wow, they try really hard"
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #2

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Topic: How Do We Communicate?

Instructional Goals/Objectives: 1. To be aware that communication can be non-verbal
as well as verbal.

2. To give and receive information non-verbally.

Participants (including number and levels of students):

Lower elementary (K-3) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations):

- Chalk and blackboard

- Sign Language Fun (Random House/Children's Television Workshop) Handtalk

(Remy Charlip, Mary Beth, George Ancona)

- I Have a Sister/Mv Sister is Deaf (Jeanne Whitehouse Peterson)--optional

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session:

1. Decide what feelings you want to portray and practice pantomiming them.

2. Borrow a book on sign language and learn some signs, or invite somaone who

can sign for the students.

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Showing Feelings

1. Ask students how they can tell when
their parents are angry at them.

2. Ask students to show the different
ways a person could tell someone
else "I'm mad at you" or "I like

you" without using words.

3. Act out some feelings--sad, tired,
nervous, frightened, etc.--and ask
students to guess what feelings you
are trying to communicate. After

each feeling is acted out, discuss
how students could tell what feeling
you were trying to communicate.

"tell me, spank me"

"give stink-eye, move away or turn
back on person, ignore person;
smile at person, kiss or hug person"

sounds made, body positions,
facial expressions
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Description of Activities Assessment of Activities

B. Signing

1. ET.plain that people who cannot talk
and/or hear often use sign language
to communicate. Ask students, whether
they watch Sesame Street and have
seen Linda communicate with signs.

2. Show students a book on sign language
and teach them some simple signs.

C. Reading About A Deaf Girl (optional)

1. Read I Have a Sister/She is Deaf
aloud. This elementary level
book describes the relati_ ship
and communication between two
sisters, one of whom is deaf.

2. After reading the book, ask students
whether they can think of advantages
and disadvantages of being deaf.

D. Communicating with Severely Handicapped
Students

1. Tell students that some of the
severely handicapped students they
are playing with in the Special
Friends Program have difficulties
expressing and communicating their
feelings.

2. Write some guidelines for communi-
cating with severely handicapped
students on the blackboard and give
examples. If possible, let students
practice with each other. These
guidelines should be appropriate
for the specific Special Friends
and should facilitate communication
without suppressing spontaneous
peer interactions. Some possibili-
ties are:

a. Try to make eye contact before
you speak. You may touch your
Special Friend to get his/her
attention, but if he/she
doesn't want to look at you,
don't force him/her. Just be
sure that you are looking at
him/her.

" c an play

tune, can'
not waken

66

piano, but cannot hear
t hear wind chimes, but
by storm either"
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Description of Activities Assessment of Activities

b. Don't be silent or afraid to talk
because you think that your
Special Friend won't understand
what you are saying or because
he/she doesn't seem to be paying
attention to what you are saying.
Keep talking even though the
conversation is one-sided and
remember to use gestures as well
as words when you talk about
what you're doing, feeling,
etc. Many severely handicapped
persons understand more than
they are able to show you.

c. If you ask your Special Friend
a question, give him/her time
to answer. Sometimes it takes
a while fo'r him/her Co find and
speak some words.

d. If your Special Friend doesn't
answer your questions verbally,
then try to ask your questions
in other ways so that he/she
doesniet have to speak. Perhaps
he/she can just point or smile
or simply look at what he/she
wants.

e. Don't be discouraged or give VD
if it takes a while for you to
communicate with your Special
Friend.

"we're going out to the play-
ground; I can't wait for lunch
because I love spaghetti"

'it is easier to respond to
"point to the toy you want to
play with" (showing two toys
one at a time) than to "which
toy do yi want to play with?"
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
RAgulan Education Session #3

Topic: What is' a Prosthesis?

Instructional Goals/Objectives:

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

1. To name same tools which people use to accomplish
a task.

2. To view a prosthesis as a tool.
3. To understand why an& how handicapped persons use

prostheses.

Participants (including number and levels of students); Lower elementary (K-3) students:'-

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom where prostheses can be displayed

Materials/Equipment'Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

-Picture of boy and apples
-Chalk and blackboard

411
-Tracy by Nancy Mack (optional)
- Various protheses (wheelchair; head gear, prone board, etc.)

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;
1. Draw a large picture of the boy and apples on the blackboard or reproduce

enough copies of the picture so that each child can view the picture.
2. Borrow a copy of the book Tracy from the library (optional).
3. Arrange to have several prostheses on display and gather some information

aboyt each of them.

Description of Activities

A. Discussing the Picture

1. Ask students to name ways the boy
could get apples frow the tree.
Examples: "what is happening in this
picture?," "can he reach the applee,"
"how can he get an apple?"

. List the answers given by the students
on the blackboard, grouping the answers
into two basic categories: (a) using
"human" skills or extraordinary human
effort such as climbing, jumping, etc.
or (b) using_ tools such as ladder,
mango picker, etc.

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

, "He's trying to get tIe apple."
"Climb ladder, climb tree, -aave
daddy lift him, tie rope on tree
and climb up."
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Description of Activities

3. Explain that (a) without a tool, the boy
might not be able to get an apple and

(b) people often need and use tool.: to
get and do things.

B. Reading about Tracy (optional)

1. Read Tracy aloud. This elementary level
book describes a girl with cerebral palsy--

iher skills and attitudes, her daily
activities, and the equipment, she uses.

2. While reading the story, poin.: out the
tools Tracy uses and how they help her do
things for herFraf. Ask students whether
they do and enjoy similar activities,

3. After reading the story, ask students
how Tracy "got around."

C. Describing_ Prostheses

1. Write the word "prosthesis" on the
chalkboard and explain that a prosthesis
is a tool that a handicapped person needs
in order to do something. Without a
prosthesis, that person usually has a lot
of trouble doing something or might not
be able to do it at all.

S7-;ow some prostheses and ask students to

uess F-w these tool3 can help handicapped
persons. If possible, allow students to
handle the equipment, perhaps even
putting them on or getting .on them.

3. Tell students something about each
prosthesis--cost, when and how often it
is used, its benefits and liabilities,
what can go wrong if it is not handled
properly, etc.

401..

Assessment of Activities

"Wheelchair, bike, arms, crutches"

Special education students demonstrat
how to use equipment; regular
education students smiled when
special education students were
successful.
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #3

Topic: What is a Prosthesis?

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Instructional Coals/Objectives: 1. To name some tools which people use to accomplish
tasks.

2. To view a prosthesis as a tool.
3. To understand why and how handicapped persons use

prostheses.

Participants (including number and levels of students); secondary (7-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom where prostheses can be displayed

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

-Four pictures of people using various tools--one per group of 4-6 students
-Chalk and blackboard
-Paper and pencils
-Various prostheses (wheelchair, head gear, prone board, etc.)

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

1. Find magazine pictures of people using four ordinary cools such as eyeglasses,
fins, tractors, etc. Reproduce enough copies of the four pictures so that each
group has a set.

2. Arrange to have several prostheses on display and gather some information about
each of them.

Description of Activities

A. Discussing Pictures

1. Divide students into small groups and pass
out , set of the pictures to each group.

2. Ask groups to study the four pictures and
list what they have in cormnon.

3. Discuss the various lists, focusing on the
things the four people are using and why
they are using them. Explain that: (a) all
four people are using tools, (b) without
.tools the people might not be able to do
what they are doing, and (c) by using tools
of some kind, people extend their abilities
to do what they want to do.

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

"people doing somethiag,
people using something"
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Description of Activities

B. Discussing Transportation Tools (optional)

1. Ask groups to list tools that may be used
to help people move from one place to
another: (a) from home to school,
(b) from Kailua to Honolulu, (c) from
Oahu to Maui, (d) from Hawaii to the
mainland, and (.e) from Earth ot the moon.

2. Discuss the following questions:

a. How many of you could get from your
home to school without using any tools?
How come?

b. How Long do you think it would take a
person to jog from Kailua to Honolulu?
To vide a bus? To ride a car?

c. How many different ways are there to
get from Oahu to Maui? Which way do
you prefer?

C. Describing Prostheses

1. Write the word " prosthesis" on the chalk-
board and explain that a prosthesis is a
tool that a handicapped person neees in
order to do something. Without a
prosthesis, that person usually has a lot
of trouble doing something or might not
be able to do it at all.

2. Show some prostheses and isk students to
guess how these tools can help handicapped
persons. If possible, allow students to
handle the equipment, perhaps even
putting them on or getting on them.

3. Tell students something about each
prosthesis -- cost., when and how often it
is used, its benefits and liabilities,
what can go wrong if it is not handled
properly, etc.

4.
Asset,sment of Activities

"close enough to walk"

"airplane, barge, canoe, swim"

Special education students
demonstrated how to use equipment;
regular education students smiled
when specii 1 education students
were successful.
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #4

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Topic: How Can We Play Together?

Instructional Goals/Objectives:
1. To become familiar with some of the materials, activities, and techniques that

can be used in the Special Friends Program.

2. To discuss some possible alternatives and adaptations in playing with severely
handicapped peers.

Partic_dants (including number and levels of students):

Upper elementary (4-6) or secondary (7-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom or playground where materials are available.

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

Most of the materials and activities that may be frequently used by the students
during the integration sessions--Lego, ball, records and phonograph, etc.

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

1. Arrange to have the materials on display.

2. Arrange to have one or more severely handicapped Special Friend present at
this session.

Description of Activities

A. Viewing an Interaction

1. Show the students some of the materials
that they can play with Zuring the
integration sessions.

2. Ask students if they are unfamiliar with
any of the materials and briefly explain
how these are generally used.

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

Students quite excited about the
kinds of variety of toys and gam.
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Description of Activities Assessment. of Activities

3. Interact with a special education student
using one of the materials, showing the
regular education stude''3 how to use
physical prompts and ...-14 cues, how you
give any necessary assista "md

reinforcements, etc. WhilE le regular
education students should not be turned
into teacher aides or even be aware
of the technical speCial education terms,
they should be familiar with some of the
ways they can gain a severely handicapped
student's attention, instre and reward
appropriate behavior, etc.

B. Discusiiinaliaatations

1. Show the students a familiar and ordinary
object like a ball and ask them how they
use it when, they play with their friends.

a. If you were throwing this ball to
someone in wheelchair who could not
easily move to go after it, how would
you throw the ball?

b. If a person could not see the ball,
how could you change the ball so that
he/she would know where the ball was
rolling?

7 4

Regular education students were
a bit surprised at capability of
handicapped student and how he
played the activity.

"catch it, hit it"

"aim for person's lap, go near,
get him out of wheelchair and on
floor so could roll it to him"

"attach bells to ball, put rice
in ball, attach string to ball so
she could pull it towards her"
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #5

Topic: How Does a Disabled Person Live?

Instructional Goals/Objectives: To become aware of a disabled person's daily life- -
the prCulems he/she faces and the solutions he/she finds.

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

;

Participants (including number and levels of students):

Lower plementary (K-3), upper elementary (4-6) or secondary (7-12) students.
The content of the guest's speech and the student's questions will probably
vary according to the ages and interests of the students.

If there are only a few Special Friends, you may want to combine with a
health or social studies class to have a larger nidience and give other
students an opportunity to listen to the guest speaker.

Length of Session: 45 minutes (usual class period)

Physical Setting: Classroom suitable for guest speaker and audience

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations):.

-Whatever is requested by guest speaker
-Kids on the Block Puppet Show7-optional

Any Advanced Preparations,.needed for Session:

See "Guideline'for Having a Guest Speaker"

1

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

The format of the talk should be whatever is
most comfortable for the guest speaker. You
should, of course, introduce the speaker and
give students an opportunity to ask questions
they may have.

The Kids on the Block Puppet Show may serve
as an alternative if a guest speaker is not
available and/or the students feel more com-
fortable asking puppets questions about vari-
ous disabilities. Six puppets--Mark, who has

Students very interested in
examining special van with
equipment for driver in
wheelchair.

Students enjoyed manipulating
puppets themselves.
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Description of Activities Assessment of Activities

cereb al palsy and uses a wheelchair; Ellen Jane,
who has Down's Syndrome and is mentally retarded;
Manny, wHo is deaf; Renaldo, who is blind; Mel-
,,ody, who wears glasses; and Brenda, who is over-
weight--come complete with props, script, and
sometimes even puppeteers. For further informs-

- tion about how you can borrow these puppets, con-
tact the U.H. Department of Special Education.

n

st
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Guidelines for Having a Guest Speaker

1. Inform the Principal of your plans and follow whatever procedures the
school has for inviting a guest speaker. Consider whether an honorarium

is possible and a0propriate.

2. Decide on the size and ages of the audience (whether to have only students
in thgSpecial Friends Program or to invite other classes which might
benefit from listening to a disabled person speak). Figure out some

possible dates and times when all the students can be present.

3. Contact possible organizations to find a -disabled person_
who would be willing to come to the Scho-O-1 and talk, with the ntudents.

Give some information about the Special Friends Program, the objective
of the lesson, the ages and interests of the audience, etc, sc that
these people have a clear idea of 'what would be involved if they, were

to say "yes." It may take a letter and several phone calls to agree
upon a mutually convenient date and time.

Be sure to inquire about the speaker's special- needs- -means of
transportation to and from the school and classroom, audio-visual
equipment, general format s/he prefers (e.g., formal lecture, informal

question-and-answev, eLc.), what s/he would like you to say in your

introduction, etc. Suggest that the speaker bring some things for the
students to see, touch, etc. to hold their attention.

If more than one speaker is available, you might consider having two

people during one session or saving possible speakers for other sessions.

4. Find a classroom suitable for the guest speaker and the audience. Make

arrangements for enough chairs, special equipment, etc.

5. A few days before the speaker is scheduled to come, call him/her to

confirm the date, time, and location of the schodl and classroom.

6. If possible, brief the audience,in advance. Tell the students why the

speaker is coming, have them prepare some questions to ask the speaker,

talk about-the kinds of behavior yoLl expect when a visitor comes to the

school, make leis and perhaps refreshments.

7. After the guest speaker's,vizit, have all the students write thank-you

notes, mentioning specific things they enjoyed about that visit.

7"/
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

Regular Education Session 116

4.110ate:

Teacher's
Name:

Topic: How Do We View Disabled People?

Instructional Goals/Objectives:

1. To identify some stereotypes of certain groups of people.
2. To examine how disabled people are port ayed in various media.

Participants (including number and levels of students):

Secondary (7-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: classroom

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations):

-chalk and blackboard
-activity sheet, "Media Checklist"--one per student
-some ads, newspaper articles, familiar stories, etc. in which disabled persons

are present
-Barnes, Berrigan, and Biklen, What's the Difference? (optional)
-Baskin and Harris, Notes from a Different Drummer (A Guide to Juvenile Fiction

Portraying the Handicapped) (optional)

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session:

1. Find some ads, newspaper articles,'familiar stories in which disabled persons
are present and bring them to class; think of some examples from t.v. programs
and films to discuss in class.

2. Reproduce enough copies of the activity sheet, "Media Checklist," for every
student.

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
3bservations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

Identifying Stereotypes

1. Write the word "stereotypes" on the black-
board and explain that stereotypes are
generalizations made about groups of
people.

Do not go into lengthy
definitions, all students have
to be able to do is to name
some stereotypes.

78
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Description of Activities

"'

Assessment of Activities

2. Write "Girls are ..." on the chalkboard
and,ask students to complete the
sentence with some generalizations made
about girls.

3. Substitute the name of an ethnic group
and ask students to complete the
sentence with some stereotypes about
that ethnic group.

4. Substitute "Disabled people" and ask
students to complete the sentence with
some stereotypes of that group.

Checking out the Media

1. ,Hand out a 'copy of the activity sheet;,....

"Media Checklist," to each student,

2. Ask each student to examine one work
which portrays a disabled person and
circle the pertinent traits on the
activity sheet. You can either
provide the works and have the
students do the activity sheet during
the session or ask the students to fikid
their own examples and do the activity
sheet at home.

3. After the students have completed their
activity sheets, have a group discussion
about the various works they have

examined. Examples:

a. Are there many works about
disabled people? Why or why not?

b. What traits do the disabled people
in the stories, t.v. programs, etc.
have? What are their physical

characteristics? Their personal-

ities?

c. How did you feel toward the disabled
people portrayed?

"weak, dependent, housewives,
mothers, sensitive"

If not handled properly, this
can be a very touchy subject,
especially if the stereotypes
given are negative ones. Point.

out that very few generalizations
can be made about a group because
individuals in that group are
not the same. At the same
time, negative ethnic stereo-
types can be related to the
negative stereotypes of dis-
abled people and provide an
opportunity for students to
empathize with disabled, people.

"fragile, helpless, hard to
live with"

Some stereotypes to look for are:

1. The disabled as angelic,
long-suffering--Tiny Tim in
A Christmas Carol, charity
drives for disabled.

2. The disabled as mean, nasty- -

various witches in fairy tales,
Captain Hook in Peter Pan,
Richard III.

The disabled as incompetent,
childlike--Mr. Magoo, Lenny in
Of Mice and Men, "Charly."

4. The disabled as super competent--
"Longstreet," "Ironsides."

For an extensive discussicn of this
topic, read pp. 57-71 in What's the

Difference?" This book also
provides an excellent bibliography 0
of books and films about disabled
people.

"pity, admiration"

79
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"Media Checklist"

Special Friends Program
Student Activity Sheet

Directions: Find a story, play, fairy tale, poem, magazine or newspaper article,
t.v. program, advertisement, etc. in which a disabled person is
present. Examine how that person is portrayed by circling the
following traits which most accurately describe that person.

Title of Work Author

Nature of Disability

1. The disabled person is (a) a main character or (b) a minor character

2. The disabled person is (a) the hero or heroine or (b) the villain

3. The disabled person is (a) physically attractive or (b) physically unattractive

4, The disabled person is (a) self-reliant, not unduly helped by others or

(b) very dependent, always being helped by others

5. The disabled person is (a), respected by others in the work, treated as an

equal by them or

(b) pitied by others in the work, treated as an
inferior by them,

What is your attitude towards the disabled person portrayed in this work?
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #7

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Topic: What is a Friend?

Instructional Goals/Objectives: 1. To describe some characteristics of friendship.
2. To cumpare and contrast friendships with

nonhandicapped peers and handicapped peers.

Participants (including number and levels of students); Upper elementary (4-7)
students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations):

-chalk and blackboard
-drawing paper and crayons

-Special Friends Coloring Book (alternate)--one per student

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

Obtain enough copies of the Special Friends Coloring Book for every student if
using it.

Description of Activities
Assessment of Activities

(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Defining Friendship

1. Ask students "What is a friend?"
Have each student quickly answer the
question aloud by quickly completing the
sentence, "A friend is someone who..."

plays with me, works together,
shares"
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Description of Activities Assessment of Activities

B. Comparing. Friendships

1. Ask students to think about their best
friends and their Special Friends. Then
have students draw two pictures--one of
themselves and their best friends doing
something, and one of themselves and their
Special Friends doing something.

2. After they have finished drawing their
pictures, ask them to describe their
pictures. Discuss whether they do similar
things with both friends, whether they feel
differently when they are with their
Special Friends.

C. Reading the "Special Friends Coloring Book"
(alternative)

1. Read the "Special Friends Coloring Book"
aloud while the students follow silently.

2. Have students return to page 5 and draw a
friend.

3. Ask students to quickly answer the question
"What is a friend?" by completing the
sentence, "A friend is someone who..."

4. Discuss the similarities and differences
between their friendships with non-
handicapped peers and handicapped peers.
Examples: "What nice feelings do you
get from both friends?" How are your
feelings for your Special Friend dif-
ferent from your feelings for your
other friends?"

D. Drawing a Friendship Tree (alternative)

1. Introduce the concept by saying somethin,
like, "Trees and friendships are two
things that grow. Just as there are '

different kinds of trees, there are
different kinds of friendships."

2. Have students draw the various parts of
a friendship tree and write appropriate
descriptive words on the various parts
of the tree:

roots of friendships- -why we have and
need friends

trunk of friendships why we like and
continue friendships

V\

"feel sorry for handicapped people
mean people tease people who are
handicapped"

"feel more comfortable with
other friends, able to help
Special Friend more"

82
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Description of Activities

branches of friendships--different types
of friendships, various activities we do
with different friends

3. Discuss the similarities and differences
between their friendships with nonhandi-
capped peers and handicapped peers.

Examples: "What nice feelings do you get
from both friends?" "How are your feelings
for your Special, Friend different from
your feelings for your other friends?"

Assessment rt- Activities

"feel moto comfortable with
other friends, able to help
Special Friend more"
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Regular Education Session #7

Topic: That is a Friend?

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Instructional Goals/Objectives: 1. To describel some characteristics of friendship.
2. To compare and contrast friendships with

nonhandicapped peers and handicapped peers.

Participants (including number and levels of students); Intermediate (7-9) or high
school (10-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials /Equipment. Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

-chalk and blac6oard
-activity sheet, "Friends"--one per student
-pencils

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

Reproduce enough copies of the activity sheet, "Friends," for every student.

Description of Activities

Assessment of Activities
(students' reactions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)

A. Defining Friendship

1. Ask students to quickly answer the question,
"What is a friend?' by completing the
sentence "A friend is someone who..."

2. Record their answers on the chalkboard

B. Comparing Friendships

1. Ask students to focus on two of their
friends, one who is nonhandicapped and
the severely handicapped Special Friend
they have been with the most.

"cares, shares, lives next door
to me"

84
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Description of Activities

2. Ask students to fill in the activity
sheet, "Friends," completing the sentences
with informatiJn abcut: their friendships
with those tao specific friends. (The

teacher may want to substitute more
appropriaLe questions, depending upon the

students involved.)

3. After they have filled in the activity
sheet, discuss the similarities and
differences between friendships with
non-handicapped peers and friendships
with handicapped peers. Examples:

"What niee feelings do you get from '.

both friends?" "How are your feelings
for your Special Friend different from
your feelings for your other ft'ends?"

Assessment of Activities

"feel good, can help Special

Friend more"



Friends

Directions:
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Activity Sheet

Pick two of your friends--a regular educatiol student you know
well and a special education student you know well. Then
complete the following sentences with information about.your
friendships with those two specific friends.

1. My friend and I play ... together.

2. My friend likes me when I ...

3. I like the way my friend

4. If I teased my friend, s/he would
feel ...

5. If my friend broke my prized
possession, I would ...

6. We are friends because ...

My-Friend My Special Friend

f
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROCRAH

Regular Education Session #8

Topic: Why Integration?

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

II/emmwel, a=81.

IMMeerWOWIMmee*VIIIIIIM..21.~411

Instructional Goa I.s /Objectives:

1. To identify some benefits of the Special Friends Program to regular education
students and to special education students.

2. To compare and contrast the benefits and problems of integration.

Participants (including number and levels of students);

Upper elementary (4-6) or secondary (7-12) students

Length of Session: 20 minutes
tt

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials/Equipment Needed for Session
(including any adaptations);

-paper and pencils

Any Advanced Preparations Needed for Session;

Description of Actities

1. Divide students into small groups.

2. Ask students to imagine that they are
writing a letter to a friend on the mainland
and describing the Special Friends Program.
Ask students to list some benefits of the
program, what they are getting out of being
a Special Friend.

3. Have groups read their lists aloud to the
rest of the students and note whether the
groups mention any common benefits.

Assessment of Activities

'64:?

students' reactions, teacher's
loservations and suggestions
fet,..4mprovement, etc.)117mia...
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Description of Activities

4. Ask students whether they think their
severely handicapped Special Friends are

benefiting also. Possible questions:

Do they seem to be enj-60.ng themselves?

How can you tell?

b. Have .they changed since the beginning of

the .interactions with you? In what ways?

p_AComarinProsalsofInteration

1. Explaih that there is a .law, P.L. 94-142,
tha'says that all handicapped persons are .

entitledrto a4ree-and appropriate education
in the least -restrictive environment possible.

This means that their severely handicapped

Special Friends should be with regular
educationstudents as much as possible.

2. Ask students to imagine what it would be like

if severely handicapped students were in

'their classrooms, cafeteria, playground, etc.

3. Have each group list some positive things

that might happen if severely handicapped

students and regular education students

were mixed up and some negative things that

might happen.

4. Discuss the prosand cons of integration.

8b

"Assessment of Activities

"meet --more people, mess up table"
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SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM
Follow-Up Regular Education Session

Topic: Any Changes?

Date:

Teacher's
Name:

Instructional Goals/Objectives: To determine whether there has been a positive
change in attitude towards severely handicapped
students

The Acceptance Scale was used by the Hawaii Integration Project to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the Special Friends Program in changing regular edu-
cation students' attitudes toward severely handicapped stude4ts. If this

,......-survey was used as a pre-test, then it should now be used aS'a post-test.

The Friendship Survey was developed as a more informal and optional survey of
the regular education students' attitudes. It provides an indivi3Oualized and
personalized view of the impact made on each child by the program. This
survey is given only after students have participated in the program for
about a semester, and it compare the students' attitudes toward their severe-
ly handicapped Special Friends with their. 'attitudes towards their best friend:
and their primary caregivers.

While we realize that these surveys present an increase work load for the
teacher, we feel that there should be some kind of pre- and post-test to
help document change.

Participants (including number and levels of students):

Lower elementary (K-3), upper elementary (4-6) and secondary (7-12) can use
the same form of the Friendship Survey if the questions are read to the younger
childKen and their verbal answers recorded by the teacher. The Acceptance
Scale has three levels and two versions (see Regular Education Orientation
Session #1) .

Length of Sessions: 30 minutes

Physical Setting: Classroom

Materials'Equipment Needed for Session
(inclu ing any adaptations) :

-The Acveptance Scale or a substitute which measures the attitudes of non-
handic4pped persons toward handicapped persons--one per student

-The Friendship urvey (optional)--one set per student:

-pent i"

Any Advanqed PreRarations Needed for Session:

1. Reproduce enough copies.of whatever survey(s) will e used for every student.

2. Follow the procedures given on pages /:3-44 for the Acceptance Sc?..1e.
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Description of Activities

A. Administering the Acceptance Scale

1. Pass out a copy of the survey and a pencil
to every student.

2. Read the instructions aloud while the
students follow silently. Answer whatever
questions they may have about the survey.

3. Allow students enough time to complete their
surveys and then collect them all.

B. Administering the Friendship Survey. (optional)

1.. Pass out a set (three sheets) to every
student.

2. Read aloud the directions on each.sheet,
pausing after each time to give students
an opportunity to fill in the names of
their Special Friends, best friends, and
caregivers.

3. Then have the students go back and complete
the three sentences on each sheet.

C. Scoring thy:: Acceptance Scale

Score the surveys according to the direction:
given in the Scoring Key.

D. Comparing Scores

1. Check whether the pre and rest scores on
the Acceptance Scale differ, and if they
do, by how much. If there is a dLfference,
then the students' chz?r,Ling 4tatudes
towards sevRrely handiapped pdr3ons may
be the result ot:. the proram.

2. Check the similarities and differences in
the students' ansers on 2:he Friendship
Survey,

fr

Assessment of Activities
(students' reacl:ions, teacher's
observations and suggestions
for improvement, etc.)
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FRIENDSHIP SURVEY Name:
so

Directions: In toe three blanks below write the name of Date:

the special education Special Friend you have been with
the most. Then complete the following statements, Person Described: Special Friend

1. 1 like because

2. My favorite thing to do with

3. When I am with

91

, I feel

is



FRIENDSHIP SURVEY

Directions: In the three blanks below write in the name
of the person who takes care of you the most at home
(mother, grandmother, older brother, etc.). Then complete
the following statedents, .

1. I like because

2, My favorite thing to do with is

4/

3. WhentttI am with , I feel

Name;

Date;

Person Described: Primary Caregiver



FRIENDSHIP SURVEY

Directions: In the three blanks below write the name of
your best friend. Then complete the following statements.

.. T. like because

2. My favorite thing to do with is

3. When I am with

) 5

, I feu].

Name:

Date:

Person Described: Best Friend

9 6



Chapter 4

Social Performance Objectives for Severely Handicapped Students

An important function of the Special Friends Program is to provide a

positive and natural context for the development of social competence by

severely handicapped students. As in other program areas such as motor,

language, self-help, etc., specific goals and objectives as well as systema-

tic instructional procedures must be individually designed for each severely

handicapped student's social performance needs. Chapter 1 has already sum-

marized the importance of social skills for severely handicapped learners.

Given the expectation that severely handicapped persons are being prepared--

not for segregated and isolated environmentsto attend school, live, work

and play in integrated community settings, acquiring the various social skills

associated with these "normalized" patterns of behavior and interaction are

crucial now and throughout that person's lifespan. Learning social skills

allows an individual to access environments, situations and relationships

which are themselves associated with obtaining valuable primary and social

reinforcers as well as the acquisition of new skills. Nearly every task

which we perform also requires mastery of certain social behaviors. For

example, self-help involves knowing how to put clothes onto the body as

well as selecting clothes which are warm or cool depending upon tae day's

weather, but also involves selecting clothes which are "appropriate" for a

planned social situation. Learning the social skills expected for workers

on a particular job will be as imps -tant to successful employment as know-

ing the actuLl job skills themselves. Failure to follow certain social

"rules" and disruptive social behaviors have been consistently related to

community and job placement failures (Gaylord-Ross, 1980; Renzaglia & Bates,

1983).
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Perhaps most important of all, learning the social performance demands

of a play interaction with another person allows for the development of

positive social relationships-friendships. Friendships are not only impor-

tant in their own right but are associated with the presence of a support

system in stressful situations, personal satisfaction and pleasure, and

provide a context in which skills in non-social areas such as language,

leisure, and motor skills can be developed. An important function of the

Special Friends Program,is to provide a positive and natural context for

severely handicapped students to develop social competence.

Perspectives

Traditioally, social skills have been a neglected area in curriculum

for severely handicapped children and youth. Discussion of "social com-

petence" typically refer to the social skills needs of severely handicapped

learners as a dichotomous set of isolated target behaviors, some of which

are to be increased and others which need to be decreased. Special educators

are told that promoting social competence involves teaching severely handi-

capped students skills such as how to greet their teachers and peers, and

d^creasing behaviors such as aggression and self-stimulation (cf. Renzaglia

N Bay. 1983). Similarly, individualized social goa.s.s and objectives

could be: increasing some behaviors and decreasing others, with each approach

seen as being an equally meritorious way to develop social competence.

Renzaglia and Bates (1983) emphasize that educators do not seem to have a

theory of social competence which might guide curriculum development and pro-

grams. Currently there does not exist a systematic hierarchy or complex of

social skills organized into a social performance curriculum model which

teachers could use as a guide in goal selection and programming.

McFall (1982) presents an alternative model of social skills, in which



he emphasizes that any behavior can be analyzed in terms of its social impli-

cations. Persons who are judged to be socially competent by others in a

particular situation, which may or may not involve interactions with another

person, are evaluated according to social rules which 'apply to that situation

even though a person cannot always articulate the governing rules. Thus it

is critical that a comprehensive view of social performance not only describe

expected behavioral outcomes but focus upon the context and content of those

social rules which govern outcomes. In other words, social skins are vie0ed

as a combination of making crucial discriminations and emitting or with-

holding of certain behaviors based upon those discriminations.

It is also important to note that social skills overlap with performance

in every other skill area: Whenever a person is engaged in any task, s/he

is expected to follow the social rules for that context. Thus a self-help

skill such as self-feeding at the dinner table also calls for a display of

appropriate related social skills such as passing the serving dishes to

others, not "talking with one's mouth full," discussing pleasantries and

avoiding unpleasant topics, etc. If a person rides a bus to work, for

example, s/he must also exhibit special forms of reserved friendliness

appropriate to stranger interactions in public; one sits alone rather than

next to a stranger, for instance, as long as pairs of empty seats are avail-

able, and one does not generally greet other bus riders.

Neel ;personal communication) emphasizes that social skills are "embed-

ded" within human behavior, and thus may be best taught within each sequence'

of non-social skills as part of task performances. One could perhaps begin

by mapping the expected "social" behaviors for each of these non-social

tasks and activities in a student's IEP (Neel, 1981). While this approach

may be extremely functional in teaching the studant appropriate responses for

each of those well-rehearsed behavior chains included in his/her educational
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program, the approach is still fragmented and would require instruction in

each and every behavioral sequence. What is needed is a set of maximally

generalizable social skills across various social environments--a social per-

formance repertoire fcr the many, far more likely non - instructions ?. and non-

routine situations in a person's lifetime.

A Social Performance Curriculum Component

The social performance model introduced here is an effort to compre-

hensively program for an optimum set of social skills needed for the full

«range of environments, situations, and interactions which can be expected to

occur in integrated community settings. This approach to social perfor-

mance does not view social skills as a dichotomous set of "good" (teach

those) and "bad" (get rid of those) behaviors. Instead, a skill acquisi-

tion perspective to social competence forms the basis of the asocial curri-

culum component: the situational and environmental social performance

demands which are likely to confront a severely handicapped learner (or

any individual) in integrated current and future community settings have

been analyzed in terms of the discriminations which must be mastered for

each demand. Individualized object:Lves foi. each situational variation would

be selected for a severely handicapped learner based upon a combination of

an ecological inventory (Brown et al, 1979), an assessment of the individual's

current behavior skills, and an estimate of which activity or response vari-

ation would offer maximum use in multiple situations and across time.

Excess behavior, therefore, is viewed as a source of information on

the learner's current repertoire of functional strategies used to satisfy

needs and express preferences. Knowing how a child accomplishes certain

functions in given situations provides the teacher with valuable informa-

tion on what is important to that child as well as what his/her existing

1 00
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behavioral skills are like. These are not considered to be target behaviors

which should be incorporated into an IEP, however. Instead, a student's

IEr should consist of positive, functional skills for that student in

given situations. In cases where a child uses excess behavior to perform

a certain function, an alternative positive social behavior perhaps should

be a priority over another unrelated social skill objective (Voelta, Evans,

Derer, & Hanashiro,inpress),In any event, the approach is to teach new,

social performance skills to prepare the student to be maximally independent

and able to function in current and future, integrated community environments.

The Social Performance Curriculum outlined briefly here
1

consists of

three major components that assist teachers to comprehensively assess and

plan for social skills development in their students. These components

are: (1) major situation types, (2) critical features of situation type,

and (3) skill neads of situations (See Figure 4.1). There are eight major

situation p."pes delineated that require adherence to a set of social rules

which are somehow communicated and acquired by persons judged to be socially

competent by others. One may conceptualize these situation types as those

ranging from intensive to extensive interactions. Intensive interactions

are more interpersonal and private, while extensive interactions occur in a

more public domain. (See Table 4.1)

Thus walking along the sidewalk at a shopping mall requires the utili-

zation of various social rules regarding the display of certain social

responses, depending upon certain characteristics of the environment, the

situation, and the other persun(s) who may happen to be present. Walking

with a best friend is a friendship interaction, and one can engage in

familiar and friendly social responses with that person. Note, however, that

1
Readers who are interested in more detail beyond the information pre-

sented in this Chapter should refer to Voeltz and Kishi (in preparation).

1 0 1



INTENSIVE

INTERACT ION

SITUATIONS

102

CUES

,Environmental

Situational

Relationships

Internal;

Private Friendship Homogeneous Heterogeneous Active, Goal- Passive, Goal- Public Place Palk
Independence Interaction Small Group Small Group Oriented Oriented Stronger Independence
Free Time &
Task Related

free Time &
Task Related

Play, Social,
Task Related

Play, Social,
Task Related

Group Group Interactions
Social &

Free Time &

Task Related
Task Related

SKILLS

Initiate/Gain Entry

Maintain Interaction

Reinforce Others/Display Affection

Consequate Others/Punish/Extinguish

Comply to Necessary Routines

Attend to Relevant Cues

Communicate

Offer/Request/Accept Assistance

Indicate Preference

Cope with Negatives

Exhibit Associated Skills

Leave- Take /Exit

EXTENSIVE

INTERACTION

SITUATIONS

1 a



TABLE 4.1

Major Social Performance Situations and Examplesa

Situation Type
b

Examples of Situation Type

Private Independence
Free Time and
Task Related

Friendship Interaction
Free Time and
Task Related

Homogeneous Small
Group: Play, Social,
Task Related

Heterogeneous Small
Group: Play, Social,
Task Related

Active, Goal-Oriented
Group

Passive, Goal-Oriented
Group

Public Place Stranger
Interactions: Social
and Task Related

Public Independence
Free Time and
Task Related

Playing Pac Man on a home video computer (no one else
is at home); watching television alone; repairing a
leak in the ceiling

Playing Pac Man with a best friend; eating dinner with
one's spouse; arguing with a close friend; going swimming
with a lover

Attending a slumliir party of four sixth grade peers;
three close frien looking together for an apartment
to rent; discussing a problem with two close colleagues

Mother with son and daughter going to the movies to-
gether; older sister, friend and ,younger sister going
to store together; children from different classes
talking at recess

Playing soccer; playing baseball; working on road con-
struction with a road crew; learning regrouping in
third grade math class lesson

Watching a movie at the theater; attending a football
game; attending a Broadway play or opera at the Met

Helping a small child who has dropped a package on the
bus; asking the grocery clerk where to find the milk;
asking the bus driver for a transfer; ignoring loud
shouting from a motorist on the street

Walking through the supermarket shopping for groceries;
taking the bus to work; jogging along a jogger's path
in the park; waiting for a plane at the airport

a
from V.oeltz and Kishi (in preparation)

bThe situation types listed here and in Figure 2 are'arranged from intensive
(at the top in this table) to extensive (at the bottom) interactions. Intensive
suggests closer interactions or adherence to social rules over which the indi-
vidual performer has a great deal of,control regarding what is acceptable behavior
and what is not. Extensive suggests more "distant" interactions where the
individual performer follows a set of social rules which are usually more rigid
and assumed to be less forgiving; these rules are almost identically applied tc
every person in that environment with some allowances for variables such as age.
For example, nearly everyone will ask the bus driver for a transfer in exactly
the same way--an extensive interaction. On the other hand, conversations between
best friends--an intensive interaction--differ markedly from dyad to dyad,

93 104



the situations are not mutually exclusiVe: the "best friend" example just

given is somewhat constrained by the "free time independence in public"

situation type. The full range of intimate behaviors ordinarily permitted

in that close friendship would not generally be appropriate in the public

arena of a shopping center as they would be in a more private context. Also,

another set 6f social rules dictates expected behavior toward strangers who

also happen to be present at the, mall. A variation of those "stranger" rules

would apply to interactions with a clerk in one of the stores.

Every situation type presents a person with a set of stimuli or features

to which s/he must respond appropriately (See Table 4.2). These features

require that certain discriminations be made by the social performer.

Voeltz and Kishi (in preparation) categorize the features into the following

groups: environmental, situational, relationships, and internal cues. A

student, for example, should view the playground (environmental cue) at

recess. time (situational cue) as stimuli that should signal an appropriate

time and setting for play activities. Conversely, watching a movie (situa-

tional cue) with strangers (relationship cue) would set the occasion for more

quiet, attentive behaviors.

The basic co'e of social responses exhibited in all of the situation

types can be organized into 12 major skill needs (See Table 4.3). With rare

exception, each of the listed responses is at times needk for each situa-

tion, but the exact nature of the response will differ based upon that

situation. Therefore, discrimination training will be as important as

teaching the actual social skill respuuses. For example, in almost every

play situation a student will need to enter or initiate an interaction. In

certain instances this may require that the student initiate a play activity

with friends by approaching them on the playground and asking if they would

like to play ball. In another setting such as a public arcade with

,1

1 0
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TABLE 4.2

Description of Situation Features and Examples.a

10.

Major Features of Situation Description (Examples)

Environmental Cues:

Place /Setting,,

Materials

Situational Cues:

Event

4 Goal-Oriented Task

Time

Relationsnip Cues:

Stranger

'lonpeesonal Significant

Personal Significant

Internal Cues:

Personal Interest

Physiological 'teed

Physical surroundings in which the interaction occurs
(swimming pool, park, kitcnen)

Objects manipulated or in contact during the interac-
tion (video game, card game, bus fare)

Occurrence or happening mlich may tipact the interac-
tion or provide the context in wnicn responses are
to occur (soccer game, dramatic play, argument)

A complex of behavior leading to an cnd result; beha-
havior of participants is expected to accomplisn a
specific purpose (taking the bus to intended desti-
nation. winning a basketball game, marriage proposal)

Temporal elements /restrictions (weekends, lunch break,
evening)

Unfamiliar person, not an acquaintance (other shoppers
ac shopping center, riders on the bus, chtldren in
another grade at schi:1)

Person who is not an acquaintance but wno occupies a
role through whicn information/services may be
acquired or sought; interactions with this person
are part of the specific social context (police .

officer, cashier at supermarket, principal of school)

Person known to individual, an acquaintance or inti-
mate friend (family member, classmate, lover, best
friend),,

Whether or not tne situation or activit;, reflects a
personal preference or nonpreferred event /inter-
action, based upon previous experiences, etc.

(a preference: person may enjoy a Broadway play but
not a football game)

Internal /intrinsic desire or impulse which may not be
jelated to obvious external stimulus event (turning
on the radio, stretching, yawning)

a
from Voeltz and Kishi (kote 6).

BEST COPY AVAIL /b4,
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TABLE 4.3

Definitions and Examples'of Major Skill Needsa

Major-Skill Need Definition (Examples)

Initiate/Gain Entry

.1IL

Maintain nteraction

Behavior which allows a person to gain access to interac-
tion, either to initiate an interaction to enter one wnicn
in already underway; to'begin or start,an event/exchange
(joining a gaMe of kickball, starting a conversation with
a classmate, inquiring regarding the cost of a tiCket to
a movie)

Behavior which allows the interaction, activities, and/
or event to continue (tolerate noise at a school assembly,
taking one's turn in a game)

A

Reinforce Others/ Provide others with positive feedback which is rewarding'
Display Affection to them (smiles, verbal/social reinforcement, hug)

C.

Corsequate Others/ Provide others with feedback which indicates that their

Punish /Extinguish response was inappropriate, unpleasant, etc., and which
extinguishes such behavivr (telling another to stop teas-
ing, turning away from a group, ignoring obscene and ag-
gressive remarks by passing motorist)'

Comply to Necessary Adhere to minimal "rules" of a particular context, follows

Routines routines of given situation (passing ball to next person,
standing in line at checkout counter in supermarket, wait-
ing until it is one's turf in card game) '

Attend to Relevant Behavior which enables person to discriminate/delineate

Cues stimuli critical to that situation and thus respond in
appropriate manner (orient to visual display of video
game, localize sounds, watch when ball comes within reach)

Communicate Verbal Local or non-vocal) and/or gestural behavior which
makes needs known to others, sharing of information and
feelings with others (looks toward desired toy, pounds on
door to go out, talking on the telephOne with a friend)

Offer/Request/Accept Behavior which provides assistance or instruction to

Assistance another person, asking for help when needed, accepting
help.from another person when needed (tolerate being phy-
sically guided through a response, asks mom to tie shoe-
laces, picks up package for a child on the bus)

Indicate Preference Behavior which allows person to make a choice/decision
. from among alternatives available or presented by others

(pointing to favorite ice cream flavor in store, select
Space Invaders from video games)

Cope with Negatives When presented with a negative consequence for previous
response or difficulty in effecting needs or intent, can
exhibit alternate strategy to continue an interaction or
complete a task (find another toy if first choice is bro-
ken, go to anther movie if first choice is sold out)

Exhibit Associated Skills Engage in the non-sccial skills necessary to the
(Non - Social) interaction situation, i.e., those skills which may

be exhibited in social context but are considered
to be in another domain such as motor, cognitive,
language, etc. (move arm to push ball to peer, run
to participate in relay race, keep score in pinball
game)

Leave-Take/Exit Behavior.to terminate or wfthdraw from an interaction
situation, cease participation in an activity wnen
appropriate. desired, etc. (wave bye-bye, turn off
toy, say good-bye and hang up the telepnone, tell a
peer that you must leave because you have an appoint-
ment)

ar
from Voeltz and Kishi (in. preparation).
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electronic games, it would be inappropriate for the youngster to approach

strangers. Thus, in this situation, imitiating a play activity would require

that the student learn how to activate a machine by insertingcoins and

pushing certain buttons, and continue this activity independently.

Classroom ProgrammiaLfor Social Skills Develo ment

Teachers can accomplish social skills training for severely handicapped

students through existing procedures and structures. Most teachers, for

example, already translate IEP goals and objectives into some form of daily

written instructiohal plans, and social skills programming can easily be

incorporated into this system. This section will present an example, utilizing

a social performance curricular framework for social skills development, and

taking a specific social skill need through the IEP development process,

including assessment, programming and evaluation.

Assessment

There are a number df comprehensive assessment-diagnostic scales and

tests that include sections on socio-emotional development and one may want

to administer these to gain information on the functioning level of each

student. Oftentimes, though, these instruments are developmentally derived

and sequenced and do not yield useful information on the.social skills needed

by a student to function in age-appropriate, integrated settings. For

example, a 14-year-old student may be judged to be performing at a 12-month

level on a developmental scale,' yet he is attending a junior high school

where it is necessary to be able to participate at large school-wide

assemblies, engage in appropriate leisure activities during recess, and

attend school dances. Knowing that he tests at the "12-month level" does not

give the teacher information which is pangicularly helpful in planning for

the student's participation in these situations.
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leachers, then, should supplement the information gained through for-

mal instruments with direct observations of student b% Lavior in actual

social situations present at the student's school, home, and community envi-

Itonments. One systematic manner in.which to collect and organize these

observations is through a discrepancy analysis (Brown, Branston, Hamre-

Nietupski, Pumpian, Certo, & Gruenwald, 1979). This involves:(1) determin-

ing the community environments and activities in which a student needs to

participate; (2) delineating the sequence of skills necessary to function in

the environment and perform the activities; (:,) observing the student in the

actual environment performing the sequence; and (4) determining the train-
,

ing needs by eating the variance between optimal performance to participate

and the student's performance level on that activity.

It is al o useful to note what compensatory strategies, adaptive and

e:.prosthetikd_ ices, assistance from nonhandicapped persons, and other such

accommodations could be utilized by a particular student in order for that

person to be able to maximally participate in integrated community environ-

ments. Perhaps, for instance, a student is not able to sit unsupported but

through the use of a special seat which offers support s/he can ride on the

swing set on the sc,i-'1 playground without help from an adult.

Within the context of the Social Performance Curriculum, the situations

in which students will need to access and function in are listed in Table 4.1.
k

The major skill needs and the controlling stimuli are also listed in Ta,Les

4.2 and 4.3. Child-specific information is thus gained by selecting an

appropriate activity to meet the major situation need, analyzing the m?.jor

features (discriminative stimuli) of the situation, and determining the

most appropriate manner in which a child can demonstrate each major skill

need in order to engage in the activity.

To illustrate the process: Lani is a seven year old severely multiply

10J
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handicapped youngster who spends most of the recess period sitting by hat--

self and engaging in body-rocking and fingerflicking. Her parents and

teacher feel that it would be very beneficiaiAo Laui if she learned to

interact with others in play activities during free time such as recess. It

has also been noted that Lani seems to enjoy music and auditory activities.

The teacher and parents decide that Lani would beaefit from learning to

interact in heterogeneous small group ?lay activities, and that an appro-

priate activity to accomplish this is to teach her to play "Musical Flute"

with peers. Lani's IEP would thus contain an objective to work on playing

with the "Musical Flute" during recess periods with her peers. A discrepancy

analysis is conducted and reveals that in order for Lani to accomplish the

objective, she needs to be able to:

1) initiate the activity by wheeling herself to the group;

2) maintain interactions by being able to press the keys of the flute;

3) reinforce her peers by smiling, nodding, and making eye contact;

4) consequate others by ignoring any interruptions;

5) comply to routines by taking turns with group members;

6) attend to the task by orienting to the flute;

7) communicate her needs by signing "want play";

8) offer and accept assistance by being able to tolerate physical
assistance by other persons;

9) indicate preferences by pointing to the flute when asked to make
a choice;

10) cope with negative feedback by making alternate choices when her

first choice is not available;

11) demonstrate as3ociated,non-social skills such as motor ability to

activate flute; and

12) leave and/or exit from the situation by waving "bye".

Further assessment of Lani by actually having her perform the sequence

reveals that she is able to perform some of the steps independently, would

1i0



Table 4,4

Student:

Situation:

Activity:

Lan!

Heterogeneous Small Groups: Plan /Social

"Musical FluW during Special Friends recess period

Goal: Develop interactive play skills

Objective: During recess periods with regular education peers,
Lani will initiate, sustain, and exit from a play
activity

Skill Needs Skill Sequence Performance Assessment Training Decision

hilt late Approach others by moving wheelchair to group. Looks at group but does not approach. Able to
push wheelchair short distances but does not
move to target group.

Train skill

Maintain Press keys to activate flute Inconsistent; difficulty keeping flute stabilized Environmental adaptation:
Tape flute onto board

Reinforce Smiles, nods, eye contact with other children

11.

Watches others, makes eye contact, does not
smile or nod at others

Reinforce occurences of
smiling, nodding, eye
contact

Consequate Ignores interruptions Yes

Comply Takes turns with other group members Continues to play with flute when turn is over Others to terminate Lani's
turn by signing "my ret"

and removing toy from her

Attend Crionts to flute and watches other children's play Yes

Communicate Signs "Want to play" and "My turn" Signs "play" for teacher when shown toys but
not to peers during play periods

Train signs to context of
situation

Accept help Tolerates physical assistance to reach toy Yes

Indicate

Preference

Points to flute when asked to make choice Does not make response when asked, "What do
you wont?"

Train skill

Cope with Makes falter choice when game is not available Does not indieata alternative choices Train skill
Negatives

Associated Motor behavior to activate flute; language behavior Yes

Skills to communicate with other children e"'

Exit Waves bye when other children leave Does not acknowledge others leaving situation Train skill
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be able to accomplish others if there were adaptations or additional prompts,

and is unable to perform others (See Table 4.4). By completing such an

analysis, the teacher can identify a training sequence, as well as identify

those items for training is not needed. Other steps may require various

forms of direct intervention and environmental manipulations. It is impor-

tant to note that because, of the emphasis on natural context and functional

still training in the Social Performance Curriculum, teachers must adhere

as much as possible to the delineated sequence in structuring training

sessions. In other words, a specific skill such as exhibiting leave-taking

by "waving bye" should not be instructed in mass trial sessions out of the

context of the play situation. This would be a less "powerful" instructional

strategy than teaching the same skill as part of the skill sequence. There

are definite advantages to "teaching" Lani this leave-taking skill in the

natural context of interactions with her peers. Nonhandicapped peers are

available to provide Lani with far more "trials" throughout a normal day than

the teacher could ever do him/herself. And learning to take leave in the

appropriate natural context will result in an already "generalized" social

skill!

Program Implementation

Additionally, several other modifications to traditional programming

procedures may be necessary. Some of these considerations include:

1) Distributed vs. mass trials-- Having opportunities to practice social
skills throughout the day is preferable to scheduling a set period
aside each morning to work on the social skill object:.ve.

2) Loose training-- By spacing trials throughout the day and taking
advantage of naturally occurring events, students will be required
to attend to and respond to many different context cues and stimuli.
This type of exposure and training procedure will probably assist
the student's generalization of the social shill to other situations.

3) Natural consequences-- Responses to student performances on social
skill objectives should be kept as natural as possible. Thus a

student who learns to roll a ball to a peer should be reinforced
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with the ball returning to him/her and accompanying social praise
and attention rather than a consummable, for example.

4) acill cluster programming-- Because the expression of social skills
is often dependent upon or demonstrated in conjunction with other
skills, teachers also need to plan and arrange for activities which

1., will incorporate a multitude of objectives in a given situation.
A finger painting session, for example, can be used to have a child
parctice standing balance (motor), gesturing for paint (communica-
tion), and taking turns (social). (See Holvoet, Guess, Mulligan,
& Brown, 1980).

5) Partial participet.on-- Not all'youngsters will be able to perform
all steps in a given task initially. However, this is not reason
enough to exclude them from the activity. Accommodations and
adaptations within all activities can be made so that each student
can at least partially participate in every activity. For instance,
a student may not be physically able to activate a toy but once it
is turned on, can play with it independently; thus, having someone
assist him/her to start the activity will allow the person to par-
ticipate in an activity s/he may otherwise not have access to.
(See Baumgart, Brown, Pumpian, Nisbet, Ford, Sweet, Ranieri, Hansen,
& Schroeder, 1982).

Because it is felt that the training of social skills should, to the

maximum extent possible, occur in the natural environment under the control

oP naturally occurring cues and stimuli, evaluation of student performance

will logically involve observing the resulting effects of the child's behavior

on the environment rather than artificial, arbitrarily determine criteria

standards. Mastery of a social skill objective occurs when the child can

obtain desired consequence of a behavior. A student is considered to have

mastered "opening toy box to initiate play activity" when s/he is able to

remove a toy from the toy box and begin to engage in a play activity at

appropriate times, not when s/he is able to open the toy box in response to

a verbal command 3 out of 5 times for 3 consecutive days.

Teaching Social Skills in the Context of Peer Interactions

The Special Friends Program gives teachers an excellent opportunity to

implement social skills programs for children. Once a child's social goal

has been identified, a skill sequence developed, and the student's perfor-

mance level deliniated, the teacher can begin to implement the program. To

114
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continue with our example:

Lani's teacher decides that the most opportune time to teach this

sequence is during the joint Special Friends recess periods. In order for

this activity to be truly a learning opportunity, the teacher notes what

instructional strategies will be utilized to assist Lani to perform each

skill in the sequence. Because this particular goal involves learning to

play with peers, the teacher decides that it is highly desirable to have'.

most of the response under the control of peer responses, and that it would

be important to keep teacher interventions as unobtruslve as possible. The

instructional procedures thus selected for Lani would include modeling and

recuing prompts delivered by peers (and not an adult) supplmented by

physical guidance from the teacher. (S'ee Table 4.5). The teacher also

decides that the following environmental adaptations are necessary:

the flute is to be taped down onto a piece of board to make it easier
for Lani to activate it.

the activity will occur in the uncarpeted part of the room where it
is possible for Lani to wheel her chair independently.

the regular education students will sign "me play" before each of
their turns as part of the game.

At the beginning of each Special Friends recess period, Lani would thus

be positioned close to the activity and expected (taught) to wheel herself

to the table. As the appropriate opportunity arose to take turns or sign

want play",for example, the teacher would assist Lani in performing each

skill. When the activity ended, Lani would be required to wave bye to her

peers.

As with all other programs, the teacher would record Lani's performance

on each of the steps. Mastery of specific skills in the sequence would indi-

cate that instruction of that skill is no longer necessary or that a more

complex, or more normalized skill may be more appropriate. For example,

instead of merely pointing to a toy to indicate a choice, Lani now may be



Skill Needs

Initiate

Skill Sequence Cues

Approach others by
moving wheelchair to
the group

Conmulnirate Signs "Want play" and

"My turn"

Maintain

Reinforce

Consequate

Comply

Attend

Presses keys to acti-
vate flute

Smiles, nods, le
contact

Ignores interruption

Takes turns with
others

Orients to flute and
watches others

C) Accepts help Tolerates physical
4 assistance to roach toy

Indicate Points to flute when

Preference asked to make choice

Cope with
Negatives

Makes other choice

when game is nut
available

Exit Waves bye when other
children Native
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Recess bell rings/
group of students
by table

Sees toy and peers
playing

"Musical Flute"

Smiles, nods, eye
contact by peers

Peers signing "My
turn"

Peers playing with
"Musical Flute"

Asked, "What do you
want?" Array of
toys

Told toy not avail-
able/Asked, "What
do you want?" Array
of toys

Children standing,
putting toys away,
waving bye, standing
by.door/recess bell
rings

Tabl2 4.5
P = Physical prompt
V - Verbal prompt

0 = No
X = No opportunity

Instructional Procedure Effect Evaluation

Piave Lani with 2 feet of table with Reaches group of
activity. Upon start of activity, others playing
assist her to wheel herself to the
group. Increase distance to 5 feet,
10 feet,', etc. as performance improvea.

Physical assistance :hrough Ic.gn when
appropriate; others to model signs
when their turn

Reinforce (praise:, attention) Lani
when responses occur

hirect Lani's attention to "Flute"
when she is not aiteuding by pointing
to toy and saying, "Look."

Physically assist Lani to point
the "flute" when shown toys and
asked to make a choice

Receives toy,given
turn to play

"Flute" emits
sounds

Others smile back

Activity continues

Activity, continue't

Sees others playing

Receives coy

to "Flute" is given
to her

Received alternative
toy/game

Others waving
goodbye
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required to produce a sign (label) for it. Or Lani may no,longer need to

be positioned close to the play area in order to wheel herself to the group

but is now able to recognize the start of the activity by her peers and will

wheel herself to the group from any location in the room.

4.



Chapter 5

Integrated Activities

Within the school community there are a variety of programs which can

inclUde integrated activities for students from regular classes and their

severely handicapped peers. Many programs already occur in both regular

and special education classes, though separately and in different settings.

If such shared programs can be identified, the teachers can design integrated

activities that continue to meet the educational goals of both regular and

special education students. Thus; developing integrated programs for regu-

lar and severely handicapped students does not require adding activities

to students' educational programs. Instead, existing programs are analyzed

to expand options for achieving existing goals in integrated and more natural

learning environments.

The purpose of this chapter is to:

1. Provide guidelines for both regular and special education teachers

to use when developing and implem3nting integrated activities;

2. Identify all educational programs in the school which students

in regular-and special education classes might share;

3. Provide guidelines for school personnel in identifying present

interaction patterns among individuals in the school community;

4. Show how to reevaluate a student's educational program and deter -

nine if objectives are being met in the least restrictive environment;

5. Provide one approach to developing integrated activities;

6. Present sample integrated activities in the areas of physical educa-

tion, quiet-time, music, art, food and parties, and field trips.
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Guidelines for Developing Integrated Activities

There are several important guidelines to follow when developing any

integrated activity involving students from bath regular education and

severely handicapped clIsses:

1. Integrated activities should involve pairings or groups of

handicapped and nonhandicapped children who are within a

similar chronological age range;

2. Activities should be age-appropriate, and of potential interest

and value to each student who is involved;

3. If integrated activities are to occur, regular and special

education teachers must cooperate with one another and develop

mutually beneficial working relationships. These working rela-

tionships can develop most naturally when regular and special

education teachers already interact with one another on a

daily basis, such as in the teacher's lounge, at lunch, in

meetings, by serving on committees together, participating in

after school events, etc. These working relationships are

difficult to develop when regular and special education teachers

seldom interact either professionally or socially in the school

setting, e.g., as when faculty meetings are held separately

for regular and special education teachers. Integration should

become a school purpos, not just a goal for children

4. Teachers should plan to periodically observe the children's

interactions during integrated activities; putting regular and

special education students together in a shared activity is not

an end in itself. The quality of the interactions is extremely
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important. Observations provide the teacher with information

that slight changes are needed to make the interactions more

rewarding for the students, and give the teacher an opportunity

to offer additional "cues" in an unobtrusive manner. For example,

perhaps a regular education student needs to be told that "Tom

can do that by himself if you give him just an extra minute,"

or does not recognize a sign or gesture by his/her handicapped

peer which the teacher can explain)

5. Educational programs and school activities should occur in the

least restrictive environment, that is, the most natural and

integrated learning environment available within or outside the

school community. For example, if a severely handicapped pupil's

educational program includes objectives relating to eating skills,

the severely handicapped classroom would not be a least restric-

tive instructional setting to practice these skills. Rather

than eating lunch in the classroom, the severely handicapped

child should be instructed in eating skills in the natural and

integrated learning environment available in the school for that

particular activity: the cafeteria.

Also, if a social studies objective for second grAde students

is to communicate effectively with others, the roost restrictive.

learning environment for that skill would be the second grade

class with only second grade peers. The least restrictive environ-

ment would involve the'variety of social interactions available

in the school setting and the community, including those with

same-age, older and younger peers, adults, and handicapped as

well as nonhandicapped persons.'
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6. Integrated and natural learning environments should occur

simultaneously to be considered the least restrictive setting.

That is,- "parallel" and separate grouping and instructional

arrangements within a shared environment do not provide students

with access to integrated and natural learning opportunities.

If a severely handicapped student eats lunch in the cafeteria

(the most natural learnidg environment) but sits at a separate

table from his'nonhandicapped peers with only other severely

handicapped pupils--or even at a completely different time than

his nonhandicapped peers- -the criterion of a least restrictive

environment has not been met. His environment is still segregated.

If severely handicapped children share'their recess period time

with regular education peers but recess'is always held,in the

special education:classroom, the children do not have access to

a least restrictive learning environment.

Throughout this chapter, then, the term "least restrictive setting"

refers to both the most integrated and most natural learning environment

occurring simultaneously.

Programs in the School Community

Educational programs offered to students in regular education at the

elementary level typically include the various subjects and activities

listed in Table 5.1. Table 5.2 lists the regular education programs typically

available at the secondary level. Special education programs for students

enrolled in classes designed to meet the needs of severe handicapping

conditions include a number of shared activities (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

When comparing regular and special education programs, in fact, there stem

to be more potentially overlapping areas than those which are clearly
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7? Table 5,1
School Community Programs Frequently Available

To Regular and Special Education Students
at the Elementary Level

Regular Education Programs Special Education Programs

Language Arts Self Care

Mathematics Language

Social Studies Communications

'Science Prevocational/Vocational

.1,4brary Library

Art

M sic

Physical EdL don

Guidance and Counseling

Rece,Os

Lunch

Music

Physical Education

Guidance and Counseling

Recess

Lunch

Assemblies Assemblics

Special Events (e.g. field trips) SpeCial Events

Other: Other:
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Table 5.2

School Community Programs Frequently Available
to Regular and Special Education Students

at the Secondary Level

Regular Education Programs Special Education Programs

Social Studies Self Care

English Vocational Education

History Communications

Civics Social Studies

Science Language

Physical Education Physical Education

Vocational Education Vocational Education

Industrial Arts Industrial Arts

Home Economics Functional Academics

Sports Language

Clubs Clubs

Lunch Lunch

Art Music Sports

Music Music

Assemblies Art

Guidance anc C m -eling Assemblies

Languages

Speech

Guidance and Counseling

Home Economics

Drama Mobility

Typing

Electives
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S3 distinctive or specialized as to require separate instruction and social

grouping arrangements; this is particularly true at the elementary level.

In addition, titles of programs may not match, but often certain objectives

from regular and special education programs within those programs do. For

example, listening skills may be taught in regular education language arts

programs, while these skills are instructed in communication or language

programs in special education classes. Differences between overlapping

programs and objectives within programs tends to occur in how and where

these programs occur, and not in intent. Variations in how and where the

programs are conducted can be made without changing or diminishing the

original objectives for the children's skill development.

The overall goal of education is to prepare individuals for maximum

participation and independence in the adult community. Educational programs

in regular and special education should reflect this "criterion of ultimate

functioning"(Brown, Nietupski, Hamre-Nietupski, 1976). While the specific

skill requirements of various adult environments can vary almost infinitely

and different individuals possess a variety of skills which both overlap

and do not overlap with the skills exhibited by others, there is one

characteristic of ultimate environments which is universally shared. A

major feature of domestic, vocational, leisure and community environments

is that they involve a variety of heterogeneous social interdCtionslidults

are not grouped according to functioning level, age, sex, or socioeconomic

status for many if not most of their eventu4X interacti9ns with other

individuals throughout their lifetime. They must function in a variety

of social roles with persons who are "different" from themselves: as parents

to their children, as consumers in stores,-as both supervisors andsupervisees

in the workplace, as strangers in public settings, as spouses to husbands and
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wives and as friends with a variety of "peers" of varying ages and interests. 410

By providing oppdttunities for heterogeneous social interactions--such as

those occurring in the Special Friends Program and in integrated school

activities and programs--teachers can help students develop the social skills

needed for eventual maximum participation and independence in this range

of role expectations presented by adult environments.
410

Individuals in the School Community

The school community is Comprised of a rather diverse group of indivi-

duals with respect to age, roles, race, culture, ethnic background, life

experiences, etc. Thus, the school community provides students with an

opportunity to learn to interact with many different individuals. If stu-

dents learn to interact with all individuals within the school community,

the likelihood that they can interact effectively in the community at

large is greatly increased. On the other hand, if students are exposed

to only limited experiences within their school community (e.g., they

interact only with other first graders, only with the children in their

own class), many opportunities for learning are missed, and transition to

the larger community which includes an even greater diversity of people

and roles will potentially be even more difficult.

By using the Interactions Checklist (see Figure 5.1 for a sample

checklist for elementary age special education students), teachers can

assess the extent to which a student is now being provided with opportun-

ities to interact with others in the school community. As Figure 5.1

illustrates, ..ills checklist should include all individuals who are members

of a school community in terms of their roles, and the list should be

modified to reflect those actually available at your particular setting.

The teacher fills out the appropriate Interactions Checklist for each
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SCHOOL Iii.:11BERS

TeacherRegular Education

Teacher --- Special Education

StudentRegular Education

Student--Special Education

Principal

unselor

Nurse

Librarian

Therapist--Occupational

Therapist-- Physical

TherapistSpeech & Langtvge

Office Personnel

Custodian

Art Specialist

Music Specialist

PE Specialist

Other

Figure 5.1
Interactions Checklist*

Special Education Students
Elementary Level

Kd 0 'y
1,0 oe.sp

Ne "4"

PROGRAM AREAS

,/
.c.
c,

ecP , 0 4.

*, V 0 ,-P ,0 ,P .64 i'ec,

1111=1.

11111M.

rb.{

410 *Interactions defined as communication between individuals that is more than a greeting
;nod? hello, etc,) and wh!ch occur on a regular (i.e., daily or weekly) basis.
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student in the class. It Is also helpful to complete a "summary" check-

list for the entire class.

In completing the checklist, mark a check in the box(es) for each

program area by school member if the student interacts on a regular

basis (daily or weekly, as appropriate) for that program area. If inter-

actions occur witha school member only occasionally (i.e., not systema-
S

tically), then do not check the box. Once the checklist. is completed,

the teacher has a general picture of the kinds and numbers of interactions

available to each student on a regular basis. This information provides

a beginning assessment--as well as an ongoing evaluation--of the extent to

which interactions are being planned, developed, implemented and are

actually occurring for students in regular and special education classes.

(Blank Interactions Checklists for both elementary and secondary, regular

and special education students are provided in Appendix B ).

Process for Identifying the Least Restrictive Learning Environment
for All Students in the School Community

In order to provide a quality educational program for students, then,

teachers must evaluate the extent to which the student's educational pro-

gram is occurring in least restrictive learning environments. This is

true for both special and regular education pupils. The steps discussed

below provide the teacher with a systematic approach to evaluate a student's

educational programs, and develop options that allow the student to learn

program objectives in least restrictive environments. There are five

steps involved in this approach:

STEP 1: Identifying._ the Objective. One objective or cluster of objectives

is identified from one instructional area in the student's

educational program.

128
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STEP 2: Expanding the Objective. The objective is expanded by defining

who, when, where, how and with whom the objective is learned.

STEP 3: Generating Options. Each area defined in Step 2 is reviewed, and

options are generated based on the criterion of the least restric-

tive setting (the most natural and integrated learning environment).

STEP 4: Evaluating Options. Options are evaluated by considering factors

that make it difficult (hinder) or easy (help) to implement that

particular option.

STEP 5: Making a Decision. In the last step, the teacher decides which

option allows the student(s) to learn an objective or cluster of

objectives in the most effective, efficient and least restrictive

setting. Implementation of options is based on the information

obtained in Steps 1-4.

The next section will present an example followed in detail through

each of the five steps, and a summary of the example is provided in Table

5.3.

STEP 1: Identifying the Objective

Tom is a student who attends neighborhood public school and is

assigned to a classroom for severely multiply handicapped students. Tom's

teacher fills out the Interactions Checklist and observes that the only

learning setting planned for Tom throughout his entire program 1s the

special education classroom. In addition, the teacher observes that Tom

interacts with peers in regular education classes twice a week but at

no other times. Therefore, any instructional area could be selected for

modification and, in fact, all objectives within the educational program

need to be reviewed if the criterion of providing learning in the least

restrictive environment is to be achieved. This does not mean that the



Table 5.3

Summary of Example for Tom

Step 1. Identifying the Objective: Five objectives under eating skills are
selected. One objective is "Tom will choose which item in his lunch
he wants to eat before each bite by 'nodding' during lunch."

Step 2. Expanding the Objective(s):

What: Eating Skills (5)
Who: Tom
Where: SVH classroom at round table
With Whom: 2 aides and 3 SVH students
How: Tom receives assistance eating lunch from 1 aide
When: 11:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Step 3. Generating Options:

Who and What: Remain the same
Where: Tom can eat lunch in the school cafeteria
With Whom: Tom can eat lunch at table with peers (regular and SVH)
When: Tom's peers eat lunch at 11:45 a,m. - 12:05 p.m.

Step 4. Evaluating Options: Identified Hinders and Helps in changing where
with whom and when Tom eats lunch.

Hinders

a. Tom is bothered by loud noises.
b. Tom is an untidy eater.
c. The aide who assists Tom at

lunch also assist Susan.
d. Regular students might be

turned off because Tom
needs assistance eating.

Helps

a. The lunch schedule can easily III
be rearranged.

b. Tom's regular education peers
walk by the SVH class on the
way to lunch so pushing
assistance could 'be arranged.

c. Tom's seating assignment
can be arranged by talking
with the other regular
education teachers.

Hinders and Helps are discussed and if necessary, solutions found.

Step 5. Making a Decision: The decision is made to begin a transitional pro-
gram to acclimate Tom to noisy environments immediately, to change
his lunch schedule to match his peers' lunch time, Susan will go to
lunch with Tom and the aide, and Tom will begin eating lunch in the
cafeteria as soon as possible (not later than 1 month from today).
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goal is to move all learning to environments outside of the special educa-

tion classroom into settings with regular education peers. Such a change

in the location of the program would be.a goal, however, if the criterion

of least restrictive learning can be met while also meeting the educational

needs of the children involved. Accomplishing such changes may not be

easy given our long history of meeting children's educational and social

needs in segregated environments and situatiohq. Nevertheless, such changes

should be initiated wherever they are indicated.

Tom's teacher identifies the program of self-care and more specifically °

the objective of improvement in eating skills. There are five specific

objectives under eating skills in Tom's IEP, one of which is "the student

will choose which item in his lunch he wants to eat before each bite by

'nodding' during lunch." The other objectives also relate to how the student

eats lunch (sitting appropriately, etc.). Tom needs one-to-one assistance

during eating because of severe spasticity and the presence of an assymetric

tonic neck reflex which now prevents him from feeding himself.

STEP 2. Expanding the Objective(s)

The teacher then expands upon the objectives defined under eating skills,

separately or together. For the example, one of the five eating skills

will be reviewed:

What: Eating Skills--(1) Tom will choose which item in his lunch he

wants to eat before each bite by 'nodding' during lunch or

snack time.

Who: Tom.

Where: Special Education classroom at round table.

With Whom: Two educational assistants and three other special education

students.
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How: Tom receives assistance eating lunch from 1 aide.

When: 11:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon

STEP 3. Generating Options

In this step, each area listed in step 2 is reviewed to determine addi-

tional options that are least restrictive.

Who and What: The who and what probably will not change, although the who

in this example (Tom) could become "all members of the class."

Thus, the key areas are where, with whom, and when. If these

areas do not presently provide a least restrictive learning

environment, then options must be developed.

Where: Lunch is a program which is shared by all students, teachers,

and other school personnel within the school community (Table

5.1). Further, lunch is offered in the school cafeteria to

all students (regular and special education). The option of

eating in the lunch room would allow Tom to eat in the most

natural and potentially in an integrated setting, provided

the "with whom" is defined as integrated.

With Whom: Eating in the school cafeteria can be an integrated situation

if Tom is seated with other children (both regular and special

education), and not at a separate table with only his special

education classmates.

When: The teacher reviews the school lunch schedule and finds that

Tom's chronological-age peers eat lunch at 11:45 a.m. to 12:15

p.m., younger students eat at 11:15 a.m. to 11:45 a.m., and

older children eat at 12:15 p.m. to 12:45 p.m. Thus, if Tom

014

is to eat with his peers, the schedule for his class would
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need to be revised according to thiS schedule. Since lunch

schedules are announced at the beginning of each school

year, the teacher simply arranges for his/her classroom

to eat lunch at the same time that same-age peers will be

in the cafeteria.

STEP 4. Evaluating Options

Each option generated in Step 3 fc, where, with whom and when is

evaluated by considering those factors which may help or hinder the desired

changes. Frequently, change(s) in a student's program will not occur be-

cause an unidentified or overgeneralized hindrance prevents the needed

program change. For example, a teacher states that it is too difficult

to send Tom to the cafeteria for lunch. If the teacher specifies precisely

what those difficulties are, s/he may be able to identify solutions to

each difficulty. In addition, identifying factors which will facilitate

(help) the change in where and with whom Tom eatselunch is also important.

Step 4 requires the teacher to list all factors s/he can think of

that may make implementation of the desired changes in where, with whom,

and when either difficult (hinders) or easy (helps) to attain. Tom's

teacher has done this for our example, and a summary of the helps and

hinders to the options generated in Step 3 is provided in'Table 5.3. The

teacher then considers the hinder list and the item(s) that s/he feels would

most likely present the most difficulty for allowing Tom to eat lunch in

the cafeteria. For example, the teacher decides that items 4, 3 and 1 --

in that order--might prevent Tom from being able to eat in the cafeteria.

Ultimately, the teacher must consider the consequences of each item generated

on the hinders and helps list, and arrive at a professional decision which

meets the obligation of providing the best possible education for his/her

133
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Students in the least restrictive learning environment. Table 5.4 summarizes 0

considerations which:might be useful when reviewing each item from the

hinders and helps list.
4

To consider each item then:

Item d: The teacher thinks that "Regular education' children might be turned

oft because Tom needs assistance eating." This is an attitudinal considera-

tion. It is not uncommon for special education teachers to be quite cautious

as to how others will reaLt to their severely handicapped pupils. Will regu-

lar education students be repulsed by Tom's eating habits or needs, and should

,both regular education students and Tom be protected from these reactions to

one another? Overprotecting students can prevent individuals from learning

from one another and acquiring new skills and attitudes. In addition, by

preventing the opportunity for this interaction, the children are even

denied the opportunity to make a decision for themselves by not being exposed 41/

to the situation. Children do not necessarily share adult attitudes, and

they generally adjust easily to other individuals in a variety of circum-

stances if given the opportunity and support. The teacher should recognize

that'fiis/her attitude may not be that of the students, and should not

restrict opportunties to learn and to increase interaction opportunities

based upon hypothesized reactions and`-feelings.

Itemc : "The aide who assists Tom at lunch also assists Susan" can be viewed

as a procedural concern. The teacher could solve this problem in at least

two different ways. One way would be for Susan to go with Tom to the

cafeteria to eat lunch. Another way would be to obtain other support per-

sonnel or volunteers to assist Tom in the lunchroom if the aide is needed

in the classroom for other reasons and cannot go with him. Procedural

*N\
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Table 5.4

Considerations for Evaluating Options

Consideration. Definition

Attitudinal

Procedural

Physical

Programmatic

A concern which stems from a teacher's (or other

school personnel) attitude about a person, place

or thing that could prevent school staff from allow

ing handicapped students to participate in activities

A concern which requires a change in materials,

methods, assistance (persons) or other logistical

features of the environment

A concern regarding a medical restriction presented

by a student's handicapping condition, or a concern

regarding physical accessibility.

A concern regarding accessibility to a specific

program which currently excludes students with

disabilities from participation
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problems tend to be easier to solve than attitudinal ones.

Irem a "Tom is bothered bye loud noises" can be considered a physical

reaction concern that personnally affects Tom. Howe'ver, Tom's doctor

has not recommended excluding Tom from noisy environments for physical

or psychological reasons. Students who are restricted to quieter environ-

ments (e.g., special education classrooms in comOrison to regular education

classrooms) will obviously react to the change in noise level presented

by the variety of environments frequented by regular education children

at school. These transitions to noisier environments can easily be arranged.

If, on the other hand, the transitiothis not made, the_teacher's decision

to not access a noisy cafeteria has far-reaching consequences for the

severely handicapped pupil. This same reasoning denies the student access

to assemblies, music classes, playground and most community activitiesih-.

volving groups such as carnivals, restaurants, churches, shopping Centers,

etc. One could argue thattransitions are time consuming, a lower priority

than other needs, etc. Nevertheless, the teacher must be aware that by

not making these

most restrictive

By reviewing

picture of those

transitions, the student is being prepared for only the

environment.

each item on this "hinders and helps" list, a clearer

specific changes needed is provided tz, the teacher and

other school personnel.

STEP 5: Making a Decision

The teacher reaches this step within-depth information about the

student, problems, personal feelings. and needs, etc. A decision should

now be obvious as well as the steps needed to implement that decision.

In our example, the teacher decides that a transitional pvogram to acclimate
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Tom to noisy environments should begin immediately: his lunch schedule

will be changed to match that of his peers, Susan will go to lunch in

the cafeteria with Tom and the aide, and Tom will begin eating lunch

in the cafeteria as soon as possible (i.e., no later than one month from

today).

This five step process allows the teacher tc identify objectives

within the student's program, analyze the objectives, generate and evaluate

options, and reach a decision that insures a student will receive his/her

educational program in the least restrictive setting.

This process applies to both regular and special education teachers.

Regular education teachers must be equally concerned with providing learn-

ing experiences for their pupils in the most natural and integrated

learning environment. A prime example is provided by regular education

program objectives such as "develops basic skills for effective communica-

tion with others," as we discussed earlier. If a student is to achieve

such a goal, then realistically s/h .7. must learn to communicate with all

individuals within the school community. Likewise, an objective such as

"develops a continually growing philosophy that reflects responsibility

to self as well as to others" should )not be limited to only certain "others,"

such as only nonhandicapped peers. citAild,-i,n should demonstrate this

objective with regard to all others in t.le community, including

their severely handicapped peers. Thus, education teachers may

also identify program objectives for their pupils (e.g., in social studies

units) where they can apply these five steps to insure that their students

are learning in the most natural and integrated learning environment.
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Specific Integrated Activities

Once educational programs are provided for regular and special educa-

tion students in the least restrictive learning environment, specific

activities should be identified to insure full participation of severely

handicapped and regular education children. The purpose of any activity is

to allow all students to participate as fully as possible in an enjoyable,

interesting, age-appropriate manner. Therefore, when planning integrative

activities, the teacher should insure that a child's handicapping condition

does not prevent his/her participation in the activity. For example, a

severely handicapped five-year-old child who uses a wheelchair for mobility

may be included in "story hour" with her nonhandicapped, kindergarten

peers. If, however, the teacher asks the children to indicate which of

several stories she should read aloud to them by having them "vote" by

standing up as she displays each book, the handicapped child's disability

is unnecessarily being allowed to interfere with participation. The teacher

could instead ask the children to raise their hands, and be careful to allow

pl ty of time for a physically disabled child to complete this motion

1 ng with his/her peer group. In some cases, the handicapped child may
ffl

require the assistance of a nonhandicapped peer in order to participate in

the activity. For example, if a physical activity requires running, then

a nonhandicapped peer could act as "pusher" so that a child who uses a

wheelchair can be included in the activity.

When selecting activities for severely handicapped and regular education

students, the following suggestions may be helpful:

1. Approach activities with the idea that there are many different

ways to participate in an activity, and that all students can_ be parti-

cipating members of the group. Students, teachers, aides, etc., should
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be encouraged to create alternatives so that all students will

be able to participate. We have found that regular education

children are extremely creative angthelpful in generating useful

and positive ideas which will allow their severely handicapped -

peers to access environments and activities. Ask for their help!

2. Activities selected for integrated groups should meet the following

criteria:

a. Involve children who are "peers," i.e., who fall within a

similar chronological age range;

b. Consider the age-appropriateness of an activity. This is

a chronological-4ot developmental or "mental age"--consideration:

.Age-appropriateness is essential to insure that the activity

will be enjoyable and interesting to all students, both handi-

capped and nonhandicapped. This is, of course, a general consi-

deration which we should apply to all program efforts on behalf

of severely handicapped individuals; it is de-humanizing for

teenagers and young adults, for example, to be expected to play

with children's toys because we have failed to locate an age-

appr( )riate leisure activity;

c. Be flexible. Although.all activities can be adapted so that

severely handicapped students can participate, there are many

materials and activities which naturally present flexiblu skill

demands while still meeting criteria such as age-appropriateness

(for some specific suggestions in the leisure domain, see Wuerch

& Voeltz, 1982);

d. Allow for partial participation. This refers to an arrangement

whereby each person in the activity can participate according to

his/her own ability level (see Chapter 4 for more details). For

139
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example, in an art activity which requires pasting, a severely

multiply handicapped student can participate by patting down the

pasted paper after another student puts the paste on -'it and

positions the paper in place.

In the L..maindet of this chapter, we have included activities used
4.

successfully with groups of disabled and non-disabled students of different

ages. Other activities, such as those found in arts and crafts books,

outdoor game books, etc., can easily be adapted by keeping the criteria

discussed above in mind. In fact, "le teachers and students at each

particular school environment are best qualified to devise integrated

activities appropriate to that setting, limited only by their imagination.

410
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ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES FOR INTEGRATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN

A. Observe and assess disabled children

1. Ambulatory or nonambulatory?

2. If ambulatory, assess locomotor skills. Can these skills be

used in isolated activities only or can the child transfer

performance to low-organized games?

a. Walk

b. Run

c. Hop

d. Jump

e: Leap

,Af. Slide

g. Gallop

3. Assess object propulsion or ball handling skills. Can these

skills be used in isolated activities alone or can the child

transfer his/her performance to low-organized games.

a. Throwing

b. Catching

c. Kicking

d. Dribbling

4. Assess communication skills.

a. Does the child understand spoken language? If so, how much?

b. What communication skills does s/he have? Is s/he verbal?

c. Does the child sign or understand signs? Teach the words

which are most often used in physical education and recrea-

tional settings: ball, under, over, throw, catch, run,
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walk, stop,' hop, jump, toilet, fast, go, come, good, wrong,

watch, understand, yes, no, left, right, what, again, ready,

up, down, basket, hold, kick, music, etc.

5. Reiniorcers. These may differ with each child.

a. Positive - What activity/reward can be used to motivate

the child to enter into the activities?

b. Negative - Avoid activities/events which may cause a nega-

tive reaction to the situation.

6. Identify specific behavioral problems and management techniques

as they may differ with each child. For example, if a child

continually runs off or is destructive to certain toys or equip-

ment, what is the best method of intervention for this par-

ticular child? Do not assume that one technique or method will

be successful with all children.

B. Observe and asses. regular education children.

1. What are the general skill levels of that age group?

a. Locomotor skills.

1) Walk

2) Run

3) Hop

4) Jump

5) Leap

6) Slide

7) Gallop

b. Object propulsion or ball handling skills.

1) Throwing

2) Catching

3) Kicking
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4) Dribbling

2. What activities does the child enjoy?

a. Organized games

b. Games

c. Physical fitness activities

d. Aquatics

e. Movement education

f. Rhythm/music/dance

3. How is his/her program organized?

a. Meet with staff and present cooperative attitude

b. How will our activities fit in? Some change is fine for

everyone, but not too much during early integrative activi-

ties. Allow everyone time to adjust.

C. Miscellaneous recommendations.

1. The extent of assessment and teaching depends on the nature of

the integrative activities. If the activities continue on a

long-term basis it might be important to emphasize improving

present skill levels and introducing new skills.

2. Assess the use of equipment and facilities. This must be done

prior to selection of activities. If the activities include

children from two different programs, it is wise to acquire

equipment from both agencies as it emphasizes the desirability

of cooperation.

3. Practice the activities 'with disabled children prior to their

participation in integrated activities. This should help them

feel more comfortable and insure some success when the integrated

activities begin.

4. Provide a brief orientation to both groups of children and staff
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so they know what to expect. Explain that some of the children

with disabilities may need some assistance in certain activities

but they should help only when necessary.

5. Plan for a surplus of activities. If an activity is not going

well, change to another. Yet, do not choose too many that

require too much reorganization for the children. In other

words, keep it simple.

6. If possible, integrate small groups initially. Increase the

size of groups as judgment indicates.

1 4 4

40,
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ACTIVITIES

I, PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Physical activiites serve a dual purpose -- while helping tho children

develop gross motor skills, social skills are also developed. Both are

important components in the growth of both disabled and non-disabled young-

sters.

Indoor physical activities take into consideration the limited space

of the classroom or activity room. They are generally more stationary while

still uitlizing some gross body movement and interaction.

Outdoor activities take advantage of the open space. These activities

generally have much more movement than the indoor games and/or involve large

equipment (such as parachutes) or games that require space.

Indoor - Elementary

Bean Bag or Yarn Ball Toss

Materials: bean bags or yarn ball, target markers or containers

Directions:

Rope Game

Materials:

Directions:

Knockdown

Materials:

Give each person or team a bean bag or yarn ball. They are to
toss it in different ways using different parts of the body.
Place markers or containers as targets,

rope or cord

Make patterns on the ground or floor and have the children walk
or wheel on the ropes sir between two ropes) following the
pattern. Straight lines, zigzag lines, circles and other pat-
terns can be used. Later give individual ropes to each person
or team and let them create their own design and try others'
designs.

tether ball (or ball in rope sling), three bowling pins (or

other stand up items, blindfold)
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IL.ng ball from beam so that it is about six inches off the
ground or off a table. Set up the pins either on the floor
or on a table under the ball so.that the ball can easily knock
them down. Divide participants into teams. Participants can
be either blindfolded or spun around several times. S/he is
then given a turn to try to knock down the pins. Points can
be awarded according to how many pins, re knocked (or whether \
it's the first or second try.)

Portable Bowling

Materials:

Directions:

Indoor - Secondary

one set of plastic bowling pins, rubber bowling ball, bowling
ramp, tape Optional: scoring pad and pencil

Mark spots on the floor with the tape for the bowling pins.
Use an area that is long and narrow with a wall in the back
(to stop the ball). Students take turns bowling in an effort
to knock down as many pins as possible. Some students may
find it easier to use the ramp (especially those who are physi-
cally impaired), while others may be able to bowl successfully
without it. Non-disabled students may be asked to bowl with
their left (or opposite) hand to neutralize the difference.
Each person is allowed two turns (as in regular bowling).
Score can be kept by teams or by individuals.

Obstacle Course

Materials:

Directions:

Bubbles

Materials:

Directions:

Water Play

ropes, hurdles, hula hoops, cones, chairs, boxes, etc.

Set up an obstacle course using the varied materials and have
the children take turns going through it. Give children an
opportunity to make their own course.

Outdoor - Elementary

bubble liquid and sticks (diswashing liquid can be used to replace
the commercial bubble liquid)

Allow students to use the bubble liquid and sticks and let them
blow, swing or lift the sticks to the winds to create fantas-

tic, multi-sized bubbles.

Materials: water table (or hose, baby bathtub, cups, funnels, floating
toys, etc.
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Allow the students to play with the water play equipment as
much as they desire. They usally also enjoy playing and squirt-
ing one another with hoses.

Squirrels in Trees

Materials:

Directions:

none needed

Participants are designated as either squirrels or trees. Two

people joining hands form a "tree". One squirrel goes inside
each tree. It may be most appropriate to pair up people to
be squirrels (as one child who uses a wheelchair and one child
who is ambulatory). Extra squirrels interspace among the
trees. When the leader calls out "squirrels change", the
trees raise arms on one side and all the squirrels run to
another tree. The object is for the squirrels to be with a
tree.

Character Relays

Materials:

Directions:

Busy Bee

Materials:

Directions:

Roller Tube

Materials:

Directions:

none needed

Form teams with equal numbers of pairs. The relay progresses
as each pair takes turn matching body parts (as nose to nose,
ear to ear, etc.) or acts out a different animal (as pigs,
ducks, snakes, etc.)

none needed

For this game an odd number of participants is needed.. Par-
ticipants are paired up except for one who acts as the game

leader. S/he gives directions to the group such as "head to
head", "nose to no3e" or other body parts and the players
follow the directions. This continues until the leader calls
"busy bee", at which time the players scatter to find new
partners. The player without a partner is then the caller.

field markers (weighted gallon bottles or road cones), inner

tubes

Set up a course on a playing field, using the field markers to

make a path. Start and finish lines should also be marked.
The object is to roll the inner tube between the markers from
start to finish. The distance from start to finish can vary

as the group improves.
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Clean Out the Backyard

Materials:

Directions:

Catch Ball

Materials:

Directions:

136

volleyball net or rope, balls

Set up the volleyball net or rope about 6 feet high (height
should depend on ability of children). Form two teams, one on

each side of the net or rope. Distribute the balls (they can

vary in size) so that there are an equal number on each side.

The object of the game is to try to get rid of all the balls-
by throwing, overhand or underhand, to the other side. This

includes the balls thrown to one side by the other side.
Continue until the whistle blows. The team with the least

number of balls on their side wins. Redistribute the balls

and start again if desired.

hall

Form a circle with one person in the center holding the ball.
That person calls the name of one of the participants and tosses
the,ball to him/her (or you can use partners if the catching
ability is varied). The player whose name was called must try

to catch the ball. The center person stays until a person
misses the ball, at which time s/he becomes the center person.
To make it more challenging, the ball may be tosseestraight
up instead of directly towards the person called.

Parachute Play1.1,-.

Introduction: Parachute V:..a; is becoming an increasingly popular activity for

all grade levels in physical education. It provAdes for good

development of strength, agility, coordination aVd endurance.

Stibngth development is centered on the arms, hands, and shoulder

girdle, but a times demands are made on the entire body.

Materials:

Activities:

Have children stand equidistance around the parachute. You can

have each child take hold of a seam on the parachute.

How to hold the parachute: Basic grip's: 1. Overhand - palms

facing down, knuckles showing. 21 'Underhand - palms facing

up. 3. Mixed - a combinatidn of underhand and overhand grips.

Body position: In most of'the games, it is important to stress

timing. Children should be on the balls of their feet in a

squat position.

parachute'

1. Umbrella: holding parachute up in the air, arms extended

overhead.

2. Mushroom: holding parachute up in the air, take three steps

in toward the center.
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3. Mountain or igloo: holding parachute up in theeair, arms
overhead take three steps in, then pull the parachute down
behind your back and sit on it.

4. Making a Dome: begin in the starting position, have chil-
dren stand up quiCkly, raising arms over their heads and quickly
bring the parachute back down to the ground trapping air inside.

5. Number Mushroom: while all players are kneeling and holding
on to the edge of the parachute, ask them to 'umber off from
1-5 all the way around the parachute. This time when the para-
chute is in full mushroom, call "number 3 swap sides." The kids
must run under the parachute to the other side before the para-
chute touches the ground:

6. Parachute Ball: players stand holding the parachute up at
waist height. A ball is placed on top of the parachute. The
aim is to roll the ball around the edge of the parachute which
takes cooperation from all. This is achieved if you are behind
the ball, by lifting your edge up, or if you are in front of
the ball, you lower your edge. As the ball rolls around players
must lower or raise the parachute--whichever is applicable.

7. Running Number Game: have the children around the parachute
count off by fours. Start them jogging in a circular fashioq,
holding the parachute in one hand. Call out one of the numbdrs;
the children with that number immediately release their grip on
the chute and run forward to the next vacated place. This means
that they must put on a burst of speed to move ahead to the next
vacated place.

8. Merry-Go-Round: holding on with one hand use directed loco-
motor skills around the circle, rverse on signal. Music or
drum beats can be used to help children keep time to the directed
locomotor

9. Tug-of-War: divide into two teams and on signal both teams
try to pull the other team over a set boundary.

10. Parachute Exercises:

a. Toe Toucher: sit with feet Extended under the parachute
and the chute held taut with a two-hand grip, drawn up to the
chin, bend forward and touch the grip to the toes. Return to
stretched position.

b. Bicep builder: place parachute on the ground, stand
around the chute with one leg forward and one back for good sup-
port and balance. Grasp the edge of the parachute with a palms
up grip. Lean back holding on to the chute. Pull the'para-
chute towards you when the signal is given without moving your
feet or jerking the chute. Continue pulling hard until a signal
is given (6 seconds).

c. Bend and stretch: all hold the parachute at waist level
with a palms down grip, all bend forward when I count one, and
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touch the edge of the chute to your toes. Lift your arms
high over your head when count two is given, stretching as far
up as possible. Bend forward at your waist when count three
is given, and again touch your toes. Go back upin the same
way when:count four is given, come down again on five, up
again On six, and continue for several times.

11. Sate children may enjoy the experience of sensory stimula-
tion by being placed under the parachute' while others flap it
around cr may sit'in the middle of the parachute and have others
make "waves" around them.
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II. QUIET-TIME ACTIVITIES rt
A

Quiet-time activities are generally those activities that need minimal
OD

supervision and that children can play independently. The activities in-

cluded in the section are especially appropriate when time is limited. Once

the children Know the rules of the activities and the location of the equip-

ment, they can be played during "free time".

For older severely handicapped youngsters it is impoi.' c% to choose

activities that their peers are also interested in (this can be discovered

by obse. ving what teenagers do in their free time). Then, depending on

resources (money), these materials or activities can be purchased. Not only

will the severely handicapped students enjoy these new activities but they

will provide a common ground for peer interaction.

Puppet Play

Materials:

Directions:

Playdough

Materials:

Directions:

Fantasy Play

Materials:

Elementary

paper bags, crayons, colored paper, paste, etc.

Simple puppets can be made uJing a paper bag. Using the flap
as the mouth, it can be opened and shut with the thumb, and
fingers. The face and body features can be drawn or pasted on.
Puppet play allows for the :students to be as imaginative and
expressive as they want to be. This activity can be semi-
directed with the teachers giving suggestions.

purchased playdough or homemade playdough (most activity books
include a recipe for playdough)

Playdough is a flexible medium that children can independently
and cooperatively shape, pound, squeeze, cut, etc. The manual
manipulation helps to develop fine motor skills with also giving
the manipulator control over the form. Playdough, because of
its non-toxic quality, is recommended over regular clay.

any play items that are available - blocks, dolls, trucks, play-
house, etc.
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Directions: Children are given time to play and interact among themselves
with little supervision.

Book Sharing

Materials:

Directions:

a variety of books including reading books and picture 'Looks

Children are given time to read, look at books together. Those
children who can read will have the opportunit,- t.0 read Co those
who cannot.,

Hide and Seek

Materials: none needed

Directions: When an integrated group of childr:, play this game, it 4s easiest
to play it indoors and by pairs. Although the hiding places may
be somewhat obvious, there is a great deal of play and interaction.

Secondary

Some of the following activities may also be appropriate for elementary-aged

children. They are included in this section because of their appropriateness
with older children.

Electronic Music Stick

Materials:

Directions:

Logo

Materials:

electronic music stick

The electronic music stick, with its color-coded keyboard, pro-
duces a 25-note scale by merely touching the stick. Because

of its simplicity it is appropriate for youngsters of varying
ages and ability levels. It can be adapted to a wide range of
skill levels; songs can be played from the song book or musical
combinations can be produced. Its tactile and auditory qualities
make it appropriate for visually and/or hearing impaired students.

Lego - either primary or regular

Directions: Because of the unlimited possible combination of pieces, Lego
and other similar interlocking building sets are enjoyed by

many people. It provides opportunities for self-expression and
creativity. Youngsters can be taught how to make certain objects
or they can be allowed to manipulate it any way they wish.

Lite-Brite

Materials:

DiFections:

a Lite-Brite game

Lite-Brite gives children and youth the opportunity t-o create a

variety of pictures with pegs of different colored lights. The
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designs can be adapted to a wide range of skills - some are
simply rows of dots, some are pictures of simple objects, and
others are pictures of more complex objects. Youngsters can
choose whatever design they like to place on the screen. The
design can be made following the color key given on each design
sheet or the individual can create his/her own combinations.

Pinball Games

Materials:

Directions:

a pinball game

Pinball games can be played by individuals, pairs or groups.
It is an activity that is highly reinforcing; youngsters and
adults of all ages enjoy it. Pinball games are found in many
community settings, such as arcades, bowling alleys, shopping
centers, etc., and is also widely available in various types,
such as table top, free-standing and commercial, and at varying
prices. Teaching children how to play it will encourage inter-
actions with individuals of different degrees of skill.

Remote-Control Vehicle

Materials: any remote-controlled vehicle

Directions: Remote-controlled vehicles are easily activated and manipulated
by youngsters of different ages and ability levels. They are
especially suited for severely handicapped students because of
of the ease in manipulating them.

Simon

Materials: Simon

Directions: In the game of Simon, each person plays against him/herself to
See how far each can progress. The game has different levels
of difficulty and can be used with individuals of different
ability levels.

Target Games

Materials: any target game, either hand made or commercially bought

Directions: There are a variety of target games available - including velcro
ball and dart games and electronic target games which light up
when a "hit" is made. Directions can be varied to accomodate
youngsters of different abilities, as a flexible "shooting line",
teams, etc.

TV Video Games

Materials: any TV video cartridge, television,

Directions: Cartridges for TV video games are available with varying degrees
of difficulty. Scares can be kept for each person so that s/he
competes only with him/herself rather than with other children.

153
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Because they are also available in stores, restaurants, etc.,
teaching youngsters to play these games will give him/her skills
that are generalizable to home, community, etc.
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III. MUSIC ACTIVITIES

Music is an activity that is enjoyable with children of all ages and

ability levels. It can be used as an activity in itself or combined with

other activities such as arts and crafts, exercises or leisure time activities.

Everyone can participate by varying the degree of participation. Instruments

range from the more simple to the more complex and so are appropriate for all.

Rhythm Band

Materials:

Elementary and Secondary

a variety of percussion instruments (e.g., tambourines, drums,
maracas, sticks, bells), records, record player

Directions: Have a "play-along" using different instruments and music
(records, radio, etc.). Use any record with a strong heat to
it; marches are excellent in the iteginning. Rock and roll tunes,
country music and lively folk music are also appropriate. For

variety use wood instruments and drum. Music that changes tempo
also lend variety.

Questions and Answers

Materials: a variety of instruments

Directions: One person is designated leader. S/he leads a short rhythm
pattern (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4 or 1, wait, 2, 3, 4, etc.) and the
group repeats it in rhythm. It can be varied by separating the
group into smaller groups and numbering them. Then the leader
leads a rhythm, calls out a number, and the group with that num-
ber responds.

Movement to Music

Materials:

Directions:

records, record player, drum

The group moves to the rhythm of the music played. Movement can
include: walking, running, skipping, tiptoeing, marching, etc.
A leader can lead the movement while the participants copy, or
s/he can beat a rhythm on a drum while having the participants
move in time to the music independently. Youngsters can be
paired so that those with a better sense of rhythm are paired
with those who need help. Balls may also be bounced to music
while the children are standing still or walking. Musical chairs

can also be played with younger children.



Exercises to Music

Materials:

Directions:

Music-Art

Materials:

Directions:

Singing

Materials:
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records, recori player, piano or other instrument that has easily
played high and low notes

Any appropriate music can be used for warm-up and stretching
exercises. Songs can be chosen that give directions. Children

can also be directed to move their bodies correspondingto the
tone of notes played on a piano (e.g. high note - raise arms,
low note - crouch down, etc.)

records, record player, materials for an art activity

The children can be directed to color, paint, etc., to music
while it is being played. They should be given a few minutes
to listen to the music before they begin the art activity.
They should be encouraged to have their art movements correspond
to the sound of the music (fast music - lines, zig zags, etc.;
slow music - curves, soft lines).

instrumeats to accompany singing, song charts if appropriate

Directions: When teaching a new song, keep the following points in mind:
1) Sing a new song through and have the group clap or hum with

you.

2) Take a verse at a time and have the group repeat.

3) Don't worry if you're not in tune or if the group is not in

tune.

4) Give a lot of support for their singing.

5) An instrument to accompany the singing, such as ukulele,
piano, or autoharp helps keep the group together.

6) If there are group members who can read, prepare song sheets
or charts ahead of time.

7) When one person knows the song relatively well choose him/

her as song leader. This should rotate among participants.
If some have a difficult time remembering the words, pair
them with those who do remember the words.

8) Non-verbal children can keep the rhythm with an instrument,

etc.

Music Listening-Appreciation

Materials:

Directions:

variety of records, record player

Play short musical selections varying in moods (happy-sad, melodic-

non-melodic, classical-modern). After playing one selection,

talk to the group about the music. Did they think of anything

in parti tar while they were listening to the music? Play a

different selection and compare. Discuss the different instru-

ments and sounds.

15



e Making Rhythm Instruments - See "Therapeutic Recreation Program" 1979-80
(Revised Edition), Department of Parks and Recreation, City
and County of Honolulu, p. 25.
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IV. ART ACTIVITIES

When planning for art activities group the youngsters heterogeneously

so that they can be of assistance to one another. Encourage partial parti-

cipation (perhaps by modeling) so that everyone will be included in the acti-

vity. Give the participants the responsibility of gathering the materials and

cleaning up as much as possible. It is important to encourage cooperation

whenever possible.

Invisible Painting

Materials:

Directions:

Elementary and Secondar

large sheets of light-colored, durable paper, candle stubs, thin,
dark tempera paint, paint containers and brushes

Children first draw on the paper with the candle stub. They then

paint over the entire picture with water, dark paint. Areas,

colored with candle will reject the paint and remain blank.
Allow the paper to dry.

Paint a Pet Rock

Materials:

Directions:

amoothsurfaced rocks, tempera paint, paint holders, brushes

Each child can paint his/her rock in any way desired. It can be

painted one color, with designs, etc. It is also possible to

paste pictures on it and then cover them with varnish.

Paper Mache a Group Pinata

Materials:

Directions:

.1

newspaper (strips), large balloons, wheat paste, water, containers

for paste, paint, clear spray shellac or varnish

Place paste in containers with water next to it, Pour small

amounts of water into the whe t paste and allow children to mix

this with their hands (be sure containers are large enough s8

that the mixture stays in it). Inflate balloons and tie. Cover

strips of newspaper with the paste mixture, scrapping off the

excess. Cover the balloons with the newspaper strips. Allow

one coat of newspaper strips to dry before adding additional

layers. During the following days, they can make ears, nose,

etc. out of newspaper and attach them to the balloons with strips

of paper. The object needs to totally dry before being painted

and coated with a sealer.

oir
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Printing with Water Soluble Ink

Materials: ink, old point brushes, brayer (roller to apply ink), different
kinds of paper, variety of items to print with (styrofoam tray
bottoms, bottle bottoms or sides, clay items, cut and patterned
erasers, fruits or vegetables, etc.)

Directions: Select item or items to be printed. Apply ink to the surface
using a brush or brayer. Gently place the paper on the inked
item and rub paper for full contact. Remove and allow to dry.

Variations:
1. Repeat the pattern to cover the paper,, using one Or

more than one item. This cap be also used as wrap-
.

ping paper.
2. Using glue or rubber cement, draw a design on card-

board. After this has dried it can be used as a
printer.

3. Collect leaves. Place them under weighted object
(book) for 4-5 daysto flatten. Paint the leaves and
press or place them under a paper and roll over them
with a brayer to take a pattern.

%

4. For tapa printing,,wet a crumpled paper bag and allow
it to dry., Then paint it with a variety of patterns
and shapes.

5. Glue spaghetti onto cardboard. Allow it to dry and
when use it to print with.

Roll-On Painting

Materials: empty, washed, roll-on deodorant bottles, thin tempera paint,
durable paper

Directions: Fill dashed-out deodorant bottles with thin liquid paint (tops
will unscrew). A variety of designs can be made free-hand or stu-
dents can trace shapes or lines already drawn. If the bottles
are difficult to grasp, wrap tape or rubber bands around them
to make them less slippery.

Sponge Painting

Materials:

Directions:

sponges, variety of paint colors, durable paper, containers
for paint

Cut up sponges into a variety of shapes (have children help if
they can), and have children make prints by dipping them in a
variety of colors for different designs. Cut vegetables
(potatoes are good) can also be used to create different prints
designs.

String Painting

Materials: string, paint, paper, containers for paint

Directions: Using pieces of string about 12 inches long, have children dip
the string into the paint and pull across the paper for dif-
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ferent designs. They can also fold the paper in half, lay the
wet string on half the sheet, fold over the second half and
press down for a design.

Note for Painting Activities'

Baby dish warmers, with suction cups underneath can be used to
hold paint secure to table top.

Pudding,Finger Painting

vanilla pudding, food coloring, paper, bowlsMaterials:

Directions: Mix pudding (children should be able to do this) and divide into
the number of colors you want. Add food coloring to obtain
desired color. ,Children can create designs of circles, tri-
angles, flowers, dots, etc. with one finger or more. Use heavy
paper if you want to keep the design.

Transparent Crayon Picture

Materials:

Directions:

paper (mimeo or newsprint), crayons, tape, small cloth, small
amount of cooking oil

Participants can color their paper in any way desired - a pic-
ture, design, etc. After they are finished, wipe over the paper
with the oil dampened cloth. The piper becomes transparent and
the colores resemble stained glass.

Batik Without Hot Wax

Materials:

Directions:

flour or wheat paste, squeeze bottles, colored inks, cloth, iron

Mix flour (or wheat paste) and water together until it can be
squeezed out of a plastic detergent bottle to make thick lines.
Draw a design with the mixture and let it dry.* Then paint over
it with the colored inks. When finished, scrape off the lines ,

and set the color with a warm iron.

1 610
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V. SPECIAL EVENTS: FOOD AND PARTIES

Parties are great gathering times. It is a time for informal interaction,

relaxation, and very often, snacks. Preparing and eating snacks develops

cooking and etiquette skills. Special occasions including birthdays and

holidays can be a stimulus for a party. Customary themes can be carried

out in the form of coloring foods such as red for St. Valentine's Day, green

for St. Patrick's Day or orange for Halloween, etc.

Snacks at break time can also be prepared with the students all working

together. It is best to choose simple recipes that can easily be prepared

and require few ingredients. Following are a few suggestions.

No Cook Candy Balls

11/2 c. graham cracker crumbs
c. sugar

12 t. cinnamon

1/2 t. nutmeg
1/2 c. peanut butter
1/2 c. corn syrup

powdered sugar or something to roll candy ball in
wax paper, tape

Mix all ingredients. Roll ingredients into a small ball, then roll them in
powdered sugar (or any item to cover it - crushed nuts, granola, etc. may be
used). A chocolate chip can be placed on top on each one. After ingredients
are mixed, it is easiest to tape wax paper in front of each person so they
can roll their own on it.

Peanut Butter Playdough

peanut butter
powdered milk
honey
optional: chocolate powder, raisins, cereal

Add honey to peanut butter in a proportion of 1:4 (4 times as much peanut
butter as honey). Pour in a little powdered milk to reach playdough con-
sistency. Distribute a small amount of dough to each person and encourage
them to make shapes before eating it. Raisins, chocolate chips, etc. can be
used to decorate the figures before consumption.
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Smoothies

fruit

milk
ice cream or ice

Combine small amounts of fruit, milk, ice cream (or ice) into a blender. Turn
blender on and off quickly to mix the ingredients.

.10

16,0
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VI. SPECIAL EVENTS: FIELD TRIPS

There are many places in the community appropriate for field trips.

Degree of preparation ranges from no preparation,, as in walking to a nearby

store, to obtaining Handi-Vans for physically disabled students.

The procedures for taking a group of disabled students on a field trip

may include:

tar
I. checking the destination for physical accessibility in advance;

making alternative arrangements if accessibility is a problem

2. arrauging special transportation services such as Handi-Van

3. arranging for additional staffing, if necessary

4. following regular excursion procedures (permission, fees if neces-
sary, etc.)

Following are some suggestions:

- the zoo
- movies
- symphony concerts 4
- touring public facilities as the airport, legislature, etc.
- restaurants - this will promote good table manners
- stores - helpful to teach community awareness and some monetary skills
- sports events

- bowling alleys - bowling ramps may be used with children in wheelchairs
- plays
- special interest places
-
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Chapter 6.

Evaluation

Whenever professionals undertake an innovative program effort intended

to result in beneficial outcomes, an evaluation component should be included

in the program design to measure the effects of that innovation. We should

document that, in fact, beneficial results did occur. In special education,

evaluation of I. lividualized Education Programs (IEPs) is mandated by the

requirement that 'teachers specify how pupil progress on each instructional

objective will be measured to assist in the revision of existing programming

and the planning for future programming. In regular education, standardized

tests are often administered to school populations as a basis of comparison

of achievement in one area to the average achievement of students nationwide.

In Hawaii, for example, the Stanford Achievela2nt tests in math and reading

are administered periodically. The importance of these results can be inferred

from the public interest which they generate; the school-by-school score

is generally reported in the Honolulu newspapers and, in a very real sense,

the schools are held accountable to demonstrate that pupils in Hawaii are

at or above the national average in these two curricular areas.

The Hawaii Integration Project has incorporated a complex and com-

prehensive evaluation component to collect formative and summative data on

project activities. Our project condUcted these extensive evaluation

activities since we were funded by the U.S. Department of Education to

establish a Model Demonstration Project which is validated and thus can be

disseminated to other areas as an effort which works, (for a partial summary

of 1981-1982 evaluation data, see Voeltz and Brennan, 1982). It is not

necessary for a teacher or other school personnel implementing a Special
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Friends component to attempt to conduct all or even most of the evaluation

activities in,Auded in our project. It wo'i1d, however, be a good idea to

attempt to implement an evaluation for one )r two questions which are of

particular interest or concern to your community, school personr parents,

etc. in your area. Since you are conducting an innovative program in your

school, it is crucial that you collect some information addressing two

major areas: formative and summative evaluation.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

Formative evaluation, which is collected regularly throughout the school

year, provides continuous feedback to the program regarding components which

nee' to be changed or adjusted to achieve maximum benefits to all participants.

If no such information is,collected until a program has ended, educators have

missed a valuable opportunity to incorporate modifications into current on-

doing efforts. It is conceivable, that these modifications might be so import-

ant that without the information and resulting changes, an entire year of a

program be judged unsuccessful. Formative evaluation might have enabled

those proH.ems to he corrected in time to demonstrate a successful overall

effort.

\Mile you are conducting the Special Friends program, it would be most

important that efforts be sensitive to the input of students, teachers,

administrators Lnd parents regarding relevant components of the program.

At each steel of the activities we have outlined in earlier sections of

this manual, you should use verbal feedback (solicit such input and feedback,

in fact!) to modify and augment these procedures as appropriate at your

school. Most of the formative evaluation activities which are somewhat

formalized on the Hawaii Integration Project can be conducted by you simply
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by keeping communication lines open with everyone who is affected by your

program. Whenever it seems appropriate, you could ask regular education

personnel or parents for verbal feedback. This may require nothing more

than paying special attention to any comments made by teachers at a faculty

meeting held to discuss Special Friends, or by parents at a PTA meeting or

open house.

You should, however, systematically monitor the activities between the

regular education and severely handicapped pupil dyads to insure that these

interactions are positive and beneficial to the students involved. In fact,

you.should try to collect student progress data for the severely handicapped

pupil for an instructional objective which is, according to your intention,

facilitated by thq Special Friends interaction activities. You would use

this irformation o change these activitiesijust as you would use student

'progress data to thange an instructional program.

I

Chapter 4 prOvides a sample interaction sequence and the types of

evaluation questions to be answered for sample objectives. Collecting this

type of pupil progtpss data requires that you monitor pupil behavior during

natural conditions and in datural settings. As was discussed in Chapter 1,

these "natural" probe7 are the true test of whether or not instruction has

been successful. A behavior may indeed occur reliably (e.g. 3 times out

of 4 times on three consecutive days) during an instructional situation

with the teacher, but what we really need to document is that the child now

us0s that new behavior in\an appropriate way in the natural environment.

Thus, interactions with nophandicapped peers provides an excellent opportunity
\

to probe a natural context to determine whether the skills you are teaching

are in fact occurring in the situations for which they are really intended

and needed.
.1( ;
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Similarly, you should try to solicit comments about the activities

from the regular education participants. Perhaps the weekly discussion

sessions with the regular education students would be the place for this,

or, as some teachers have done, you could ask the participants to write

short essays or fun exercises which are especially designed to explore

their impressions about and reactions to the program. The Friendship

Survey is another mechanism which can provide you with information on

program outcomes as they are perceived by the children; Chapter 3 includes

guidelines and to conduct this survey with program participants.

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

Summative evaluation, which is more likely to be conducted at the

completion of a project (or perhaps in a manner similar to a pretest and

a posttest), provides information on overall program results. This informa-

tion is needed to communicate with other school personnel and community

constituents on future program recommendations and particularly to support

replications of the innovative program componeuts. The general public

expects educators to be able to provide specific information regarding the

benefits of a program to their children and to the community. If integra-

tion is truly beneficial to all participants, these positive effects should

be documented so that our efforts will support the continued success of such

integrated community placements in Hawaii and elsewhere.

Two kinds of summative evaluations for the Special Friends Program

are probably most useful and interesting to community constituents and,

fortunately, relatively inexpensive for you to collect. A special educa-

tion teacher is already required to measure pupil progress on attainment

of educational objectives listed on the IEP. If you have incorporated

socio-emotional (social responsiveness, play, etc.) objective on the IEP
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which you intend to facilitate through the Special Friends Program, you

would have a beginning of the year (pretest) and end of the year (posttest)

measure of development in this area. We have found that the socio- :motional

skill section of Collins and Rudolph (1975) is quite sensitive to changes

in this area for severely multiply handicapped children and this enables

the teacher to document pupil progress for IEP and other annual reporting

purposes.

It is also helpful to attempt to show that there are benefits from the

program for the regular education students. You might solicit comments from

the regular education teachers as to what those benefits might be; in past

experience, teachers have noted such changes as increased self-concept,

increases in responsibility and helpfulness, and decreases in derogatory

and aggressive peer interchanges. Our project will attempt to document

such changes as a function of our activities, but even through your in-

formation is not "experimentally valid" it would be useful to collect

comments from parents and teachers which seem to support such benefits.

Also availableis a standardized attitude assessment which is sensi-
,

tive to changes in attitudes in regular education students toward both

the handicapped person and individual differences in general. This

assessment is inexpensive, easy to score, and requires only approximately

20 minutes ro administer to a group of perhaps 25 pupils at a time. This

"Acceptance Scale" (Voeltz, 1981) is included in Appendix F for your in-

formation, and guidelines for administeringthe survey are incorporated in

Chapters 2 and 3. In addition to being able to show attitude changes in

regular education students as a fulction of integration and project

activities, you will be able to compar? the overall attitudes of your school
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population with a "norm" established in Hawaii and in other states

(Brinker, 1982) for the population at large, segregated general educa-

tion settings, and for integrated schools.

1 f3,9
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SPECIAL FRIENDS IN HAWAII

Luanna M. Voeltz

As school districts throughout the coun-
try establish noninstitutional educational
services for severely handicapped chil-
dren, where to locate, these classes is
often a controversial question. Some edu-
cators argue that the "least restrictive
placement" mandate of PL 94.142 is
satisfied by a special school which IS
communitybased, and that severely
handicapped and nonhandicapped chil-
dren have little to gain by interacting witn
one another (Burton & Hirshoren, 1979).

411) Other educators maintain that such in-
teraction is crucial if severely handi-
capped and nonhandicapped persons are
ever to develop the ability to live together
in the community.

Since the neighborhood public
school is the only environment which
allows for daily and longitudinal interac-
tions, this should be the placement of
choice (Brown, Branston, Hamre-
Nietupski, Johnsen, Wilcox & Gruene-
wald, 1979; Sontage, Certo & Button,
1979). In Hawaii, the question of where to
locate classes for severely handicapped
children is not an issue. The combination
Of community school placements and a
program called "Special Friends" has pro-
vided evidence that both handicapped

u and nonhandicapped children benefit
from going to school together.

A statewidl decision was made to
Interpret the least restrictive environment
as the neighborhood public school. Be-
ginning in 1977. clnsses for moderately to
severelyfprofeundly handicapped children
were located in regular elementary, in-
termediate, aete seeondary schools. The
expectatioiel.ilas that it would work, and
indeed, we believe it has.

Almost Iir,mediately, teachers re-

ported that many nonhandicapped chil-
dren were spending their recesses in 'he
special cleeeroorns and were inviting
their severely handicapped peers to
spend time with thorn on the playground,

A
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Their spontaneous questions indicated
that they were concerned and interested
in knowing about the handicapping condi-
tions of their new special friends, The
continuing daily visits prompted the
parent of one nonhandicapped child and
school personnel to start the "Special
Friends" program,

Tne Special Friends

in Kailua

During the 197 &1979 academic year, the
Department of Special Education at the
University of Hawaii received CETA Title
VI Special Project funds to support an ex-
panded Special Friends program at Kain
alu Elementary and Kailua Intermediate
Schools in Kailua, Hawaii. In addition to
orientation Ativitiei directed to all the
regeler education students at et ach
school, the program consisted of
scheduled opportunities for interaction
between a group of regular education
Special Friends selected from grades 4
through 7 and their seiverely handicapped
peers.

Each nonhandicapped child spent
three weekly recess periods with a handi-
capped Special Friend; an additional one
to three weekly recess discus. ion ses-
sions involved all the regular education
participants meeting with the program
trainer at each school. The nature of the
ore to one interactions between children
was structured by each special education
teacher, and included a ranee of activities
from peer tutoring to free play._The group
discussions included activities intended
to support sensitivity, awareness,. and
communication Skills; the nonhanal:
capped children were particularly en
couraged to share questions about their
handicapped Special Friends and to in-
volve their nonhandicapped peers in their

cnew experiences.
172

Since this kind of interaction is quite
different from past opportunities and ex
periences available to children, evaluation
was a major focus of the first project year.
Ongoing planning is incorporating inror
mation provided by the ohildren
themselves to facilitate the development
of positive experiences. What follows is a
selective but representative sample of
the reactions of some of the regular
education children to the presence of
their handicapped peers and to the friend-
ships which were the focus of the pro-
gram. While many of these hildren's
comments were obviously let enced by
the project activities, they sti I reflect the
incorporation of Special Friends into
each child's i idividual value system and
personal perspective on social interac.
tions.

Being in the Specie! Friends pro-
gram helps people learn to make friends
with other people. It `also helps us to
realize why other oeople may look or act
or speak differently.

Liane, Grade 6

1 don't feel shock or pity. I think of
them as people. I have on uncle who is
mentally retarded.

Chloe, Grade 7

I love being in Special Friends. When
I first saw the movies I was unsure and
afraid, of them. Now I feel secure, I like

41.
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them because they run up and say "Hi"
and show their election. I get a ch.ance to

be %Wei people I don't really understand
and learn about them.

Dawn, Grade 7

I fella little frightened at first. I feel

very comfortable now.
, Frank, Grade 7

It was my first year at Kainalu when I

became a Special Friend. My friend came
up and said, "Do you want to go to the
SMH class?" And I said, "What's that?"

She said, "You mean you never heard of
that?" So we went to the SMH class. Mar-

ty was the teacher there. I was scared at
first but I got used to it. It was fun working

with the kids,
Special Friends pets me the oppor-

tunity to meet new friends. I have met a

few that I really like. At first I was afraid of

them. If you don't like what they're doing
you just tell them. It's OK to tell them, like
instead of hugging me I tell them to shake

hands.
Becky, Grade 7

The next year my friend moved away.

I was on my own so I told more of my
friends and they came to the class. They

liked it too. . . . I'm working with Michael
now. He is deaf. And he has a walking
problem. This is my third year in Special
Friends, and l love it.

Margi, Grade 6

I didn't"know about Special Friends. I

just went (to the SMH classroom!. I used
to see Tammy on the bars. Now I see her

in Special Friends. I like goiqg to the
classroom.

Erica, Grade 4

I think they need more attention and
help. They need more friends, I kind of
feel sorry when they get teased. They feel

we are very special to them.
Michelle, Grade 7

Before I was in the Special Friends
program i was afraid of the special ed
students because I thought they were
weird. But now that I'm in the Special
Friends group I've learned that they're lust
as friendly and lust the same as any other

kid in this school. Now wht.'nuver I see
them around the school I say "Hi" to
them. But before I lust walked past them

and said nothing. The wily thing different

ma ...on
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about the special ed kids that is different
than us is that they were born in a special
way. And I think that many other schools
that have special education students
should have ;his program because it is in
teresting and you learn a lot from it. But
the most important reason is, that you
know you're helping someone and being a
Special Friend to them.

Anna, Grade 6

It's interesting because it gives me a
chance to meet some different people,
and they get to work with you. I feel it
would help me it I went to a different
country so I wouldn't be afraid of the dif-

ferent types of people.
Mike, Grade 7

I have a chance to rra et other people
and see how they feel. I understand more
and I don't really feel that sorry for them.
Because if you treat them like a person
they feel more like a normal person.

Mary, Grade 7

It's fun to teach them. I read them
books. I play with them. We sing. I help
Susi walk,

Boyd, Grade 5

Well, I think that this is the best year
I had with the handicapped kids and the
special retarded children. . . . And I had a
lot of fun with the best friends I ever had
in Terry, Rita, Janna, and Sara. including
Gloria's class and here is who I had great
fun with: Rene, Barry, Ginny, Thomas,

'Rachel, Lynn, and best of all Kelly.
Sherri, Grade 4

I know they are happy when we
come. That makes me feel good.

Donna, Grade 7

In marked contrast to the picture and
comments of the children here, we'as
educators must recognize that most of us
grew up in "segregated" childhoods. Pro-

fessionals can plan the initial structure of.,
integration efforts, but children like
Hawaii's Special Friends may ultimately
provide the expertise to design optimal
programs. At the very least, we cannot

underestimate their ability to enjoy
positive interactions with one another
simply because such opportunitites were
not part of our experiences.

REFERENCE NOTE

Written program' description and formal
evaluation data reports on the protect are
available from Luanne M. Voeltz, Ph.D.,

Department of Special Education, 1776

University Avenue UA1.3A, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
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Hawaii's Special Friends

hey grew up feeling different.
Other childien saw them that
way, too. Because they needed

special education for their handicaps,
they were segregated in different
schools.

But in 1975, Congress passed a law
requiring states wanting Federal assis-
tance to provide "free and appropriate
education fdr all handicapped children
between the ages of 3 and 18." In other
words, the states had to absorb children
with special educational needs into the
regular school system.

Change never comes easily. The
process of integrating handicapped

i

children into public schools"main-
streaming"has met with resistance.
Some people oppose it out, of concern
for the well-being of handicapped chil-
dren. Others resist it because they want
to "protect" nonhandicapped children
from the presence of special education
students.

Because the two groups of children
traditionally have been segregated, it is
understandable that both groups initial-
ly might feel awkward and uncomfort-
able with mainstreaming. Therefore,
some felt a program was needed that
would help these children overcome
their fears and teach them to understand

( °.
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and care for each other.
The "special friends" program, in

Kainalu Elementary School in Honolu-
lu does just that. The pilot project is a
cooperative effort between the Univer-
sity of Hawaii's Depaftment of Special
Education and the State Deparfrnent of
Education. It helps children adjust to
mainstreaming efforts at the school.

The program is based on the premise
that interaction between regular and
special education students in many
school activities is not only feasible but
important in helping children develop
caring attitudes and in breaking down
fears.
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Special friends share a fun moment.

Before the project actually began.
students at Kainalu and other control
schools were surveyed to find out their
attitud..., towards the handicapped. The
idea was to conduct a similar survey at
the end of the tirst year and compare
results.

Next. students from different grade
le wk saw a ,dide presentation devel-
oped specifically for the project and
participated in small group discussions.
the slide show had two purposes. The
first was to help the children understand
the needs of special education student ,
by show mg the handicapped children
participating in various activities. The

second purpose was to recruit volun-
teers for the ''special friends pro-
er Ont: hundred fifty students in the

filth and sixth grades volun

4 I

tecred to participate. But because the
program was still in the pilot stages,
only 20 were selected at random.

To prepare for their roles as special
friends, the student volunteers met with
the project coordinator several times.
At the meetings they discussed handi-
caps, took part in special sensitivity and
awareness exercises and shared ideas
on what kinds of activities they could
engage in with their special friends.

Dr. Luanna Voeltz, with the Univer-
sity of Hawaii's Department of Special
Fducation, has been involved with the
program since it began. She explained
that both the regular and special educa-
tion students were called special
friends. "We wanted to avoid an aura
of charity and we didn't want anyone to
feel ^different."

......,J;.::)E.0:1s4F3ER 1979 vat. 3 10

The special frtends met three times a
week during recess. Usually they
formed into groups of two to three
volunteers per handicapped child and
spent the time drawing, doing puzzles
or in some other kind of play activity.
Some of the volunteers showed a lot of
creativity and innovation, and as they
assumed more responsibility, the proj-
ect coordinator took on a less visible
role. Any feelings of awkwardness
between the special friends disappeared
after a few weeks.

At the end of the pilot project, the
student volunteers attended the Special
Olympics (a sports program for the
handicapped) to watch and root for
their special friends. They also at-
tended a picnic held for them by the
project coordinator and received certif-
icates of merit.

The program had a positive effect on
both the student volunteers and the
special education students. The second
survey showed that the regular educa-
tion children who participated in the
programas well as those who did
nothad more positive attitudes
towards the special education children.
They were more willing to accept the
handicapped students as fellow friends
and students. As a result, the special
education children showed marked
improvement in their social skills.

Although it is not possible to mea-
sure accurately the program's effect,
Dr. Voeltz said that it will help children
develop more tolerance and under-
standing of others. Those lessons can
he carried over into their adulthood and
their relationships with neighbors and
other members of the community.

As Dr. Voeltz explained, "If you
learn to accept someone who is very
different, who has no motor coordina-
tion, whose main accomplishment may
he learning how to sit, then you'll be
much more accepting of minor differ-
ences."

That's as important as any lesson
learned in the classroom. r,-)
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APPENDIX A

Script for slide shows

- Elementary, K-3

- Elementary, 4-6

- Elementary, 7-12

Summary of slide show content
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SCRIPT

Introducing the Slide Show
and the Special. Friends Program

KAINALU version

Have the projector and casuette recorder ready before the children come into
the room to sec the slide showremember, try to have no more than two classes
view the slide show at a time. A smaller room space other than the cafeteria,
etc., is preferable. Make arrangements ahead of time for someone to be
available to turn out and then turn on the lights for you during the presenta-
tion, since you should stay at the front of the group as much as possible;
you can be the person to start the projector and recorder.

As the two classes enter the room, wait until the children are seated (lights
on). When things have quieted down, announces

Hi! I'm from the Special Friends Program.

Maybe you've seen ma at school already, in one of the

classrooms. I bet most of you already know what Special

Friends is, and some of you have even been in the program

or you are in the program now, right?

Raise your hand if you know about Special Friends. (pause)

That's nice! Lots of you already know about it.

We're going to start some new Special Friends activities -

this semester. First you'll see a slide show about Special

Friends and about friendship, and then you can ask questions,

ok?

Now be sure to listen to the person on .the tape and see

if you can recognize any (4 your friends from Kainalu

in the pictures, ok?

Ready? Let's start:

Th.2 room lights should be turned off now, and start the audio tape--bc
sure that the projector is on and that the audio volume is loud, more so
than you would adjust for adults, using the extra speaker if at all possible.

Wren the show is finished (after the Pau slide appears ani the music stops),
turn off the projector lightleave the fan on - -and turn on the room lights
ajain. Go to the front and center of the group.
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page` 2, Slide Show Script
Kainalu version

Did you see some kids you know-in the pictures? (pause)

Who? (look around the group and try to elicit some names of
children, perhaps by adding "Did any of you see someone
you know?" as you Zook toward a smaller set of children,

etc.)

Some of the kids in the slides are maybe in your

classroom, right? Maybe even kids you play with

every day? Did you recognize the playground (library,

lanai, etc.) right by your room?

Did you see some of the kids from the special ed. classes

who maybe aren't in your c4assroom? Who? (Try to
elicit name/s. When the kids have named someone, look .

toward a different "group" of children and ask them if
they know that child, e.g'., "Do you know Jerry?")

Do you know Jerry? How about Dolly? DOes anyone

know Daily?

Have you ever been in one of the special ed. rooms

where lots of the kids have wheelchairs or maybe you've

seen some other things that look kind of different?

Okay. So many of you already know about Special

Friends, but maybe some of you would like to be in

the activities now. If you are already in Special

Friends, we want you to keep being a Special Friend.

If you have never been a Special Friend, maybe you

would also like to be in Special Friends. You could

try it and see if you want to make s me'new friends.

In about a week, your teacher will tel you how to

come to a special meeting to find out about Special

Friends and sign-up if you want to. Okay?

Thank you so much ror meeting with me(us): I hope

I see lots Df you again!

7/iren 's tea7hr:r/s for bringing them, and face the kids until
:he:i are gone ( i . e., do not turn away or talk among yourselves until after
the children have left the room). .17



ELEMENTARY,,Grades K-3

WON'T YOU. COME AND BE MY FRIEND?

Won't you come and play with us and learn what we have to say? It may
2

not be in the words that you are used to hearing, but with our feelings

we can touch your heart and let you know that we are real too. We are

here and we need your outstretched hand. So, won't you be a special

friend?

We can play with you and talk tp you and be your friend. It's just a

different ape of friendship.

Think about what friendship is. (pause) It is feelings shared between

people. Friendship helps you to be more yourself. Friendship helps all

of the things inside you grow and develop because there is trust and

her are good feelings. Friendship is reaching out a hand and taking

hold of someone else's hand and lLtting that hand help you too. Sometimes

when someone doesn't look quite the same as you or speaks a little differently

or doesn't even speak at all, it makes us back away and not make an effort

to be friends. We should stop when we are scared and ask "Why am I afraid?"

(pause) Why are you Afraid? (pause) Try taking that feeling of being

frightened and turning it around into excitement. The excitement of

learning something different and new. The fun of helping another child

with special problems feA good about being inErhool. By doing something

new, you will he learning what grown-ups have to do all the time. Adults

have to du things that they are not alwaT; sure -hey caa do. As you are

179
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learning, you will grow and understand new things each day.

Have you been asking yourself questions about the, special ed students?

Do you wonder about the wheelchairs, braces, and special equipment that

they use? Are 31%4' curious about how to talk with them? Would you like

to say hello and play together?

The Special Friends Program is a way of helping you to feel more comfortable-)

to allow those friendships to develop. This program will be a way for some

of you to learn to play with the special ed students. In Special Friends

you will spend time getting to know each other and having a good time.

The teachers will help you plan the things you can do together. You can

qing songs and play games. You can plan special vents for Christmas

-And other holidays. Also, you will meet with the program teacher. During

those times you will have a chance to talk about your different feelings

and share with each other the exciting challenge of learning new friend-

ships.

Sc won't you come and be a special friend?
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411
ELEMENTARY, Grades 4-6

WON'T YOU COME AND BE MY FRIEND?

Won't you CIMIC and walk with us and learn what we have to say? It may

not be in the words that you are used to hearing, but with our feelings

we can touch your heart and let you know that we are real too. We Pare

here and we need your outstretched hand. So, won't you be a special

friend?

We can play with you and talk to you and be your friend. It's just a

different type of friendship.

Think about what friendship is. (pause) It is feelings shared between

people. Friendship helps you to be more yourself. Friendship helps all

of the things inside you grow and develop because there is trust and there

are good feelings. Friendship is reaching out a hand and taking hold of

someone else's hand and letting that hand support you too. Sometimes

when someone doesn't look quite the same as you or speaks a little dif-

ferently or doesn't even speak at all, it makes us back. away and not make

an effort to communicate. We should stop ourselves when we are scared or

startled and ask "Why am I afraid?" (pause) Why are you afraid? Experi-

ment with taking that feeling of being frightened and turning it around

into excitement. The opportunity to help another child with special

problems feel good about being in school. By learning to participate in

a new experience, you will be learning whAt grown-ups hive to do all the

time. Adults have to do things that they are not always sure they can
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tic, As you are learning, you will meet challynges and go forward every

day.

41'

Have you been asking yourself questions about the special ed students?

Do you wonder about the wheelchairs, braces, and special equipment that

they use? Are you curious about how to talk with them. Would you like

to say hello and spend some time together?

The Special Friends Program is a way of helping you to feel more comfortable

to allow these friendships to develop. This program will be a way for a

few of you to participate with the special ed students. You will have

guidance to help bridge those gaps in communication. In the program, you'll

be matched with a selectd special ed student and you will agree to meet

with that student each week, either at lunch or recess. You will spend

time getting tc., know each other and having a good time. Also, once a week,

you will meet with the program teacher. In those sessions you will have

a chant's, to ta'k abou\your different experiences and share with each other

the exciLing challenge of learning new friendships.

So, won't you come and be a special friend?



HIGH SCHOOL, Grades 7-12

WON'T YOU COME AND BE MY FRIEND?

Won't you coal(' and walk with us and learn what we have to say? It may

nut be in the words that you are used to hearing, but with our feelings

we can touch your heart and let you know that we are real too. We are

here and we need your outstretched hand. So, won't you be a special

friend?

We can spend time with you and talk to you and be your friend. It's just

a different kind of friendship.

Think about what friendship is. (pause) It is feelings shared between

people. Friendship helps you to be more yourself. Friendship helps all

of the things inside you grow and develop because there is trust and there

are good feelings. Friendship is reaching out a hand and taking hold of

someone else's hand and lotting that hand support you too. Sometimes when

someone doesn't look quite,he same as you or speaks a little differently

or doesn't even speak at all, it makes us back away and not make an effort

to communicate. Do you find yourself wanting to stare or back away from

the special ed students? Do you feel uncomfortable or unsure of what to

say or do? (pause) Are you afraid? (pause) It is a ponderful challenge

to take :.old of those feelings and turn them around into excitement. The

excitement of learning something new and challenging. The opportunity of

helping another student with special problems become a part of being in

echoed,' too. By learning to rise above fear and change it to excitement,

1.S
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you will be learning what adults must do all the time. In the adult world

you will have to do things that you are not always sure you can do. As

we are learning, we learn that we can all meet challenges and go forward

each day.

Have you been asking yourself questions about the special ed students?

Do you wonder about the wheelchair3, braces, and special equipment that

they use? Are you curious about how to relate to them? Would you like

to say hello to them and learn how to communicate?

The Special Friends Program is a way of helping you to feel more comfortable

to allow these friendships to develop. This program will be a way for a

few of you to participate with the special ed students. You will have

guidance to help bridge gaps in communication. In the program, you'll be

matched with a selected special ed student and you will agree to meet with

that student each week, at an arranged time during the school day. You

will spend time getting to know' each other and have L chance to wor' together

on projects which are interesting to you. Also, once a week you will meet

with the program teacher. In those sessions you will have a chance to talk

about your different experiences in the program and share with each other

the exciting challenge of learning new friendships.

r.(,), won't you come and.be a special friend?
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SUMARY OF. SLIDE SHOW CONTENT

ti

The slide show should contain a variety of shots. If possible,

attempt to take slides of the following situations and settings

Special education students. Try to take close-ups as welA as

small and large group shots. Include pictures of as many of

the special education students who will be participating as

possible and not just photographs of the "cute" ones. You

should, however, attempt to portray each student in as positive

and appealing manner as possible. The principal of normalization

should serve as a guide: special education students should be

shown engaging in tasks and in situations in which regular education

students might-also find themselves. Remember to respect the

privacy of your student and not take pictures, for example, of

a child on the potty or being changed.

ecial education and regular education students interactin . Take.

shots of two or three students playing together. Pictures which

show the youngstewith a familiar peer or a recognizable school

figure (principal, librarian, etc.) are enjoyed by regular education

viewers. Make arrangements with a regular education class to spend

a recess period with your class to take such pictures.

Special friends on the school campus. Seeing familiar campus landmarks

elicit many positive comments from regular education students. Take

pictures of students on the playground, at the library, on the lanais, etc.

Special education students in the communirx. If you are planning an

excursion to the beach, park, or shopping center, take pictures d4ring

these outings. One of the long-range goals of the proprt is

t85
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community acceptance and it would be nice to show a few shots

of your students out in the community.

The HIP slide show contains 76 slides, four of these contain the

title and the credits. Half of the slides are indoor shots, the other

half outdoor shots. About 40% of the slides are individual shots,

40% of small and large groups, and.20% of a student and adult.

Suggested arrangement of slides:

1-2: Title slides

3-27: Tape "introduces" special education-end special ed students.
Slides should show individual and group shops of spectial
education students and their classes.

28-48: Tape talks about friendship. Slides should show shots of
regular and special education students together.

49-60: Tape talks about a Special Friends program at your school.
Slides should show special friends on ca,vus.

61-74: Tape asks students if they would like to join Special fiends.
Appropriate slides would include: shots of relular and special
education students, campus shots, community shuts, and individual
shots of students. Slides in this section should show a high
energy level and much excitement .Ind joy.

75-76: Credits
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INTERACTIONS CHECKLISTS
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SCHOOL MEMBERS

Teacher-=Regular Education

Teacher--Special Education

Student--Regular Education

Student--Special Education

principal

Counselor

Nurse

Li,rarlan

Therapist -- Occupational

Thenwist--7hysiral

TherapistSpeec;1 Lanklage

Otf ice ?ersonnel

Custodian

Art Specialist

Mustc

PE Speciaitit

Other

179

Regular Education Students
Elementary Level

Interactions* in School Community
'Checklist

-inGRAM AREAS **

*Interactions defined as communication between individuals that is more than a greeting

(nod, hello, etc.)

**Programs can be added or eliminated to reflect the students actual educational program.
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SCHOOI.. MEMBERS

TeacherRegular Education

TeacherSpecial Education

-StudentRegular Education

Student--Special Education

Alwrincipal

Counselor

NL.rse

Librarian

TherapistOccupational
?.

TherapistPhysical

Therapist--Speech & Language

Office Personnel

Custodian

Art Specialist

P Music Specialist

PE Specialist

Other

181

Special Education Students
Elementary Level

Interaeclons* in School Community
Checklist

PROGRAM AREAS **

*Interactions defined as communication between individuals that is more than a greeting

(nod, hello, etc.)

**Programs can be added or eliminated to reflect the students actual educational program.
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SCHOOL MEMBERS

Teacher--Regular Education
Academics

Teacher--Special Education

Student--Regular Education

Student--Special Education

Allocational Teacher

Industrial Arts Teacher

Art Teacher

Music Teacher

PE Teacher

Principal

Counselor

Nurse

Librarian

Office Personnel

Custodian

Other:

Other:

183

Regular Education Students
Secondary Level

Interactions* in School Community
Checklist

PROGRAM AREAS **

*Interactions defined as communication between individuals that is more than a greeting

(nod, hello, etc.)

**Programs can be added or eliminated to reflect the students actual educational program.
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SCHOOL MEMBERS

Teacher--Regular Education
Academics

Teacher-=Special Education

Student--Regular Education

StudentSpecial Education

ilVocational. Teacher

Industrial Arts Teacher

PE Teacher 1

Art Teacher'

Music Teacher

Therapist--QT/PT

Therapist--Speech & Language

Principal/Office Personnel

Counselor

Nurse

Librarian

Custodian

Other:

185

Special Education Students
Secondary Level

Interactions* in School Commun..,
Checklist

PROGRAM. AREAS **

cv
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*InteraCtions defined as communication between individuals that is more than a greeting

(nod, hello, etc.)

**Programs can be added or eliminated to reflect the students actual educational program.
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APPENDIX C

Examples of Appropriate Responses

to Questions Typically Asked by

by Reguldr Education Students
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RESPONSES

CONCERNS RULE EXAMPLES REMINDERS

Functioning Level

("Why can't s/he
walk?"
"Can s/he talk?")

Emphasize growth and
changes

Suggest alternatives

Minimize differences;
Maximize similarities

"S is learning to sit up by himsel
first. Once he can sit then he'll
be able to ride in the wagon."

"S can hear but she doesn't know
her name yet. Maybe next time
when you call her she'll turn and
look at you."

"S doesn't talk but will point to
the picture of the toy she wants."

"S can't catch that ball but he'll
push this big one to you."

"Let's put the toys down on the ma
so S can watch and listen to us."

"If we walk slowly, S will be able
to follow us all by himself."

"You and S both have on a blue
shirt today." (similarities in
appearance.)

"You like the Jack-in-the-Box?
So does S! That's his favorite,
too." (similarities in likes and
dislikes.)

"S went to the beach, too. Did you
see her there?" (similarities in
activities.)

1. 93

Many of these comments
are teacher-initiated
rather than responses
to children's questions.
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CONCERNS RULE EXAMPLES REMINDERS

Equipment

.

a

Give short, brief
labels

Remove the "mystique" ,

by pointing out .

function

-

Point out that non-
handicapped use

equipment too

"That's a wheelchair." (instead of
"an orthokinetic wheelchair")

"When we put races on, S can
stand up by rself."

"Let's put S on the wedge so she
can put her head up and watch us."

"When S is in the standing box he
can stand and play at the same
time."

"Many people use crutches. I had
to use them once when I had a
broken leg."

"S needs to wear a helmet to pro-
tect his head in case he falls.,,-

just like a football player."

Regular ed students
need to feel comfortable
around equipment but may
also need reminders that
the equipment in the
room are not toys.

,
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SUGGESTED RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM STUDENTS

Responses given are appropriate for both elementary and secondary students unless specifically
noted with a S for secondary. You may want to change wording according to level of student.

I. CAUSATION

Question

1. What happened?

2. How come s/he's like this?

3. Was s/he always like this?

4. Was s/he in an accident?

5. Was s/he born like this?

6. What's wrong with him/her?

197

Child-Related Questions

id*

Response

1-5. "For different kids there are different reasons.
Sometimes it happens at birth, sometimes there's
an accident." Be sure never to give the details
of a student's personal history, but provide
various explanations, such as, "I really don't
know, and I haven't tried to find out because I...

it's private." If the questioning persists, em-
phasize privacy and use an analogy, such as,
"I'm sure there are things in your life that you
don't want others to know, and this is private
too."

6. "What do you mean?" Try to have the student
define or simplify the question, then answer
as directly as possible keeping confidentiality
in mind.
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II. PERSONAL INFORMATION

Question Response
og,

1. How old is s/he? 1-5. Answer if information, is known. If not,

say, "I don't know."
2. When is his/her birthday?

,`1/.

3. What's his/her name?

4. Where does s/he live?

5. Does s/he have brothers, sisters?

6. What schocil did s/he go to? 6. Avoid giving an answer that might identify a
special school. If you know that the student.
,went to a special school you might give the
area as, "He went to a different school in
Honolulu."

7. What room was s/he in lest year? 7. See 1-5.

8. Does s/he have a mother? 8. "Yes, just like you."

1_99



III. FUNCTIONING LEVEL

Question Response

. 1. Can s/he walk? 1 -8. Emphasize growth and change, such as "He
is learning to stand up by himself first;

2. Can s/he go outside? Once he can stand, then we can work on walking."
"Yes, she likes to go outside; in fact it

3. Why doesn't Ole telk? would be nice if she could go outside with you."
Suggest alternatives, such as, "She doesn't

4. Why can't s/he walk? .. talk but will point to th6 picture of the
toy she wants." "ft can't talk so he's

5. Can s/he hear me? learning sign language." Minimize differences,
maximize similarities, such as, ",He likes to

6. Can s/he see me7
..

be'outside just like you." "She likes candy,
just like you."

1. Can s/he talk?

8. Does s/he like candy (this ball, etc.)?

9_L_How do they go home?

10. Who brings him/her to school?

11. When will s/he be able to go outside
(talk, walk, etc.)?

12. How come s/he's always doing that? self-
stimming, making sounds, different
mannerisms)

201

9-10. "A special bus brings the kids to school."

4"I 11. "We hope soon."

12. "It's kind of like when you're sitting some-
where bored and have nothing to do, so you
swing your legs (twirl your hair). We're
,teaching her how to play with a toy instead.
Do you Want to_try?"

S: "There aren't a lot of games he can play
with or things he can do by himself. That's
one reason we have Special Friends. Maybe you
two can learn to play a game together."

1;4
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%.

EQUIPMENT
ih

Question

Classroom-Related Questions

1. What's tlg? (walker, braces, etc.),_

.

2. What'A that for?

3. How come s/he has to wear that? (helmet,

braces, etc.)

4. Is that yours? (teacher's) Did yoU buy

that?

5. How come s/he has that one instead of that

one? (different chairs, different braces

for each child, etc.,

6. How much is that?

203

A

Response

1. Give Oott, brief labels, such as, "That's

a wkelchair."
S

2,3. Point out function, such as, "When we put
braces on him, he can stand up by himself."

Point out that non-handicapped use .equipment
too, as crutches for a broken leg, helmets

to protect.football.playevs' heads.

4. "It belongs name) .° or "It belongs

to the school.

5. '"Some of the equipment was made to foit
certain person, just like your -shoes fit you,

and you can't wear .your sister's shoes."

6. "I don't know."

4
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II. PEOPLE IN THE ROOM

Question

1. Are you his/her mother?

2. Are you his teLcher?

3. Who's that? (EA ancillary person
such as OT, PT, etc.)

205

Response

1. "No, I'm a program teacher."

2. "Yes, I'm one of his teachers."

3. "That's another kind of teacher, like your
art or music teacher."

S: Give the person's title, such as occupa-
tional therapist, physical therapist, etc.
If student asks, "What's that?", give short
explanation of the job.
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III. ROLES

Question Response

1. What are you doing? (with motor activities, 1. Give a simple answer, such as "I'm eNer-

especially) cising her muscles."

2. Why do you have to do that?

3. Does it hurt?

2'`7

2. "I'm helping her because she can't do it by

herself."

S: Add to the above--"If she doesn't use
her muscles, they'll become weak."

3. "I hope not,.and I'm being careful to make sure

it doesn't hurt." If the student is crying,

you can say, "Sometimes he cries because he

doesn't like to exercise, not because it
hurts,.just like you might cry if you have

to do something you don't want to do."

t

IP
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APPENDIX D

Sample letters/permission forms
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Regular Education Elementary
Pictures only

University of Hawaii at Manoa
Special Education College of Education

tfniversity Avenue 4 Room 5/6 1776 University Avenue Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Cable Address: UNIHAW

November 28, 1980

Dear Parents:

The University of Hawaii--in cooperation with severel Department of Education
schools--has just been awarded federal funds to conduct a model demonstration
project which will focus upon developing activities to integrate severely
handicapped children into a variety of school and community settings and
increase the acceptance of children with handicaps by those who are non -

handicapped. This project will be conducted for a three year period and will
serve as.a model for other school systems throughout the country, involving
community and professional representatives from both a special and regular

education perspective.

Waimea School is one of the schools where tForte activities will occur. Regular

education children who are interested will have an opportunity to participate

with handicapped children in play and group activities known as "Special Friends".

Th,se activities will occur during selected recess and other structured social
interaction times; our staff and teachers will work with the children so that

they are comfortable with one another.

Our first step in presenting the program to the children at Waimea is to show

them a five minute slide-sound presentation called "Special Friends" which

introduces the program and talks about friendship. We are in the process of

taking slides of the children who will be in the program and of other students

at Waimea School. The pictures will include general school scenes and scenes

o of handicapped and non-handicapped children interacting. If you and your child

are willing, we would like very much to take some photographs of your child 'for

possible inclusion in the show. We will let you know when the slide show is

completed and invite you to see it before it will be shown to the children at

school if you are interested.

If you allow your child to be photographed, please sign the attached consent

form and return it to your child's teacher at school as soon as possible.

If you have any questions please feel free to call my coordinator, Ms. Gloria

Kishi or myself at 948-7778 (call collect).

Luanna Voeltz,
Project Director &

Assistant Professor
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200 Regular. Education Elementary

University of Hawaii at Mama
Special Education College of Education

University Avenlie 4 Room 5/8 1776 University Avenue Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Cable Address: UNIHAW

December 10, 19 80

Dear Parents:

The University of Hawaii--in cooperation with several Department of

Education schools--has just been awarded federal funds to conduct'a

model demonstration project which will focus upon developing activities

to integrate severely handicapped children into a variety of school and

community settings and increase the acceptance of children with handicaps

by those who are non-handicapped. This project will be conducted for a

three year period and will serve as a model for other school systems

throughout the country, involving community and professional representatives

from both a special and regular education perspective.

Jefferson Elementary School is one of the schools where these activities

will occur Regular eduation children from grades kindergarten through

sixth grade and the children in the severely multiply handicapped class

will join in play activities together as "Special Friends". The program

will be conducted in cooperation with both regular and special education

teachers, and our staff will provide extra assistance to insure that the

children are comfortable with one another and are enjoying themselves.

Your phild'has indicated an interest in participating in Special Friends

and has agreed to commit three recesses per week for a period of eight

weeks interacting with a severely handicapped child in structured. and

supervised play activities. We would like very much to have your child

participate in the program. If you agree, please sign the attached -

consent form and return it to your child's teacher as soon as possible.

the form gives permission for your child to participate in the program

and for the project to collect some information from your child to assist

in documenting the effects of participating in a program like this upon

children.

Please feel free to talk to your child's teacher or call Ms. Gloria Kishi

or myself at 948-7778 if you have any questions. We look forward to

having Special Friends at Jefferson.

fer
Luanne Voeltz, Ph.D.

Project Co-Director
Hawaii Integration Project
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.201 Regular Education Secondary

University of Hawaii at Manoa
Special Education College of Education

University Avenue 4 Room 5/6 '1776 University Avenue Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Cable Address: UNIHAW

December 10, 1980

Dear Parents:

The University of Hawaii--in cooperation with several Department of

Education schools--has just been awarded federal funds to conduct a

model demonstration project which will focus upon developing activities

to integrate severely handicapped children into a variety of school and

community settings and increase the acceptance of children with handicaps

by-those who are non-handicapped. This project will be conducted for a

three year period and will serve as a model for other school systems

throughout the country, involving community and professional representatives

from both a special and regular education perspective.

Jarrett Intermediate School is one of the schools where these activities

will occur. Teenagers in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades will join

it leisure activities (play) with the severely multiply handicapped youth

as participants in "Special Friends". The program will be conducted in

cooperation with both regular and special education teachers, and our

staff will provide extra assistance to insure positive interactions among

the students and to help them be comfortable with one another.

Your child has indicated an interest in participating in Special Friends

and has agreed to commit two breaks per week for a period of eight weeks

interacting with a severely handicapped student with leisure time activities

at school. We would like very much to have your child participate in the

program. If you agree, 'please sign the attached consent form and return it

to your child's home room teacher as soon as possible. The form gives

permission for your child to participate in the program and for the

project to collect some information from your child to assist in documenting

the effects of participating in a program like this upon teenagers.

Please feel free to talk to your child's teacher or call Ms. Gloria Kishi

or myself at 948-7778 if you have any questions. We look forward to

having Special Friends at Jarrett.

Alo

tkzunrikW
Luanna Voeltz, Ph. .

Project Co-Director
Hawaii Integration, Project
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202
Special Education Elementary

`University of Hawaii at Manoa
Special Education College of Education

University Avenue 4 Room 516* 1776 University Avenue Honolulu. Hawaii 96822
Cable Address: UNIHAW

November 25, 1980

Dear Parents:

The University of Hawaii--4n cooperatibn with several Department of Education
schools--has just been awarded federal funds to conduct a model demonstration'
project which will focus upon ddveloping activities to integrate severely
handicapped children into a variety of school and community settings and
increase the acceptance of children with handicapps by those who are non-
handicapped. This project will be copducted'for a. three year period and
will serve as a model for other school systems throughout the country,
involving community and professional representatives from both a special and
regular education perspective.

DeSilva School is one of the schools where these activities will occur. In
particular, we would like your child to participate in the DeSilva Special
Friends program in which regular education children from grades kindergarten
through sixth grade and the children in the severely multiply handicapped
class and deaf/blind class will join in play activities together as "Special
Friends". The children in regular education will see a short slide show about
friendship and about the Special Friends program and then will be allowed to
play with the special education children in activities designed for them.
The program will be conducted in cooperation with your child's teacher, and
our staff will provide extra assistance to insure that the children are
comfortable with one another and are enjoying themselves. As part of the
program, we also hope to work on developing your child's social skills in the
context of play interactions with other children. To do this, we will need to
collect some assessment information to help us to plan and evaluate the
activities.

We would like very much to have your child participate in the program. If you
agree, our first step is to develop a slide show at DeSilva which would include
pictures of your child along tAth other children at DeSilva. The project will
protect the confidentiality of all information collected in project activities,
and will not use the photographs or information in any way which would embarrass
you or your child.
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November 25, 1980
Page 2

203

If you allow your child to be included, please sign the consent form below
and return it to your child's teacher at school by December 8, 1980. There

will be a special meeting for parents after the slide show is completed so
that parents oho are :interested can see the slide show. Please feel free
to ask your child's teacher or call Ms. Gloria Kishi or myself at 948-7778
(please call collect) if you have any questions. We look forward to having
Special Friends at De$ilva.

Al

7'6

Luanna Voeltz, Ph.D.
Project Director

4.

PLEASE RETURN BY DECEMBER 8, 1980 TO YOUR
CHILD'S TEACHER

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

I have read the attached letter about the DeSilva
Special Friends program, and I agree to have my child participate. I under-

stand that this participation includes allowing the project to take photo-

,
graphs of my child for use in the slide show and to collect assessment infor-

mation needed to plan and evaluate the activities; the project has my permission

to review the information on my child's ILP so that activities are consistent

with his/her school program. However, the Project Director and the University

of Hawaii assure me that the confidentiality of all information is protected

and that the photographs and information will not be used in any way which

would embarrass me or my child.

Child's name:

Parent/Guardian's signature

date



204 Special Education Secondary

4,

University of Ea.waii at Manoa
Special Education College of Education

University Menus 1 Room lA 1778 University Avenue Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Cable Addras: UNIHAW

December 5, 1980

Dear Parents:

The University of Hawaii--in cooperation with several Department of Education
schools- -has just been awarded federal funds to conduct a model demonstration
project which will focus upon develqping activities to integrate severely
handicapped children into a variety of school and community settings and in-
crease the acceptance of children with handicaps by those who are non-
handicapped. This project will be conducted for a three year period and will
serve as a model fot other school systems throughout the country, involving
community and professional representatives from both a special and regular
education perspective.

Jarrett School is one of the schools where these activities will occur. In
particular, we would like your child to participate in the Jarrett Special
Friends programin which teenagers in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades
will join in leisure activities (play) with the severely multiply handiOpped
students as participants in "Special Friends." Our staff will work with your
child's teacher to develop positive interactions among the students, and to
help the students to be comfortable with oae another. We also will cooperate
with the teachers to concentrate on developing social skills in the context
of these play activities. To do this, we will need to collect some assessment
information to help us to plan and evaluate the activities.

We would like very much to have your child participate in the program. If
you agree, our first step is to develop a slide show to show to the teachers
and students at Jarrett which would include pictures of yOur child along with
other students at Jarrett. The project will protect the confidentiality of all
information collected in project activities, and will not use the photographs
or information in any way which would embarrass you or your child.

If you allow your child to be included, please sign the attached consent form
and return it to your child's teacher at school as soon as possible. There
will be a special meeting for parents after the slide show is completed so that
parents who are interested can see the slide show. Please feel free to ask
your child's teacher or call Ms. Gloria Kishi or myself at 948-7778 if you
have any questions. We look forward to having Special Friends at Jarrett.

Aloha,

f,

1

Luanna Voeltz, P
Project Director

4
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PLEASE RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
TO YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER

CONSENT TO PAL11,3IPATE IN THE SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

I have read the attached letter about the Jarrett
Special Friends program, and I agree to have my child participate. I. under-

stand that this participation includes allowing the project to take photo-
graphs of my child for vse in the slide show and to collect assessment infor-
mation needed to plan and evaluate the activittes. The project has my per-
mission to review the information on my child's IEP so that activities are
consistent with his/her school program. However, the Project Director and
the University of Hawaii assure me that the confidentiality of all information
is protected and that the photographs and information will not be used in any
way which would embarrass me or my child.

Child's name:

Child's Name :

Parent/Guardian's signature

PLEASE RETURN BY DECEMBER 12, 1980
TO YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER

CONSENT FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

date

, the parent of

consent to allow photographs to be taken of my child for possible inclusion

in the Special Friends slide presentation which will be shown at Waimea

School as part of project activities. I understand that this slide

presentation will be shown to teachers, children and parents at Waimea.

I authorize the use and reproduction by you of these photographs for use

if the presentation without further compensation to me.

Signed: Date:

Address:
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PLEASE RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
TO YOUR CHILD'S HOME ROOM TEACHER

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN.THE SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

Child's Name:

the parent of

have read the attached letter about the Jarrett Intermediate School Special

Friends program, and I agree to have my child participate. I understand

that this permission includes allowing the project to cAlect some

information from my child to assist in documenting the effects of

participating in a program like this upon teenagers.

Signed: Date:

Address:

PLEASE RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
TO YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SPECIAL FRIENDS PROGRAM

Child's Name:

the parent of

have read the attached letter about the Jefferson Elementary School Special

Friends program, and I agree to have my child participate. I understand

that this permission includes allowing the project to collect some

information from my child to assist in documenting the effects of

participating in a program like this upon children.

Signed:

Address:

Date:
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USE SCHOOL STATIONERY-LETTER SHOULD BE
SIGNED BY ti

SPECIAL FRIENDS COORDINATOR

Dear Parents:

We wo,..ld like to start a Special Friends program at our school. You

may have heard or read about this program; several local schools (Kainalu,
,Jefferson, Kaimuki Intermediate, Jarrett Intermediate, DeSilva, and Waimea)
have a Special Friends program and WA win be basing our efforts on that
model.

This program would seek to assist in the successful integration of
handicapped persons into school and community settings by developing
appropriate social behaviors and skills in the 'handicapped and also by
developing sensitivity and acceptance in the nonhandicapped students. One
of the first program activities would be the development of a sl:ide show
of the students at our school to be shown to the regular education otudents,
We will then ask if they'd be interested in participating in our Special.
Friends program. Once we have selected the regular education students, we
will be planning special activities--or just spending our recess periods
together--in which both Specia Friends-will be able to participate and

interact. We shall collect evaluation information from the children and
teachers to help us plan throughout the program.

We will alsobe identifying an appropriate social or play goal and
objective which will be included in your child'a.IEP.' Progress on this goal
will be monitored and evaluated, as are all the other IEP goals, by us
throughout the school yearuch a goal is not already on the IEP, we
shall contact you later to'd

&
'discuss what this goal, should be.

We are looking forwatd to starting this exciting program at our school

and feelthat our., time and-efforts will be well-'rewarded! Please call if

there are any questions about the Special Friends program or if you want to
assist 116 in any way. Thank you.

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN TO YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER

Permission is hereby granted for the following:

1

Photographing of my child for use in the slide show

Inclusion of a social skill in my child's IEP

Participation in Special Friends activities and evaluation

Child's name
Parent/Guardian's Signature

4

,2 18
Date
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A SELECTED LIST OF PROPRIATE
JUVENILE LITERA URE

Baldwin, A. N. A little time for Sarah. New York: Viking, 1978.
Sarah copes with her parent's absorpLion with the problems

of her Down's. Syndrome brother and her feelings of anger and .

jealousy:

Bridgers, S.E. All together now New York: Ives Washbarn, 1970.
Efforts to institutionalize a handicapped adult are thwarted

by neighbors who dewnstrate that'a community can accomodate this
person's needs.

Byars, B. Summer of the swans. New York: Viking, 1970.

A A

Carpelan, B. Bow island. New York: Delacorte, 1968.
A young man despite intellectual limitations makes a modest

but significant contribution to his family.

Clifton, L. My friend Jacob. New York: Dutton, 3980.
An eight-year-old narrator describes his handicapped adolescent

companion's behaviors with affection and expressions of happiness.

Cone, N. Simon. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970.

Cumwins, B. S. Let a river be. New York: Antheueum, 1978.
The hero is able to partially support himself and demonstrates

competancies is being able to handle emergencies despite prior cruel
treatment and institutionalization.

Shyer, M. F. Welcome home, Jellybean. New York: Scribner's, 1978.
Portrayal of the return of a 13-year-old from a state training

institution and the family crises it precipitates.

Slepian, J. 7;le :lfred summer. New York: Macmillan, 1980.
The eif.,:t.s of a developmentally disabled member on the

family is superbly exemplified.

Smith, . The haybuners..
, 1974.

Story of an adult FEFUTFEt of an institution is released on
a work program to a neighboring farm and the effects on the attitudes
of the teenagers who come into contact with him.

Walker, P. Twyla. En;lewood Cliff, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973.
A sensitive novel describing the feelings of a mildly handicapped

teenager who is a victim of the cruelty of individuals and the indifferences
of her parents and of society.

4rightson, P. A racecourse for Andy. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1968.

A mildly retarded boy is cheated and "sold" a race track for $3.

220
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A SELECTED LIST OF APPROPRIATE
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

Allen, M., & Allen, C. The marble cake cat. New York: Coward, McCann, &
Geoghegan, 1977.

A cat unique for its markings tries to find someone who will regard
and care for him as an ordinary cat.

Children's Television Workshop. Sesame street sign language fun. New York:
Random House, 1980.

Presents sign language words grouped in,such categories as the
family, school, colors, playgound, seasons, utensils and food, woods,
transportation, jungle, and feelings and emotions.

/S
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